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-

"Respect the nature of -the empirical worldi and

organize-.a-methodatigital stance to reflect. that

respect."-
--Herbert Siemer

PREFACE

Tbx perhdps'a hundred years now, the status of nursing haS
.

advanced in fits 'and starts from a helping hand to a Profession, such
_ -_

advanCetenthaVing:beet meteoric withinthe past two decades. The educa-

tion

settings and institutionsj each adapting it its own way to the heighteted

demands. of professionalitt as well as the increasingly :complex health'
_

_

.
,

care needs of our society. Thus, nursing -educatiO isj it pur time;

experiencing- exciting changes in politiesj. In structures and in concepts,

One"such change:haS been the:develOpMent Oftdecational-StrectOres

to fat itatt professional mobility Amofig.fiOn-baccalaureate registered-

nurses.; These educational ventures.comprise the newest and fastest - growing

model of nursing edetationi as suchj:they_now command the attention of pro.-7

fessional polidy malcersj edeCatitital administrators and; most recently;.

program evaluators, '

Although the.overall problems, principles and rationales of

educational evaluation are widely applicable to a variety of diSciplines,

Spedifid toolS and,tethods. are frequently developed ;is,particularlyiappro7

priate to certain acadAtIc fields. Similarly; although nursing education
'

as:a,WhOld shares many cottonafitiesin terms :Of contett and-. standards of

'excellence; the evaluation ofTat---Rilibaccalaereate_program;poses,chaildtges

peCeliar to this timely and innovative model. This:Volume dd6utents.in

easy-t6-fpnowdetaIl one compithetSiVe and successful research design
:

drawn up and implemented to meet that challenge.

The National SecOtd Step -Project IS a federally futded Special

.prOjects-Grant launched it 1978 by a small research "group affiliated with.

- _
the Nersing.Department on-the Sonoma State:University campus-in-torthern

_

California. It was Sonoina's nursing curricuIumi a poii-licensere upper

division
_ _

baccalaureate, degree:prOgrat for RNsWhich veris-to_the tet_ t

"second step" as-a Category of r-igrams designed expressly to serve the .



educational andprofeaSiOnal fideda'Ot the student who had already, by

virtue 'of licedsure, taken the "first atep.." .

_
±Promfthe starti strong and heated, arguments challenged the

acceptance of this curricular model. organized method- of ram

evaluation was and. the Sonoma program:provided a opt mal

research'site. 0i,ret the years from 1972 through 1978, a tru y gargantuan

amountof longitudinal data was systematically -gathered, analyzed, inter -:

_.

preted and'incorporated:intd a Series of. publications. :(Seariglq, ed;

1976; Wilson et al.-, 1977; Wilson and Levy, 1978; Dean and Jako)1978;

.' ko-et-al -97;8*

The present authars'had all worked together on_the final study
..

in'that series - -an inquiry which explored and evaluated that one particu-
. .

...;_lar_program in great detail, producing a hefty volume of findings-remark-
_ _

. , ----- ---- -_

able for their richness and:at-Opt but severely limited -in generalitability

.to othersitilat programs that were springing up around the country;: The

next logical step, then, was to expand the target of our concern .to include

other variations on the theme; thus, to deal not with a single program in

isolation, but with several programs sharing the distinctive "second'step"

apprcach to nursing education. Hence our name: The National Second Step

Project.
_

The project as ,a whole has several objectives, orilyCne of which

is, as stated ilisour grant proposal, "to conduct a,multi-campus comparativ8-

evaluation of second step programs on a nation-wide basis." That oue;

however; is the central pivot --the focus of most of our creative, work; and

the:impetus fOr the pUblitatiot:of-this manual.

What weporesent, then, is a case study of our-research process.

The reader We address most directly is already aware. of the NSSP and

seeking further informationas to its protocol and methods; Bdt the circle

widens to includb others whose interest is less specificnursing educators;

consumers of evaluation research, and thtiSe involved in developing a new

educational program, whether as evaluators, teachers or administrators.
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.INTRODUCTION.

Purpose

OVer the yearS;--the-rdsearch Skttiot oftheiursing Department

at Sonoma State UniVersity has received numerous inquirieS Which, taken

together, strongly influenced our decision to produce this manual; Some

were naive requests for "all your findings"4.others included a plea for

"help With OurdWil self- study." ,The present voluMe contains only the

-barest-sketth-Tif7previOns-findingt-;--on the Other "hifft4'it.'il"ineende-d

provide a great deal of help.'

Originally; we had thought tb-diStill from our calective exPer-

iencaa general:guide to research in nursing education - =a "-cookbook," if.

you will. The.pOtential.,readership for such a guide is-clearly Present

and raPidly increasing: But how to respond .to their needs was quite

another question.

There is no shortage of printed verbiage on the topic of evalu=

aiion research ; Literally Scores of such bookS cover the topic in infi

nite detail:. The trouble is that they.are usually written fovLresearchers;

PollOWIng tha-cookbook.anaI6iy; they areguicieS tofgourmettUisine; and

likely-to.be written in Yrenth: The audience we address may include a few.

Who Want'to.kdOW how -.to melt butter without burning it.

Another .difficulty with a gengral handbook 1.4 that; for 'obvious

reasons, itrarelYitreats the-very specifit Situation or problem that

:arises in the-use-of 4-partiCular.reseaith'design; For the assistant pro:.

fesso_r_Whd; tO'her.amazdment; charge of evaluating anewly

designed curricuIumi.:basid principles alone may be of limited utility.

Our purpose; therefore; has been to chart swell- defined course

along a very specific route. We present; in essence; a blueprint for the

research = currently being conducted by-.the NatiohalSecond Step-Project (NSSP).

Here you will find not-only-ideas about -evaluation_ design, but _a_ clear

explication` of tae design-we- have implemented; not mere advice on question-

construction, but descriptions of comple-ted_and available instruments;

not vague. suggestions as to how you might process data; bUt an explanation



of actual procedureS we follow; not an arraTof_analytic schemes diffev-.

entially appropriate to various research problemsi but an, outline of a

sound; workable analysis of theSe data. This is not,to imply that it's

all nuts and baltg: we also state our assumptionsi the theoretidal basis

for our methodological approachi and the rationales that support action.

But our basic intent is to show rather than to tell;

B. Background-

The conceptual forefunner of the NSSP was,;a demonstration study;.

of
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

_ _

deCiiions regarding design and. methodology were made withreference to

containthat experience the next few pages ontain a very brief overview of the.

it psetting in which it was.rnattied out; the questions posed; concepts gen-
.

erated and its acknowledged limitations.

Initially unique to Setoma's'two-year badcalaureate program was

the requirement that entering students must have earned an'Associate of

Arts degree' or-its-eqUiValent and must also hold a current California
\

licenge as an RN. Assuming that the prior lAarning representedXby those
_ .

two admission criteriaTforms th-oundation_upon_which_profesSional educa=

tion can be bUilt the faculty designed a process-oriented curriculum-
.-

which emphasizes community health and stresses a broad knowledge of the

health - illness continuum, problem solVini;-decisionmakingi andprOgress

toward self-actualization.

In addition tn=regular course work; the first year includes

clinical learning experiences in a Variety.of community settings; encourag-.

ihg a broader understanding of the many\variabIes which influence health

and illness. Self - awareness, group dynamics, and inter- personal relation-

-ships in-groups-and=ln_health__Oriatizations are Stressed._

The senior preceptorship yearofferstwooptions; One is a

cUrricular Conttatt in which the student selects .r question

to explore in depth', obtain-a:an off=daMpus preceptor, arranges for neces.

sary facilities, 4eVeltiffn-plan-of adtion,:_works outa_contractual agree-

ment with the agency; and provides a plan for evaluation of his or her

progress. e-see nclopt-lon-is-_-_moreuctured family nurse practi-

tioner preceptorship, conducted in community clinics and physicians7--



offiCee. Qualified FNPs serve as preceptOrs.and faculty;

Conducting.ah evaluation of this rather complex curriculum was

no StaIltask...;Heterogeneity of:entering student populations mitigated:

against Simplistic pre-poSt toWires of impact; and'the faCti that' the

program itself was still developing argyid against a static'Or cross-
,

;:
. .

sectional approach.

From the analysis of longitudinal Student eta; six central

concepts emerged:

An
OV6i1117View-of---pre,entrychracteriStics shared by most SonOma

tudents. In the eyes of the faculET-6,f-the-profesSion, and of the

general publici mott enteringitstudents already looked and acted .

like nurses.

2)" Status Maintaining.. Retaining a previously earned statuSL--thatof..

A recognized riieber.ofthe
InITSifig.prdf6§§ionHsurfaces as a major

source of motivation for'these registered nurses at the entry phase
_

of their bacCaleureate study

Independence Seeking. Both personality configurations end a hoSt

attitudinal items point to an additional set of ingredients in the

make-up of this student group: a need.for independence, a resistance

to authoritarian thinking, a desire for personal autonomy.

T ically, students 777:7eintainiAg delicate balance

among three sets o role-id4ntities_and demands:- a) asMIT.RtentS-in

a non-traditional baccalaureate nursinigratn-F---b-red
nurses, most of whom 'continued to be employed, and c) as mature

"re -entry women"-with community and/or family responiibilities,

engaged in the process of restructuring their lives..

Frontiering:, In an attempt to discover-the kinds of roles toward

.which students were predisposed, four nursing orientations were

identifiedl_-traditional, academic, leadership and frontiering.

gh the first three might be expected to typify BSN siudentS

generally, the prevglence of the frontiering orientation illuminates

the diStinctive "nature of this student body. It defines a student

w110 shows interest in positions that are non-traditional; questions

established health-care delivery; is innovative, and flexible in

general orientation to nursing.
. _

The Independent Professional.- This role concept, posited as a syn-

thesis of 3) and 5) above, is not defined by a particular nursing

activity, practice setting or clinical specialization. Nor is it-

necessarily individualiStic; close collaboration with-others is

-compatible with the role definition. It does, however, provide the

practicing nurse with opportunities ifor creativity, for innovation

in the solution of problemb, and for determining (within flexible



..b6undafies) the suitability of variaut=courses of action based on own

pTafettiohal competence;

Student data.were also used to formulate and to measure three

.

separate dimensions of "success": ,(1) achievement Of the diverse goale,

:
_ A

of theprogram* (2) acadeMic achievement during the peri6d of enrollment;
. __. _ _ _ _ ___. '._ rr .

and (3) .a pertohal, subjective sense of 'accomplishtent.' Alt:ough the

three measures were_satistically distinct; a few commonaIiti were noted:

-.' --- _

. ..--

certain shared personalityers_Vondlity characteristic sense Of "special expectations"

_. i.

of the.ptOgram at entry; and positive relati-Ohthipt with at least "some":

MeMb iii of He nursingfachliY;-bited-up6h professional ahat6 or ri4iitinil ''''''

attributes. b . $ s

. .

From an examination of teaching styles, setting and curriculum,

nine central concepts were generated:

".l) Communalism:' Facultybhavior evidenced a.tendetCy to, want to ,act as. . -.
5

a group Ahd;-at-iindividuaIs';t6 be answerable and available to the
i1

groupo.
.-.:
6 4----

.

.

2) inieiactionism. The goal ofFinteractiverinett is formalized as an
k,- ..

'ethic - -it is not seen as merely,useful
orLefficatiOUS; but as good in ......---

iideif;-
, ,.. ..

., .

.- .
. .

..; _

) Feminism. Doctoring may beseen as "a male response n3:illness; whereas

nurting it seen as MemaIe way to create_and maittaiA-heeIth ,

4) Political Change,. The faculty seeks. end encOurageSiit Oeir Students,

an active Iegislativei'organiting'and confrontational role-in imple-

menting
.

,..

menting change; . ;
-

''; c
'' . .i '

5 The Ethic of Availability and WarmthiSupportiveness; Ikteractionism

is here extended to students. More than merely descriptive; it.emerges
.

as a behavipralAorm.

The Student 13ee.: Dittinctive
characterisicaoURN students tend to

define prograicoiiteht; and to encourage egalitarian attitildes 'and.
___ .

fleXible teaching styIet. .. - ,

..

,
.

. _

r

Therapeutic; Affirinativs _and Traditional Styles. The therapdait style.

assumes-that ttUdents,±1"/INt-and as womeWi-must gain knowledge coupled`

-with:assertivendSt. _Tbs.-affirmative stYIe:tends tO: treat studehtS as:

fellow professionals. The:traditional style makes no assumiptions.alliptl

the personal' needs of students.: Individual faculty members 'o..ten embody -

more than one style; depending upon subject batter- apd;cIagt ize.:' 1__

FacilitStatt and Mgt-tuatara; _Teaching styles were also differenliated

t

_ -

according to the eachers'fastestMent of the autonomy -of their -earners.

"FaciIitatoreitee:their sttaents as self-diredtedand act pr arify.-: :7

as resources; soundinrbOgrds and sources ofnenCouragement; 'instructors",;

employ moretraditional;academit techniques; .



9) Additive Model of Curriculum. The facUlty_has a notion of what -RN

students lack and what they need in order_to'become professional nurses.

Thus, the turricuIumwas, in a sense, built from the students rather._

than,the other way.

*
Combining these idedawith other researchfindings, the Demonstra-

tion Study (Jako et al., 1978) put, forward 'A conceptual explanation of the

basic social processes occurring in the early years of theSonoma prograM:

that of "shaping professionals." The analysis oncerned itSOlf with what.

happens to students during the course.of their experience in the Sonoma

.-:,,,,,,....-;-,.p.rogrami,,:z.:These,--pr.o.cesses*thrtitigh..which,a7..technical identity is supplanted

With a ptefessional one, are posited as those which may distinguish this

curri -culum model from the traditiohal fOur-year BSN curriculum.'

As a program evaluation, the Demonstration Study represented a

significant accomplishment. As an explanatory inquiry focused upon a

curricular innovation which now exists in several slightly varying forms,

__however, itis limited by its total reliance upon data from a single pro-

gram. Findings pertain to a single (though influential) campus and to a

Single (though extensive) time period. In the NSSP, insights gleaned

from that pioneering effort are carried forward.

C. The Secomi-ate_p_ Model: context and substance

While-each individual secondstep program is.locally initiated,.
_

Our previous research suggests that larger social factors have influenced

the development of this model of baccalaureate nursing education-; promoting

its collective growth and conditioning its curricular characteristics:

The same social forces that, it 'a sense; created the programs. still con=

tinhe to. define them; They live within the students, the faculties and

.the edutatiOnaI seeting. We cannot understand one without the other.

.

.

The national crisis in health care dlivery; in terms-13f cost

-/
and quality Of/services, is well known through i.variety of books* articles

And in the press Health prOfessiOnals, once the prototypical bastion of

stability and trust; now findtheMselves-uhder fite from a dissatisfied'
.

and sometimes outraged pUbliO: These_ facts_. sentiments give the porMak

penchant for professional improVeteht a new urgency, and.provide someof

the.epergy behindiefforts at change. The new - :awareness of the public-that

its health care is not what it might bd,:or even should be, is only part



of the general rd-examining of institutions that has swept this co..T. .ty in

..the: last decade.

Most importantly for the\purposes of our research, it, is not only
\

health care that being challenges:1i butthe,status and role of women;

-and-the-accessibility and practicality of higher education; Nursing edUCA=

tiOn is:one point of intersection for all these-cOntroversies. Baccalaur-

\---
--.eate programs for r -egistered nurses address the following laiger.themes;

: htiefly-put'into context below: 1166-tteditional students; the'public dis=

satisfaction with health care delivery,. the women's Movement; and new
_

>2

directions in health care;

The oft - mentioned post -war baby boom beginning in the late Forties

produced a flood-of college students for theSixties; and-an. unprecedented

boon in facilities 'PetSdhhel Oonnected_with higher.-education. The

nuMber oftraditional.cOilege-agestudentsdropped off dramatically. in the

*
_Seventies;and educational 'institutions have beeniforced tp seek out students

- -
of non- traditional ege, background and pursuits.' The usual \reluctance of

Colleges to cater-to working; older adults haOrielte.awaywith.declining
.

.

enrollments. Adadetid.tredirfor these older studentS' experience and
a

expertise has been arranged and the'dallege opened tothem...

It is no accident that t nursing haS been one of the chief fields
-_,

,

.._ ,

to Which:students; particulakly hiiii=traditional Ones, arellocking:. The.:
.

_ .. .

Public perceives physicians as frequently alobf; 'impersonal, and 'expansive:

Becominimore.and more_popularlhetOncept of the Middle leVel:Practi!=:'

tioner who can.fulfill many Of the,functions of,the old family doctor, a
..,

person who'ci W,-. oseen regularly to .patient'spromote the patnt's health in a

personalized way, who isnot seen only in a ciisis, under'conditions Of_

medicinal Urgency, and for an exorbitant fee. OransWer to that is

increasing the rankS of prdfeSsionally prepared nurses. 'Departments- for

producing all manner of health professionals liave,been growinvit"colleges
-

that.mayliave.considered theM "unacademic" in the pa1st., .

.

...

It is not only` the .required= level of 'preparation that haS riSerr

in nursing, but the level of expectation of nurses the
A
selves. This is'

due in no small meaSure to 'the advances of the women's tovement. Recent.
,

- _

changes in the,status and role of nurses have paalle]ed those -in the

status and role of women generally. Ch;llenges to the dOminpnce of

_



physicians in the, practice of tediCine parallel :thallenges to the doMitatte

of males in all fatets of American life.

Thts we:have the institutional conditions met in the opening -of

0
the college doors,, the professional conditions $et for producing more pro-

fessional nurses,- and rhe psychological conditiOts for challenge and self=

improvement established .by the demandi of the women's movement.

Some-aspetts-..of-tht_tutsiog curricuItm_itself are the products

of circumstances impinging upon nursing. Advances in the technology of

curative medicine, along with proliferation of medical knowledge, have

contributed to increased specialization on the part of physicians. This

specialization has tended to get the surgeon closer to the technical

minutiae of physiolOgical problems, but farther away from the patients who

have them. A developing lay and Professional solution to this difficulty

has taken.the shape of various doctrines of "holism." The new professional

thrust in nursing stresses caring over curing; prevention over treatment,

a bio-psycho-social" view of health maintenance over a medical model of

disease treatment.

In-addition to Offeritg-a curriculum content reflectifig the
.

various aspects of holism described abovei. second step programs-are';fre-

quently designed with the non =traditional student in mind. The curricula

often inClude 'some selfLdirected; contractual study; course content empha-

sizing self-actualizatidn_And leadership; and evening, stOmer, and Part=

time-study. The characteristics of these olderi:tXperiettedstudettS

influence the programs as much as the programs' influence them.

In order to describe the programs we are studying, we need to

consideriMptct of certain seemingly external factors in our plan of
_

ifiqUiry. We:itcltde within the scope of our-research a concern for the

social; edutational'atd prcifebbitital contexts within which such programs

develop. And, we adopt a philosophy of inquiry and atalisiS calculated

to generate idetS and:conceptS btitcerning'the relationship of thig dttrit=

-ultr model to its history and to the socialforces ofwhich it is a part.



CHAPTER II

THE DESIGN: Multi-campus Evaluation Research

In higher education; evaluation research is usually liMited to

a single campus, or even to a'single academic program. Although frequently

Longitudinal:in nature and/or pertaihitig to-more than one student sample;

program evaluators rarely need to be directly Concerned with design problems

entailed in cross-campus comparisons in the early stages of their investi-

gations. At the same time, any program is in reality part of a larger

population such programs:" In the final interpretive stage of even

a single,programevaluationj the researcher' needs` be aware of the broad

outlineS of that larger reference group; both for comparative purposes

being able to s# how the program in question .is differentlroM or

similar_to:it) and in order to estimate the generaiiiability Of'findings..

In general; topi6e:cleelt chapter are part and parcel

OfahyreSeatth detUtt; regardless .of scope:- defining the population and.-
.

.the sample, posing objectives; setting a timetable and aa6Pting.a methodo

logical

_

approach. Each requires a decision baSed upon al-sound rationale;

In a sense, such preliminary determinations Aie.tit;more iffiportaat7than the

smallerdecisione:that are made-as you go along; it is just that -you have .

-
to make them first--and theirlive with them.- c

Definina thePopulation: the program survey

The NSSP research design was outlinedin the early'. of 1977:

At that time, Although much had been written about the idea of second step

programs, no published empirical: studies had successfully defined and

enumerated this new phenOmenonof American higher education.

From our'workon the Demonstration Study; we suspected that'' =

.SOttind*ep programs generally Weta.quite different frbm thaother.three

modelsUsuallY referred! to ilvthe literature--dipl6majassociate-degree:

and generic programs; Eut we needed a way t6 confirm or refute that hunch:

We also needed away to dettabe the institutional popUlatiOn froM which

our-study SaMple would be drawn,, and to provide an empirical background

-against which ;to:View their defining characteristics.

TOfillothose need --we augMehted the comparative evaluation by



adding a preliminary step: the program survey; During this initial phase,

the NSSP sought to establish contact with every program of this type

throughout the nation, including those not yet accredited. To do that,

/ .
we needed only two things: a complete mailing list and an appropriate

data-collecting tool. Neither was readily available.

Since this particular group of Programs had never been consti-

tuted into a "second step population," we used a "snowballing" technique

(Sudman, 19-76, pp. 2207-211)-forr-assemblia& the-mailing list kfrer pull-

ing together a list of 108 institutions that we thought might have such

o curricula in operation, we wrote into the survey form itself a request

that respondents tell us of others that they knew about, thereby eventually

increaSing-diff-Topulation-N-by-approximately_44%-_____

General speaking, the less you know, the more you have to ask.

This posed a problem: we actually knew very little about the programs on
_

our augmented mailing list. At the same time, since we were addressing

the survey to busy Department Heads, we realized that a long, complicated

questionnaire would stand little chance of being returned'. Our solution

to this dilemma was to approach the collection of data in two ways. First,

we limited our actual questions to a single-page of fai7*., basic descrip-
.

tive informatiori: type of program and "parent" instituc how long it

had been in operation,-accreditation stattit, and a variety of program

statistics. Second, we requested, in addition to the brief survey form,

a current catalogue arid/or other descriptive publications. Curricular

details included in these materials enable us to refine the operational

definition of the population we wished to describe--"baccalaureate pro-

grams designed expressly for registered nurses"--and to specify criteria

for inclusion-in-or,eXclusion from the survey population.

Never underestimate the importance of "piloting" a new instru-

ment. NO matter how crystal-clear each item seems to you, your respondents

will probably find a "wrong" way of interpreting it. We ran the fist

version of our survey past chairpersons of a feW'nearby nurSirigprogramS,

clarified the items with which they had difficulty, and got it ready for

mailing

What with "snowballing" the sample and devising three follow-up

Mailing-8, twelve weeks, elapsed from our original mailing to the final

cut-off date.foi processing returns. Ten, with the population defined,-



and with estimates of its size and basic chracteristica, we were ready to

focus in on the study sample.

Defining the Sample: the six - campus, study

"Baccalaureate programs designed for
.

_

we reasonedi include two curricular' patterns.

step" as..reprebehted by the.Sonoma:curticUlum;

-Only,With upper-division'baCCAlaufeate nursing.

7'

registered nurses" should,

One is the-classic "second

i.e., programs which deal

education, admitting

students with Juhicit standing. The other is the "two plus two" varfartil

i.e., nursing programs.which award both the ADN and the BSN. In this
_ .

latter type; only the upper -division work constitutes the
realfocus of

our evaluation... Butsince many students continue from loWer!to tipper_

division withIiiifie same' institution, with: or .without a =-temporal- :..break._in____

their formal education, these two types of programs are treated separately

for certain analyses. Both, however, fall'within the operational defi-

niiion of the population of interest, and will, for most purposes, be

refeired to in this manual-as "second step" programs.

The precedingsection conveys ;the impression that:only after the

institutional population was defined would a sample of fhOed prOgraMe:be_

.selected fOi intensive study; TheOfetiCallyi that's the way-it-Should

BUt in the real world of grantsmanship; theory sometimes bends to

accommodate. concrete re0lity. In order to assure the funding agency that

programs so seleCteclwould.ifideed participate
,

in the study,.: t was neces

sary,tochcoSethe study schools andeIicit
their-Wfitten support for the -

project prior 'to submitting the proposal.

Two major factors argued against a random selection from among

"all second seep programs." First, as of early 1977.that population had
_ .

yet ,to be defined; thus, a random sample was not featible. Second and

more important, selection criteria should.serve tocreen out programs

which, eitherbecause bf. neWneda or,03ecause±af failure tomeetprofessiona

standards;. would contiibute,litild to a definitive'portrait of this tUr-,

ricaarmodel,; One single triterionprovides.the simultaneous solution

, to -both problems: AN'accieditation as of early 1977;':
'

PubliShed-sources furnished thenames and addresses of five

second :step programsch'hadreceived NISaccreditatidi During the



:tithe we worked on the proposal, we learned of one more, bringing the total

:IchbWii.pbpUlation to six. It was an awkward number-aomeWhat large in

view of the complexity of the research design we had in mind, yet-not

_large enough to permit representative sampling:. We therefore decided to

include all six;

Far from constituting a:homogeneons sample, these six sites

cover an impressive range.of institutional characteristics: Half a e
.

strictly upper division; the other half are two plus two. Three ar

deciTedly urban; one is suburban; and-two-are---semi-rural.-----Fourar

tax-supported public institutions; the other two are in private institutions,

bOth_bf which .are suppgrted by the Catholic Church. Three'ofthe.patent

institutions boast a,siudent population of. over ten thousand; two are of

...moderate__di*e_t1000E10,00011:_and_one isAuite_dthalla_are doctorate

granting institutions; two have Master's programS; two.ate *-tictly fbr

.findergraduates; The total enr011ment.of RNs in the nursing\dePartmentS

varies from less than 50..to approximately two,hundred; Finally, they are

_
spread.clear across'the country from the Eastern. seaboard tore Mexican

border;

Without a knowledgeable and involved liaison at each..site;

Mere task-of coordinating. data Collection and.other evaluation activities

would be forMidable;:aChleving the kind of insight and understanding we

ts-76tt aiming for would be well -nigh impoSsible; .Thus, one of the arliest

steps-in the researCh.process was to identify one faculty member from each

participating program-capable of playing this indispensablerolei- arrange
.

for compensation or release time, and endow the role with a suitable title

--that of Evaluation Associate.
6

Posing- the Obiectives: the
,

art of comPremise
. . , .

.

.___
This, section summarizes: the thinkingbf theAsISSP staff in posing

research ObjectivesAbat would be both.productive and'realistic.,.Th6
-

goals we'set reflect acompromise between the authors' own philosophies,

of research, pragmatic Constraints such as the availability of resources

and expertise, and our personal'perspectives on current - issues impinging

on .nursing education;

Readerd.'Who plan to use this manual as an actual research guide,



whether to replicate the present study or to adapt parts of it to-their

own purposes, may not share our philosophical bent; m y

operate under differing budgetary restrictions or wish to address d fetent

audiences. Regardless of the specifiC circumstances, however, setting
_ -

overall objectives is an important step: By setting forth the va:iety7
,

of Considetations that influence Our own,aimS, we provide both the iationale-
.

that underlies the NSSP research and a concrete illustration of. the-process.:

by which such goals are formulated.:

1. ThiloSophical-foundations-

Chapter 1 discUssed:social fOrces which have given rise to

seCond:Step programs (see pageSH5==7),---TuTp-charadteristics related to.those
_ - _ _

origins have conditioned our.approach to this Study;.. First, the programs
.

. _
are. Innovative; the recent-ptoductS-Of changed and

Second, they are locally initiated and diverse responses to theSe'realities;

rather than being administratively defined creations of a state or federal'

agency. These two featureS, in addition to the paucity of informatidn,Shout'
_ .

second'StepAirograMs,..led us to fayor research objectiVes aimed primarily_
.

atAeveIoping a descriptive and interpretive model'of the piograms'aeledted
e:s

fot.'intenSiveStudy.t
____

Because we consider such prpgrams, asa grOupi, to:hA

developing innovations in nursing education, we departin some ways from

a standard approaCh to Prograt Evaluation research usually

,tries to,measuregbal achievement. Among seCOnd:step programs,howeveri:

definifionSof sUccess are theMSelVes in transition; To desctiVe the model

.
in its newness is a sense; to 'desCribe its criteria for success., Deft-7

ilititine-ufsuccess in expanded-4ole nursing are,. therefore, seen as patt

of the investigation; not as a predeterminedstandard'of measurement.

The second.rAasonforbroadening'our:objectives'beyond those

:.Charact, eristic of eyaluationstudiesis thStWe.are not dealingWith

ofogtat" at:all; but with- a. MaderUp tifseparaiel)rograms--ill

localiy initiated responses to societal needs which are national in atbpa;2

ri-date dealing with a phenotenon. Eachpiogiam sees itself,as in 'tune with

national trends; and each COnfottS own way to Npl accreditation

standards.' .WhAt±we.are.evalUatingisi:in.a
way; the'.effic4cy. of a social

Movement.



_ _ _

We'began with ideas we had developed about what might be

Called a "second step package:in which all the components -- the students,

the curricular objectives and tht faculty-7are new, and in which each .part

influences the others. Questions we pose ShOuld reflect this dynamic

interaction; Buit rather than merely confirming or denyingth4t_formulationi.

the'qUestiOnS shOuld-imply.40.integiated.analysis WhiCh further explains

Our objectivdS, then, are aimed ati constructing:4n analytical

description-=a model--of such programs, as a way of finding out just what

Constitutes the programs:: Whatdo they:intend? What are. their students

and. aCulty-like? How do they address- the new trends in professiunal

nursing ? they contributing :to the deVeleipMent,.of new standards and.

perspectives for nursing practice?

A philosophy of inquiry is not an afterthought; it determines

the type of questions you think are worth answering and the type of study

you conduct in order to address them. Our research objectives stress

explanation over proof, and understanding over prediction.

Pragmatic ctnstraInts,

The overall perspective or phiIosophY upon which the NSSP
-

research design-ls_based sets the tone fot the inquiry. But before the

__ .

objectives are put into final form, other-factors'must be taken into

account, 'three of which4ate discuiied-in-thiS section.

Line of:thefirdtthings to'think abdut Is-who___you intend to

address. In addition to our -fund-ing7a-gency-r=we-have three siinifiCdfit--

audiences in mind in drawing up our-research questiOnS: 1) the partici-

patingprograms themselves, 2) the nursitiOrnfebsion generally, and

3) repearchers inthe-health 7fieldS;. fanning-oUt,to:inClude educational

researchers and other social, scientists'.

The first audience, We assume; is most - interested in_knoWing

'HOW are we doing?" They want findings to provide a goodiobjective:Vrew

of their operations and of theit students, Partiqularbi in 'terms Of academic

. and ptofeadionai,achjetrethent -Thezeccind gititipis more interested in a

sblid; empirical delineating of this new model of professional nursing

'Otepatatin, What makesjt,work and Ight does it produce? Do we really

need it? The third audiened they apOroochouriePoris With a more critical



eye; . They critique'the-soundness_ofthe:methodology,
the adequacy of the

analysis and. the fruitfulness (for the'pUrpOteS of-ifurther research) of'
- IF

the findings; Our statement of research objectives must satisfy all three

potential sets of readers. P

A second- guiding -principle is to set goals that_ate reason-.

_

able and attainable within the constraints imposed by yOur projected time

table, data-processingjacilitie&i and budget; Attending well to these'

constraints carries:a.large pay-off in terms of how well you can ultimately

accomplish the research aims:.

Data-processing facilities were a 'Chown quantity; We had

".inherited from ourprev1Ous study a good.working relationship with the

campus computei center; and knew its caPabilities and limitations; Time

and money were less welLdefined; the,bett.toUrce of information is always

identical with the expected source of funding; In the case O.the'HSST,

we bated our pLaining oft federal guideIinet issued' by:the Department of

:Health, Education anctWeIfare (HEW)';'.had. we intended to apply for funding

froikother agencies, Ajectives would have been'adePted to their require-

-vmente.

The HEW guideIinet are reasonably permissive: they allOW'

us to plan a three-year study, and:'to Utea relativelylarge, proportiOn

of our:total funding. for travel (permitting tire, visits to each iiartiCi,-

pating campuf) and fortalaries_(aspuring,us of Competent, qualified.per-

,sohnel). COMbining quantitative and qualitative tethniques is generally-

an, expensive proposition, especially if, the target of the analysis is .as:'
-

.

.

diffuse as the one we envisioned-61X diverse nursing programs; Both the

timetable and the budget, owever; seemed to allow us 415-_--tet. some rather_

-

ambitiout ObjectiVes, and to'hire senior- research personnel and :Consultant§

at theAOctoral level of preparation;

Thethird major restraint..is quite substantive: althoUgh.wei
. _

._ _ __
tOwere propoting do'an evaluation of a curriCular model based on six pro-

.

r

4mard4;, we had.no knowledge ofprecisely what each program's own curricular

objettives.were; To be sure, we acquire this, bit of missing information

early on in Our investigationi.but we are nonetheless cOnttrained,from

deiiiihg "th enures of success" pertaining to specifi prokram.goals Our .

'solution is to:turrtthis '!liiiiitatice to Our Advantage. Inline with the



philosphy of inquiry discussed in the previous section; we seek to consider

measures:of achievement which are generally applicable to second step cur-

ricular objectives as derived from thelitetatUte as well as from oUr'own

ideas about such programs;- In a sense, then, the research questions which-

we pose contain within them our tacit hypotheses about what itvis that the

second step model sets out to accomplish;

3; enrrent issues

Having been involved in second step research already for

somayeers; we were well aware of the controversial nature of this curric

'ular model, and alert to the necessity for.incIuding in our research objec-

iives-a means for' Addressing the central issues and. providing relevant data.

The basic questions- that we hear the nursing ptofession

ing are: "eait an -upper-division `professional major -in nursing-- be-bniton==--- - --

lower-division pre=litensute preparation? What distinguishes technical .

froM professional nursing education? What is the trileOf liberal studies

in, the preparation -of ,d professional' nurse? Are hospital diploma programs
_ - -

obsolete, OrShould- they be? What are the pros and cons of experiential
,;.

learning? 1What, if Anything,. Abet this innovative model contribute to

profession,or to its cnrrent'educatonaI system?"

.

Such questions, appearing persistently inthe professional

journals, cannot be ignored; -Although we don!tpteSume to "answer'
v. .

:once andjor alliwe dd. plen.tO gather, analyze and interpret relevant
a.
`:information which will generateusefuI insights:and.bting light into some

-

of the darker.cornerS of heated thetotit.and personal bias;'

. Research' bjeCtives of the NSSP

Mre have briefly outlined our philosophy of inquiryithe.praC-

tical.6onstraint'under which weopetate,' and the need for empirical data
- .

relevant to. the current issues surrounding the second-thtep curricular model.

Taking all of those things into consideration, we etergedat the end of the

proCess with.three basic research objectives:



To define; Analyze-and describe-these programs with.respect

(a) CharaCteristicS of students; Here we. consider:
=6

Types of educational and pre- licensure pieparation

; Personal goals and professional commitment.

Demographic; attitudinal and personality attributes

. Measures of academiCA)otential and achievement .

Measures of nursing knOWledgeicompetence and professional
achievement

(b) Educational pattern and milieU. Here we consider:

Administrative policies, including admission criteiia.

. ManifestatiOnS of prograiii objectives; explicit and implidit:
Patterns of intetadtion'atting faculty, etudenta; adMinistra-

tors and healthprofessionald- .1
; Teaching styles and curricular deSign6 .

Regionali historical and institutional :COntekt6
..
-Types-or- processesof_acadethic-AndrcifetSidtal
HerewecOnSider:

/ .

Program objectives_ (how.expressed; how_widely accepted;.

changes orTid§ptatibtisi4etC:) ---,-----__:____:___

. Faculty and aaministrativestructUre (forthation, tranSillore;7

,stability;. etc;

. Student success. persistencei. gradesi-pelf=perdefititin; Intel

lectual groWth, goal orientation;.. professional AdVandement,

etc.)
Second.steptonStributiOns to the nursing4,rofessiOn-(neW

perspeCtiyesfrole. definitionstilization.of talenti ,..

leadership;.atc.)

2) To explore ways-in. which these various elements ard_Intettelited; and

themeanings:of:such-ablatiOnShips; thus; to charaCteriie both the

components andthe.outcomes-of.the second: itevmodei. , k :

To :formulate a:41e6cri0t.l.ve.andanalytiCtiOdelbf:s0c0Pilljelinursing.

educatlion both for. coinparisons.among participating .programs and 'for-

future comparison with other baccalaureate ModdlS.:

Setting the Timetable: pacing and checkpoints'

The NSSP ae::a whole has several Objectives.; onlyone of 0'hich

is the multi=Campus evaluationstudy.: Thusiin budgeting the
_

and talents:of our:sevenperson (5:.5J7E) rcentralstaff, we-pust planfor.

.

the'accomiAishment.0f three;other-aimsjn-addition to: carrying outs:the '

evaluation; 1) g "facalty'daelopment:Prograt" UPgi.adeChe:resparch
.

)0tills-cd/Our.sixEvaluation'Associates;,2Y. continual prOvision;Oft00-orta

to:participating.campuias for their Uaa in decision - making;
. .

'and 55 the design and funding OtatiOtheeseArch:propoll:comP4rifikthe:
.

,,,



l

0.

secon&-step:Wiljithe generic model of baccalaureate nursing, education.

In curricular evaluationi. pacingis the key to survival; The

very nature of an-e ucatIonel-prbgtatHitstres that. you will never know

"everything" about its students;.ita fatuIty.:Or its

because all three are like shifting sands under your feet; by the time

you release the final report, pin-tan be quite sure that it will be
-

"dated."' By taking account of historiCeiand deVelopmentel factors- -

trends and changes over tiTrie==you can minimize their deleterious effett

eliminate it entirely. :Pacing;-.
upon youreonclUsions.' But you can never

then, means,:-

1) Detiding what the:study is:toing..to actually produce in the way of

il5orta;- conferenc684-vresettations; p6bIicationsi. etc.1

Writing-thOsebig events `onto e.Iongrange (three7year;'.in the-ease

of the NSSP)-Calendar with at.least an approximate date for each ;_:

Identifying those things you really need to:know or to'do before..prO-

dUditig each main event; and what amount of instrument constructioni.

data collection; analysis and writing will necessarily precede it;
_

4) 'Reviewing and adjusting the calendar (products and deadlines)

that it_reflects a reasonable work -load for the available personnel

(and budget).

The NSSP's adjusted calendar looks something like this:

Month Year I

July .

August
Sept..

Workshop for_Evaluation-1-
Associatee;_instruments.
ready for distribution;

Oct.. Program-Survey Report

Dec.

Jan;
Feb

. March

APiil
May
June'

Manual- to p r,L nter

Jteports to all six
dampuses;Report to-'
fUnding agency

SITE VISITS
,

Year

Descriptive report:
Entry data

National Invite-
tiOnel Conference;
Report to funding'..

agency,

SITE VISITS- :
Publish eonference
proceedings

Year' 3

e riptive report:
Graduation data

National nvite=
tional ConferenCe

SITE VISITS

Publish conference
:proceedings; Final

Report

Those are the large checkp-oints. The catch is that t is a

continuous process- -i.e., you also have to pace anctealendar the Steps

that lead up to
each'Vneiwhithjsessentiellythe'methodology of the study.



.
. .

basic principle -from all this is simply to keep your inter-

Mediate goalsfirmly in place, and 'when push comes to shove (as it surely

will), to sacrifice qdahtity for quality. Don't get lost in the maze of

collecting data you won't have time to analyze, or in endless analySes

that you won't haVe time to intePPret; Be reasonable.

E. Adopting -a,Methodological Approach: -striving for elegance

The research ObjectiVes Outlined on page 16 dictate certain

demands.. upon the methodology: 1) the study must be at least semi-

longitudinal in order. tO address questions of change and development'

2) it must cOmbine quantitative and qualitative strategies; 3) outcomes;

--mustrinclude-theoretidel-donattiicts-fdr-model-buibdinvaswell,-as:.measUrd=

ments of goals and achievements; and 4) areas:ofctinceptual interest cover

a broad range, from specific student characteristics through to ''deacrip7

tiye constellatioha of program charact rla.;tics and their inter-relationships;

Technically, 'We are Conducting a comparative evaluation of six

specificsecond step programs; That means'Our approach needs_tobe able
0

to.assessLEhe impact of each program upon its students, and that such

meaSures_must-he comparable'across programs; Since the !'impact", of an

educational venture is usually measured by 'Comparing graduate and/or post-

graduate data with those. collected at time of entry, and since we redoi

nize,the setiods-limita4ons of cross-sectional comparidons which preclude`.

measures-`of individual change, we need at ieast one longitudinal atUdent:, .

saMple on eadh:tampus, And since. we assess not onl."academid":butio-

---7--feaional'i cOmpetence, our data Should-pertain to a relatively elongated

time span - -from pie-entry background through to post = graduate' placement

and attitudes. Hence.the lOngitudinal approach.

In-actuality; however, we propose to do more than a simPleH ,

evaluatiodstudy: we also seek to-characterize the'compOnents and the

outcomes of second step nursing education, and to formulate_ a:

and analytic model of this general curricular form.' In methociolOgical.

terms, this itpliet:that data collection, data processing and first-level

Statistical and qualitative analySiS shoUld be compressed, taking place_
insofar as possible within the first two y rsea, and leaving the third year.

.relatively open:for achieving our "beyond the evaluation" aims;



Referring back-tothe research objectives (page 16), we built

the methodology around the types of data and analyses that each seems to

require :.

1) To define, analyze and describe the following:

(a) Student characteristics

PriMarY need iajar quantitative (i.e., ohjective,'
pre-codediatandardiied)data on studenis; sufficient

to characterize eachstudent populatiet,

(b) -Educational patterns

(c)

-

Primary_need is'Ior-qualitative (i.ei.obadiVatiohaL
interactional; historical, interpretive) data on the
social- processes and edpcational climates that typify
the programs.

:

Types or processes of achievement

ReqUiret analytic strategied (i;e6 Indexing,_ factoring,

global coding,,dtd.) to define program objectiVeii
adbinistrative structure; student, "success," profes-

sional roles, etc.

To characterize both components and outcomes.

Requires exploratory methods using bethAstatisticakmanlpplation
Ofyariables and grounded - theory, to identify interrelationships
amehgkey variabIesand among seta of vatiablei.

3) To formulate a descriptive and anaIytiC model

r,

Requires deattiptiVe and theoretical model-building: time for

discerning and conceptualizing the basic,elements of second Step
nursing education as evidenced:in our data.

_

An elegant deSign is .one which provides all the appropriate

information with the least expenditure of tune and effort. It avoids

over - collection of data, but insures that data will, be available on every=

thing you expett to need for analysis in time for optimal usefulness;,

allows time and in the schedule kbr dealing with the unexpected;
_, _

and provides both time and motivation far making the best possible use of

the informptien.at hand==i.e6 building On previous,researchi inter reting

findings in more than a mechanistic fashionand producing prose that is

Of more than passing interest to the significant audiences you,plan to

address. In-the language ofthe market place, it's getting the best return

on your inVestment,
,



.It might be noted that between the time we submitted the proposal

and, the time it was funded, several mire second step programs were

accredited. So in reality, our sample represents six of the first

such prpgrams to recei4e NLN accreditation.

2. To see what we -mean, compare the_ second step phenomenon with a

federal Jab training prograwsuch as the Comprehensive Employment

Training- Act.- Based on a model "from Washington, local CETA
programs have: been established as a matiOnal response to a national

problem.of .unemployment; Each one is supposa to work like the

other"and goals:are easily quantifiable: more jobs, .better -wages,

etc'. The national problem is addressed locally, but the goals ..and
the.structure, for meeting them are defindd "at the:top." In the

case-of second-step-programs ,--4lowever-,-national-needs-are-addressed ----, ---,-

from the bottom up, as it were.

3. In 'Speaking of. a 'second step package ,"..-we are incorporating, the

following ideas-. A non-traditional student population -(mostly

feinale, mature,: experienced, and employed)- is responding to new

roles for nurses, and attending .schools- which in the past might not

have -.made room for theM. The programs are molded not onlyby the

. new professional nursing content they must teach, but by_the new

needs and abilities of these mature students. And, _not __just any

faculty can make the transition to this new and expanded_profession-

elism, abandoning familiar: didactic techniques for more-flexible,

*Collegial ones appropriate to, say, a forty. -year old" mother of 1 three

Who has been a staff nurse for 15 years. These newprogras we
rdasoned; are 'designed to. 'addresa a new kind of student,,'Wha Seeks

and.:Must:be taught new roles, by a new kind of ra cult3r. Each part

of the'"package" makes the others what. they are, and none exists in

ISOlatidn:



CHAPTER: III

IMHOPPLOGYI A Plan to Get From Hereto There

The &induct of research, regardless of whethei.it is A compre-

hensive program evaluation or a narrowly focused experimental design, is

basically a process ofliakingtimelY and informed,:deciaions andthen "f011OW-

ing.through." The better the decision making. process, the -smoother the road

will.. run' the better the quality, of the decisions madeithe'more:fruitful
. . / .

.

the results ofthe inquiry;

rin specifying a methodology;-we take'eath- of the:"typea" of

veriableSand analyses required by the design and MOVOThil to the next level

of decision=Making. :.Exactly what do we need to:knoW about students, feculty,

environment; cOurse'structure, and administrative policy?

In thiSchapter,we treat not thedetiaionmaking process but
-

the-reaUlta" of that irocese':-.:theSouices of information and why each: has.

been chosenf the data :gatheriUgtools-and tethniques'weemplOy and the

functions they serve; and finally; afew words about the timetable for;

eccomPlishing intermediate goals, and about staffing the overall research

.efftitt.

Sources of Information

Our methodology specifies six haSic sources of infOrmatio=

1) students (which also includes graduates., 2) graduates' immediate supe'r-
.

visors in:empIoyment: settingsT-3)-Our Evaluation Associate, who has.. access

.todepartMentalrecOids on each campus, 4) other nursing faculty meMbers

and jjossibly some nonnOrsing faculty who may teach."required" courses

from otherdiSCIPlines4 5) program administratOrs; and ,6):theNSSP staff.

What re-Mai-ha, then; is to identify what information we obtain from each

source, at what point in the calendar such data can be most efficiently
r_ -,

,..,C011etted0.-:end by what means. "What" and when will be discusSed in'this
.

.
. .

.section: "By' what means"--i.e., a discussion 0%. specific data-cOliection

instruments and techniques - -is reserved for the following section.

.-Data from students-

Clearly, most information from students is of the "self-report"

21
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variety-i;e;i their responses to questionnaires and surveys. Such iiittru=.
_ _

ments are constructed' not only to elicit relevant-facts about their ack-

grounds; but also to provide, the Major source of attitudinaI'data and a

view of eachprogtaiii as a tawie from the student perspective. In to

support, validate and supplement those self - reports, hitivever, we also

collect "objective" measures of the student population: measures of geti=

eral intelligence, of specific nursing knowledge and competence; and of
. .

-personality dimensions. FoUr waves of_student data are scheduled: at

entrance, in school, at gtaduation; 'and post graduation.

-. Next question: which students? With a total data=collecting

period of less than two and'a half years (leaving the laSt.tix months to

-Work-with-a completed, data-base) it -isobvious--..that__onlyoneentering.__________
. -

class can futnith true longittdinalAata, from entry through to post7

.graduate placement: \students entering the.program withjunior standing

at the beginning of the Fall term, Year 1; But thinking ahead:to the

serious

_

problems of saMple attrition in longitudinal .studies; we supplement

various segments of their responses with data collected from other clattes

at parallel points in the program.

Entry=leVeldatt, for instance; are strengthened by adding

tcvoiit respondents those juniors who matriculate in the Fall of Year 2,.

alttiough:we do not "folloW" them through to graduation.:.GradUatidh and

"in Sch01" data;oti theiother hand, are timilarly strengthened ,by survey -

ing thos0 students who enteredeach program one year previous.. to the. ihit

tiaticin of the ttudy,and'who theoretically graduate at the end-of Year '1.
6

Post graduate data-collection is traditionally the weakest

link in longitudinal studies of student groups. Potential survey respond-

ents are scattered - geographically, no longer accessible through normal

campus communications channels, and no longer psychologically attuned to

the needs of faculty and/or departmental personnel. At the same time, and

especially for the NSSP which,seeks to assess. "professional"-as well as

"academic" achievement, it is .a crucially important Phase for purposes of

assessing program impact. Therefore, we add not one, but three cohorts

of graduates to the target sample for post-graduate data: those who grad-

uate at the end of Year 1 (and who are referred.to in the pteviots para-

graph)
-.

plug students from the'two preceding clastet who are already "in

the field" .as our study .begins.



The rather complicated data-collection schedule which. results

from Adding all-thes.-suppletettary-samples is. presented below in graphic
_

form*: where -entering, classes ard:muMbered chronologically and where:,

is the entry battery.

is the 'in SChtiol" battery

is the graduation battery

04 is the po'Stgraduation battery

01

Year 3

*Class 4 Isthe basic lOngitUdital sample; all,.

others are supplementary.
. 4

Data from supervisors

refleCt. the pe:C ofeptidhSf A small non- random aampIe of sUpervisory'er-

'Alost of:these data are "about'. program graduates; but they

sonnel withi the nursing profession. Ajitlef4Uestionnaire is mailed to

the immediate supervisor Of-dath graduate who provides us with a'nate And

permission't contact that person. The data-c-cillettia 6thedulhan,i

coincides wi h the post - graduation. battery (04) as outlined above.

\.

A .
,

Sindetheae.aUpervisors conStitute.anextreMely,hetexogeteots

;..population* ealsc ask them to tell uaaflittle.bit about-,themselves;. such

aa-._thatt on educatiOnal backgrounds, how long they have known the graduate,

etC., ThUs tteir judgments of the graduates' personal qualities and.pro-

.fesaiOnal competericieitan-be: interpreted in theJight-of those feW



self-descriptive items.

3. Data from Evaluation Assoriates

As mentioned on page 21, the Evaluation Associate on each

campus represents our direct access to the. non-confidential information

contained in departmental records. Their. largest and most important:con=

tributiOns to.thedatt base are to define (and then-keep track Of) the

various samPles; faculty as well as students, and to distribute:and Collect

the various data- gathering instruments throughout the study.

- _ . ._ _ _

The student samples that ,they-provide a not merely lists

of names. They contain also -a- broad spectrum of background and deMographic.

variables that are accessible from application' forms, transcripts, etc.,

insuring us of at leaSt some data on all students which is not of the Self-

report variety. Most of this information is originally compiled during

Year 1,.with Class.5 being added at the beginning of Year 2.

In addition, the.EValuation Associates furnish all "academic

progress and, outcome" variable-6 by continually, monitoring and recording

grade-point averages and changes in enrollment status. Who is still

enrolled? Who has a leave of absence? Who will graduate at the end

this term?

4. Data from faculty

Although facUlty samples furnish a limited amount of quanti==

tative data (e.g., personality and environment inventories as wellas

responses to a few pre-coded-questionnaire. items), their Contribution

consists primarily of qualitative data-:-open-end questionnaire items and

interviews: From their words,' we will abstract a picture-of each program.

from the perspective of the teacher/counSelor. Faculty'respondentS also

help us to define student success by selecting from each list of graduating

seniors those that they consider to be the most outstanding nurses.

Most faculty, data are collected during Year 1,-some in-the

Fall and some in'the Spring. Nominations of outstanding graduates from

Class 4 are, of course, made in the Spring of Year 2, after the Evaluation

Associate has compiled the list of prospective graduates from that student

sample.



Data fiom-programgdridnistrators

1
In a sense,. this is a sub-sample of thefaculty, since few

second step programs boaste full-time non-teaching gdministraior. In

addition to other infOrmation'retinetted frOMfatulty,-however, thissmall'

;group furnithes-additiOnal interview data pertaining to leadership stylet,

and,behaviots. These interviews are conducted .in. the Spring of Year 1;

Data from the NSSP.Staff

Two members of the research ttdffmake . the rounds Of all

.tix.prOgkams in the:ppl'ingtert of each academic year. Duringthesesice

visits,' they condutrAilterviews-which-16-gctueIly---tollecting7dataLfrom---:-

other people),.bUt they; also directly observe. and experience the eduter.

tional environment that each program creates and inhabits. Using an almost

anthropological approachr--they-provide raw data-in-the-form-of written

observationt And field notes as well as "artifacts"documents, student

reports, newspaper clippings, 'syllabi,; spedchet, and whatever strikes them

as useful in helping to define the essence of that setting.

In?dekignating these .six sources of information and what we

particularly seek from each, our intent. has been to include the "necessary"

and to exclude the merely "interesting 'Admittedly, we:found quite a lot .

to be necessary, Orven de' scope of our research cbjectives. But in §elect-
,

ing and constructing the deta-collection instruments described in the next

section; we strive to gather from each source only that information which

that particular source is most uniquely and Mott efficiently able to supply.

Data-Gathering Tools and Technique&

This step represents the process Of-0petatiorialiting all vari-

able-6 of interest; thatjti of moving from, for ititantefects about

their backgrounds" to "which tpeCifid fattt," or fiom "professional and

academic achievement .tcrthOse.tpecificvariables that can define such

achievements: SeVenteenristrumentt and /or . techniques comprise the meals

by which all information is gathered from the-six sources outlined in the

preceding section: fourtypes of standardized tests, twelve project-

designed instruments;, and the limited useof. observational -- techniques.:.



..Standardized tests

Four objective measures are central to our research needs:

personality dimensions; hUraing.knowledg-e; overall intelligence and per-
.

-.ceptions of:the:atademic environment Standarditedinstruments'selected
.

to'answer thoseneeds..are &ea-bribed belOW;'refererces win:enable the.

.reader to obtain bOpiesandfUtther information concerning their use.

, _
'

Omnibus Personality InVentOry (OPI)

Designed specifically-for use in colleges : and univer-

-

,

sities, this inventory assessessvaluda, attitudes arid interests relevant,
.

_

tondiiiiii-Ildifatibiiing and intellectual activiTflii

and Yonge; 1968) Fourteen scales represent personality, iMensiong iMpOr-

tent' in understanding and differentiating among att;dentalin an educational
_

context. The profileiproduced by the' OPI can be used to assess intenec-

tUality, social and emotional'maturity,'flexibility., imp-uIsiyity, and

_ _
Other related characteristics;

Our use of this instrument stems fromtwo lines of
. -

reasoning. FirSt, there is little doubt that petsOnality-Characteristics.

have played a' fruitful role in nursing 6cluEiEion research in recent years,

. .

both descriptive and predictive. Summing up a major review of the 1965-75

literatOreTertaining to the prediction of sucbessfillursingArletiCei;

onednvestigabt bonbluded that "the ' flavor' of the-findings)suggest:that

better nurse performance seemed. to be associated With what might be called

a mature personality structure ... ." (Schwirian, 1976,-bage 12) Second,

in -0ur'0reviousstudy of a Single.SabOtd:step_program, the OPIligured
- _ . _ .

prominently in the delineation of dimensions Of.succeas as well as in the

'insightful deacriptions of both students-and faculty:. (Jako et al.', 1978)

Sinc&pre-pbstscale scores -are very appropriate for the

meatureMent:Of Change, this test is administered to:our longitudinal student

samPle-at eotty'sod again graduation: FacUltY members also complete.

the::OPI; Our Use of. this instrument; then, yields` sets of individual per -
_ _

ban:be-statiatibally combined to obtain aggregate.
_. .

or "mean profiles" for each participating program (separate profiles for
.

'facUItyand for student groups) as well.* permitting statistical compari-

-,

Sons7affiOng various sub-sets of respond-6:AS.



b. National League for NurSing (NLN) Achievement Tests

The National League for Nursing (10 Columbus Circle,

New York, NY 10019) makes available a broad range of achievement testi,

many of which are more or less relevant fOr-assessing students' competenCe
, _ _ _

samples for'comleting.suCh tests for research' purposes'isi to say the

in Various areas of nursing knowledge.- But the enthusiasm of mostatudent
.

_

. _ .

to

,

..:

all

a physiial.assessment ethphasIs.
II

least,.:severely4imited; : AcCordingly, we Seledted only two of these tests

providSstandardized measures Of.achieVeMent
_ _ -

in. -thee field' of .anursing:

mmunity,Healthsand Applied Natural SCences. ThefOrMerj6 an area of

mayor etiphassIn manyseOnd'ateppricigrata, and the latter disciplines

-are7of -bbvidos7relevatite-td nursing.programs especially those with

The two tests are adm#isteredto,our longitudinal.student:
_ _ _ ._ _

sample :both .-at entry. and :at :gradUatfon, .providing7pre:and-popt-data- for is the'

%measurement-Of change. .,As With the OPT, storin&_distributions.can be
" _

averaged, to' characterize each program in. terMS'Of .thesecompetencies.

The CattellCuitureFair Intelligence (CFI) Test

TwO primary considerations influenced our choice of this

instrument (Scale. 3, A), which is administered to student samples

only at entr.Y. First, it is brief, requiring a half-hour or less of timed

administration. Second; it measures basic intelligence in aAnanner designed

to reduce as much as possible the efr,,cts of verbal fluency, cultural back-

ground and educational level. (IPAT, 1973)

,, .

. .

Certain problenit,.howeveri;are associated withLuSing.the,

CFI on-samples of students who are olderthenthe traditional college-going

population--i.e., those who arepaSt their mid-twenties. This is partic

ularly-teleyant°1or NSSP use, since the average age of stbdents In:second,

step pkograms is about thirty. In order to torreCtiforthis, authora of

the inetruMentSuggesi:a_Simple linear_age7correctiOn:procedure. However,
7.

fUrthek:teeardh basec1on. more recent and comprehensive -results from the

''CFI (HartOni.,,1973) sUggesta.:a refinettentof the age correction which has

been adapted for use in the interpretation of NSSP. resulta.1
-



d. :ftraing.S.thool EnVironment Inventory (NSEI)

This test; administered tooth faculty and student.
_

samples; provides-perceptions of the general environmentof'each program.,

(Johnsoni:I97W.Consisting of sixty -nine items, It yields six apale acoree;-

the original intent of which wereto distinguish the environmental differ=

enees among AD; diploa and generiC baccalaureate schools; Normative data

areevailable for these more traditional: ==types of nursing programs.
_
(Lysaught, 1971;'peges-3137-31.8)ThuSi, as with the NLN achievement, tests;

findings can be used nOtfOnly:.deSCtiPtively and.for pomparisOna amang the
_ ._ .

participating_prograta themselves; but also_tolView the perceived enViroft--
_ _ _ _

.meats of .second Steil programs in comparison with.those of other nursing

programs with more traditional curricula. This tool. is self-edministeted

during the Fa4terM; Year 1; to faculty and during the Spring term,

Years 1 -aPd-2iiostudentaPOMpletingtheir;first year in the program.

It belpa,ta define a sthool profile for each campus, .and'to determine how

environmental scales may chateCterite second step programs and/or

gUish them:fromothet nursing education models-.

.

Project-designed. instruments

As mentinned on page25; twelVe instruments were designed
.

sPetifiCelly-fdr use in the.NSSPNine were constructed to gather addi-
.

. .

tiOneIinformatiOn:frOtHor-dbout students;-theylerd deaCribed-in roughly

chronological order; beginning with the data. sheets ,CompiIed:byeach'.

Evaluation Associate and concluding .-with the post-graduation battery.

ThreeShOrterandless-structured tools were designed to provide addi--

tiOn4ILInforMetion aboUtthe programs from the_ perspectives of faculty

andsdMinisttatora.1-

EACh instrument has its own purpose and rationale, and these

are discussed one by one; Since it ia'iifilikely that the NSSP research can
- .. .;

or ahOPid-he-reilipatedAn Its-entirety; our debate as to whether or not

to reprint the tools.theinselves:fti,inclUSiOn In.thislhenual.weS:decidee

in thenegative. HoweVeri- copies of specific instruments will be fur-

2
cLnishepromptly,upon request;



.

-

EvaluationAssociates Data:Sheet§ (EARS): Form A and Form B _

These two forms furnish what are essentially glorified

student sample. lists as compiled by the Evaluation Associate on each campus.

They contain certain. basic demographic, ancLeAUCatiOnai:backgrOund informa-

tion on every student in the sample-Obtained. by drawing upon transcripts
,

and other departmentalrecorda.

The first4jorm AiliSta by "class" (date of entry) each

::student who matriculates into the upper division; omitting only those who

Withdraw prior. to the end of their first grading ,peki.Od. A long (11" x 151

form;: it prOvidealOne line'Of data foreath name, including:.

GenerAVinforMation
.

. current addresS

. dateof birth
sex and race.
clasileel at entry, (usually Junior)

Preparation for RN state boards
haMei.jocation,and type of. institution Attghded

MconthiyeaOirst enrplIed
month /year - completed'

.1,/hther.or not student attended any other postsecondary institution(s)''

'priorto enrolling in:second Step,progratjyes.or no)

Academic .statistics:
at time of entry.-

units previously earned
units successfully transferred (applicable toward ISSN).

GPA at-entry
at end of first term

. ;.Units taken
first -term CPA

at end Of data- collection period
datei;Ofwithdrawal or graduationi' if applicable

cumulative GPA

\

The second; Form By lists only those students who attended
\

one or More. post:seCOndarY. iii§'titiitibil..-ittt addititin -t the one _listed on
. _.

.-

Forth .A (i.ei-source.of-basicfnursing preparation).: It proVidesmore.details
.

.

...

-on the, educational` histories: of these stude\ts;
,

1

In practicei. the EADSare-diffidUlt:,and time consuming- to

complete. Transcripts arenOtOriouSly.difficult to review and interpret;
_ r ,

and are often- simpll not available.- Even when academit records are
. .

,

-__.



meticulously Maintained; the great variety of systems by which educational

institutions record their.students' progress (e.g., definitions of credits;

units; grades; etc;) make accuracy and inter - program consistency almost.

impossible toala, Nonetheless, the EADS.provide the basis for clearly

.deliteating and minimally characterizing'all student samples.

1

b. Entry Questionnaire/

.
_

This Welve-pageinstrument contains 61 separate items; .

it is the baiiC source of all self-report data from incoming students.

''Some items. request simple factual information -- educational and family

background, living arrangements, a comPrehepsive review of.previous'wotk

experience; etc. The vast. majority of the queations; however, are

designed to tap the with which students enter second atep_pro-

trata; Reflecting again the breadth of the NSSP researchobjectives;

these items range over- a great variety of topics; some of which can be.

illustrated by a few excerpts from the questionnaire;

Attitudes toward.educationin general and nursing edu-

cation in particular are of obVious interest; Some items along these

lines include: -

AoWdo You feel about competing with other students for grades and recognition ?:
.

. 1. I veryumucL dislike it and prefer tO avoid it

2. I dialike.it.somewhat
.3. I have neutral_ feelings about this .

4: I like it somewhat:
5.. I like it very much

6 HaVe you decided Upon.a field of specialization within nursing?

I; !to

2. Yea (What is it?

a; :SOW definite is this decision?

Somewhat tentative
id2; J'4irIy definits1

3 Nery definite

-u--
10' When did you decide to get a baccalaureate in nursing, and what were your circumstances at that

time?

r .

or what reason(s) did you decide to get a baccalaureate in nursing?

_

RA' what r.asons did you choose this particular nutting program?'



__

Do you have any special expectations of the nursing program in which you are enrolled?

1. No
2. Yes (What are the) ?)

Many itemsOertain to the respondent's participation in'

and perception offiiitaidg as a' profession,, such asl.

HoW much interest do you presently have in:the following

(Please' respond to the folloWing categories.)

Little or
NA- Interest

Belonging to a state or national.nursee
organization inekas.the-AMerican Nurses'

ASsociation or a state affiliate

Reading NrIrsink Research or other nursing

'journals

Attending meetingg Or workshdps related to

nursing or:.to the health care professions

Doing research connected with hUrting.or

health care

Writing articles related to nursing or

health care

Acting'ad a resource person to newly'

licensed nurses or to Othei:finrseba-_.

ACting,.as a leader or ceordinitor in' matters.

connected with nursing or the health field
_

Union activities-related to nursing..

areas or activities
,
of nursing?

Much
Interest

'Home

2- 3

Do:you currently belOng to any professional nursing organitations?,

1. NO
'2. Yes Which ones?

5

Have you_ever heId any offices or served on committees in a professional nursing organization?

(Check all..that apply.)

No, neither
Yes, have seivedoncomMitteei
'Yes, have held office

How, much of a personal stake do you, feel that you have in your identity as a.professionai nurse?

_ . _

Not much; I work as a nurseA.then I'm employed to.do ao,bot-1 have no- particular

feelingi-.0but being member of the nursing profession. .

Only moderate; rthink.of nyself_as a nurse Wheni!m en:the job, but.it's not an

identity I carry with, me into-other aspects of my life. '

UndeCided;.I go-backandjOrtb between "2"and . .

Consideribli;- a nursing careev'is,important io present. although I' may decide

later to move away: fromthisifield..
great;./ like. to thihk.of myself as a member of the nursing profession; and

maintaining'that-identity.is.very important to the;

I.

. .



A handful of items have some relatiOnahig to respondent's

attitudes toward sex rolesi such as marriage plans, etc; Two of the more

explicit items are the following:

TieditiOnAI roles for ren and.women:in our society (i.e.., men as providers--and women; s wives_and

mothers) have received a great idal of criticism in recent yearsi, and the "Women's movement" hat
.

been Widely publicized,: From the statements beloW,bhOoie the one which best reflects your posi-

tion; or add your own.

1. There are many good reasons for the socially defined rolei of men-and women -- physical

and. emotional_ss_well_aAhistariCal. For bOth sexes; traditional roles provide a

measure.offulfinment; security and Satisfaction; they ShoOld be maintained.

I have no.strong feelings about the way men and wide are differently defined and

treated in our society; an ihdiVidUal is free to create his or her own "role" without

afiy major sbiaI change..

Undecided or:no opinion.

4.; Women.arL economically disadvantaged in our society. They shoulCreceiveequal pny

for alga' work; and child-carewhen needed. Economic diticrimination is my major concern.

5. ,I_am very concerned about many aspects.of the differential roies_of_men andwomen. Male

'Chauvinism idamaging to both sexes; it should be understood and eliminated from society.

6. Other? (Please specify.)

Do you_think the women's movement has had any effect on your decisions regarding your nursing

career?

1. NOf I am unaware of any effects on me
2. Perhaps; but I think its influence Was quite small.

3. I have no idea
4. Probably; the_women's movement did have some.influence on my decisions_

5. 'leg; my decisiOns regarding my career were definitely influenced.by the

As befits:an evaluationi:we also included several

aimed at learning he respondentip.own self=perceptitin of abilities

petenceil 'For.instance:

Below are several .intellectual .skills which maybe important in
Of the number of eourses=you.have had; please indicate how much
achieved in the nursing field

Knowledge of faCts and speCific information

Knowledge of general principles or theOries
--

Ability to analyze and evaluate books _and
,

articles. :

AbilitrpoApplyknowledge in specifies
_situations bcttside the classroom

Understanding the methods used in nursing
'
Ability-to-comMunicate knowledge tAther

persons

Little

1 -2

women's movement

questions

and com-

any field of study. RegardlegA
competence you already.have

Some

3

MUCh

-7 -5
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How would you evaluate your competence' to serve in each of these roles often encountered in the

health fields?

Team member

Team leader

Coniultant

Individual. practitioner

Teacher.

AdminiSirator/P lanner.

Researcher

Not_ _

'04411fie

1 2 3

Somewhat Highly

Qualified 'Profic-lent-

Finally, we wanted some idea of the future perspectives
_ .

with.which ttudentS enter theSe baCcalaureate programs; Although several

items:approach:this more subtly; the, two conClUdIng questions are perhaps .

the mostiIluttratiVe:

Desbribe briefly.. the positiOn you WOUld like to MVO after graduation; (E.g.; "head nurse on

the pediatrics ward in a large metropolitan hospital.")

_ . .

:Wba are your long -range plans for a position in nursing?

_ .

With a questionnaireof this Iengthi there is some danger

of alienating (or simply exhausting) the respondent,. and'we were not unaware

of that risk. FOWever, by making the'questions'themselves both interesting

in content and simOlt.in;retp-ciiitt format, we offset-the dis'advantage of

.16E40 and obtain relatively complete an&useful data frem those who respond;

0
c. Second Year Questionnaire

If you remove all attitudinal ite s from the Entry Ques-
-%

tionnaire, what you have left is'a brief two-page form that contains only

18 separate questions. 'The title, Secpnd tear Questionnaire, indicates

that it is administered only to Class,3--students who'are already. beginning

their "second year" at the time of our first wave-of data coZIectioii[.

.
The.real function of Class 3 is to supplement our gradu-

'
ation and post=graduStion data--thus they will complete the entire battery

pf instruments at those times. But since thei are not "entrants" when the

`.study begins, attitudinal data from this sample would.serve no useful com-

parative function in the research design.- This instrument, ihen, serves

lew



-'Merely to increase the numbeE of-Students' fOrwhom we have more complete

background data, than the EADS provide,:- Of particular interest are the'

'following items -or previous work experienceiHejcpected,to provide key vati=

ables-in defining the distinctive creature of the. second. Step student;
I

,

flow many months of nursing experience did you have--
Pi.

BEFORE receiving'your R.N. certification? -(check'here - -- if none)

Number, of months
Full-time* Part-time** Type of 'nursing experience:

Volunteer
Salaried aid work_
Other health-held work:

. . -, ..

AFTER receiving your R.N. certification? (check here_ if none)

Number of months
Full-time* Part-time** Type of nursing experience:

4

Staff nurse in hospital or inpatient facilitieS
Head purse in hospital or inpatient facilities
Supervisor in hOspita/ or inpatient'facilities .

Staff nurse in tlinit or outpatient facilities
:Head nurse in clinic .or outpatient facilities
Supervisor in clinic or.outpatient facilities

Office nukee '-._

Other (please specify)
. -

.,

*Consider 30 hours/week or more as "full-time"
**Consider 29,houre/week or less as "part-time"

.
.

4 What_was the most 'recent nursing poOtion_you_had:_held;iprior_to_entering the baccaliureate
nursing program in which,you are now enrolled? (Leave blank if ''none. ")

Position (title or b'rief7deicriPtion)

Employer (ligency; organization;' etc.)

Approximate numberH3Uhouri worked per week:.

Approximate salary before taxes; deductions; etc.: per in 19

-

yirSt:Tear Survey

This four-page survey is given to student nearing the

completion of their jUniol. for "first ") year in.the prOgraM. It is designed
_ -

to accoMpany.the NSEI; and to clbriTy the students' view of the school
_ -

environment and setting as well as to.assess their partipipation in and

Viet48:::abott.their nursingprogram; We'ask;',for instancft about distances

from -home to class, and timespent commuting; whether _r not a "group epirW

existed among nursing students; and about the. relationship of their depart-

mento the campuS as a whole% To reflect the impct of that-first year;
4-

included the folloving:

34



-;Attendi#g_C011ege sometimes creates.-problems fOr the student orthe
student's family.- Have

youi or has Your family, eii6d..itered any particular problemg? 4Please.comment briefly).--.

, , y .

What has been the most valuable part'of thig past academic year for you? (Why ?)

:What has been the least- valuable for you?. (Why?)

Have you deVelOPed new perspectives ahOut the:.profesSion" of nursing Ulla year ( .g., the'role
. .

of nurses, attitudes toward different aspects of nursing, etc.)?

1. None at. all COmmentaz

2. A few
3. kmoderateamount;
4. Quite a lot
5. A-great deal

A few.attitudingl items are repeated from theEhtty*ea-
-

,

tionnaire in order tn.measure early change in these attitudes'. Students
_

complete thia survey while they are in'the midst_ of:their educational exper7

lence rather thanl)efOre"nr "after." Our intent is to capture their feel

ings,during-the.Courad.of their studies and to discern trends in the data
, -

they provide.

Student Group Di8tti81.0ti Guide

This represents another wayof'Capturing etudenf reactions

during the petidd of enrollment.. Sincelndividuil student interviews are

not- feasible during the crowded site. visits to each: campus, the,only.way to

.hear directly from A-relatively 1-age number of students in any detail is

to talk to them. in groups.,_: This:procedure serves somewhat the,same function

as would regUlar interviews with individual students; but with certainaddi=

tional advantages as well as disadvantages.

.

On the; positive side; the respondents react not only to

the qUestions posed by the interviewer but also to answers.given by fellow

students, providing, the investigators with additional information about

'the.topic.under-diacussionias well as a chance to obaerveattdentinter-
_

action In a relatively informal setting; :Important clues Aato attitudes;_

!values; and behavioral' norms' may emerge in addition to the .information

directly reilueated:The major disadvantage is the loss of privacy for each

indiVIduAl respondent, which may strongly influence the way in which certain

oueations are answered; In_A.Sehae; students.are put 'in the pOsition,of

7



making a "public" statetefitconcerning the topic rather than of confiding

a priVately held opinion to an,interested but anonymous listener. The
.

distuSsion guide was developed with an eye to maximizing the advantages-

and minimizing the disadvantages inherent in thiS research technique.

The discussion guide was .constructed around, five topics:

/ -

.1) Lateral roles: .what RN students do besides goingto school

2) Student/faculty interaction, in and outside' of classes

3) Teaching styles.and abilities in the Nursing Department

4) CUttidularcontent and the "place "'of non nursing courses

5) Professionalism in nursing'

The -usefulness of the data gathered through the use'of

this instrument; as with any interview, Is highly dependent:upon the skill=

of.the interviewer. It is also affected, by the size ancLcOmi,osition of

the group; :Too large a-group tends to enhance .-the effect of more assertive

and Vdtbal students, and stifle, those who are less sq.' A. group 6f'sevento

ten students is large enough to:include a variety of perspectives; yet not

'too many fat full communication. Each session is .tape recorded,:freditit

the reSearChei from the 'constraints of copious note- taking to order to

concentrate-upon:gUidingLthe discussion;

- 4

GraduatiOn Survey.

Most questions on this ten-page survey are repeated.

from the.Entry Questionnaire in order to assess attitudinlSiabilitY and

Chan ge addition,,however,:we build a retrospective outudetit. evaltiation"

component into this instrument,, asking gradUates-to-judgeTthe-effects-o'
:

_____
the nursing program on their competencies and to indicate how-they have

:Changed during-the course of their enrollment. A few illustrative items

irlight..InclUde the following:

. ' = .
.

i Reite'arch-reppris_show that, students change in 'different ways and varying degrees during the
__ ._.

,-

college_ years:"_ Some report changes in their interests and attitudes, some in professional
commitment, some speak of_major.personality changes.- Looking back over your own e:cpetietice
in this program, what have been the most important changes for T.:0i? :

'4;



educational development have

Not

;Importint

.HLettUre_courses in major field
Seminar courses in major field

c. .CliniCaIpxteriences in major field

d. Courses in.otHer fields
e Int,irdiStiplinary:courses

.Independent study courses.

g.. Informal-discuSsions.with faculty

h. Informal discussions with'students .

i. InforMal indiVidUal study; research
_

j. Reading In,:connection2vith Courses

k. Reading_ iideprendent oftouries:

1. field work,in'the community

.;i

-
the following experiences been?

Somewhat,
important

3

Very
Important

5

4 Please indicati_whether you feel
yOu've_changed:in the' following ways..since you first enrolled in

this-prograreath item checkthe appropriate responses

'Religious.concernt and beliefs
Political concerns orinterests

.
Intellectual - interests in...your field

Intellectual interests in-general
'Esthetic interests ,

The.firmness of your sense'-'of identity

-,Concern issues
Concern'with"profiSSiiinaI standards

Decreased- Increased
Little or No

. Much Some Change Some Much
:

4

Faculty Ncminations, Outstanding Graduates

At three 13ciihtt in the NSSP calendar; AII/nursing faCuity
.

from the participating. programs are asked to select, krom'a list of:the

current graddafifig7dratbe-fifteenpercept-ulhom.they consider to be the

outstanding nurses in. that class; The first request is made as the

begins, and pertains .to the most recent graduates- -Class 2: NoMinations

from the next two classes are requested at the end of the Spring terms,

Years 1 and 2.

:,;The form in whichthis request is made does. not' specify

1 criteria. by -WhiCh such. judgments are to be made: It simply lists all
__.

studentS:it our study sample;forthatparticularprogram who were gra-du-
.

--, s,-atecist a certain time rjasKtneJaculty respondent to "undirlihe the names



\

thoie who are, in your opinion, the outstanding. nurses in this group,"
-

and specifies the.nuMber of names .6) be underlined (equal to fifteen Per=

tent pfjthe-total,nuitiber).:

h. Post-Graduation Survey

All students in the combined samples who graduate prior

to the. end of the data collection (i.e., Classes L through 4) are asked

to complete this brief three-page survey. It Is administered by mail each

November; thus:the amount of time elapsing between a student's 'graduation

the completion of the survey can vary considerably--a fact that will

be carefully considered in analyzing the data it provides.

Items are designed to pertain to thtee.areas of research

7-1 -interest; Our primary ilittzt is to collect factual information:as to-the.

career patternS.Of second step program graduates. Samples of such items:
_

-

include tfie following:

Regardless of your immediate employment situation, do you consider yourself, at present, to bet

1. in the field of nursing _ - _

2. nor in nuraing, but, still in the health field(s)

3. not in nursing or health field presentlyi_butexpect to get back to it later on

nursing or health field; don't expect to return to either in the foreseeable

future : .

In which of the following areas are you working now? (Check all that apply.)

Direct patient 'care __.

Supervision of patient care
Administration, planning, management
Teaching (nursing related)
Research (nursing related)

Ocher (Please specify)

Now go back and circle the cheek that represents most of your time and energy now.

. .

.

.

. .

,Whai.ia_your current employment situation? (Cheek one, and indicate :number of hours when

6001i-dable.)
.

____

1. Full-time wage-earner, regularly employed( hours per week)

2. Part-time wage-earner, regularly employed 1 hours per week). ..

3. Wage-earner, not regularly employed but work_an,average of about : hours per-week.

4.- Self-employed, Currently working 'an average of about hears per week. ..

5. Funded graduatez,atudent (on aCbolarehlpo_fel7uwahip, etc.)

_ -6. Not employed at present. (IncIudes-studenis:withOut funding.) , .

7-. Other: (Describe briefly, including estimate of hours per week in paid employment.)

a. If you are, currently enrolled in an educational inatitutiOnfor degree credit:

What is your major field? --

If receiving a stipend, what is the amount? $ per-
.

What degree are you working toward?

38
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do if currintly employed-Nhether-wage-earner or-self-employed):
..

What'is yourlpresent position?- (Title or brief description)

Name of-employer (agency, organization, "self," ete.)

Your current salary before taxes, deductions, etc. (Eitimates okay.) $ per

If supervisory position, how many persons do you supervise?

What are your expectations of remaining in this position,barring unforeifen developMents?
.

1. Permanent,.for the foreseeable future

2. UnCertain; depends on what alternatives become AVailable

-3. Temporary or short-term .

..-In-addition'ro these and Othei items concerning.career,
.

patterns, this survey includes questions elicit a retrospeCtive and
-

.Subjective evaluation-.ofzthe educational experiences involved.in the
;

. program. For example: :

loLtermo of.Your_own Profeasionai
growth, please indiCite on a scale Ofl'to 5, the Value of the

ftillbWing aspects of your baccalaureate program in nursing.

Of Little Of Some Very_ ;. Not

or .
Value Valuable Applicable

.

CautE4Vdek(incIudipgteadingilabS,4c.)
Clinical experienceL
:()_the.r.iffield_workoUtside of.class).
_Association with spr.cificjadulty members

Interaction with other nursing ftudents

Other:

:a: Now, go back and circle
the check for the item-you feel was most

valuable for you.,

3
5 0

- .

.

0 If you had it to do over again and knowing what you know now about-the program, would you still
P

enroll in the program from.Which you earned your bacCalaureate:An nursing?'-'

I. ''Definitely yes
2.. PrObably Yes 4

.3. Don't know
4; .Probably_no
3.' -DefinitelY ii0.

Finally, we assess once more each'respondenCe iritt"6$t,

and IeVel,of involvement in various profdagional activities relatecIto

nursing. Students from whom we have nomplete longitudinal Aata (Class 4)

-willthus have responded to such items at three point-a in time-:, as entrantsi

as graduating seniors and:as:alumni: From these data 'we are. able to

measure change in this important area.

Supervisor Rating Scale

.
AIongwith the.Pbat=Graduation Surveyi gradUates eceive

a simple ferM requesting rhe name-and addrasS of their immediate'supervisor

:and p ission tO.Contacr thepersen.haMed. When that information and per=

mission -1s'- returned; we,Send out a sh6r, (one-page) Superviaor_Rating



As meritioned.:earlierithis instrument includes a few

.queries about the respondents themselves; The central item;; however, is

...the_ following:, .

: _._, _ __ _, : .

How would you'rate:,thie employee with respeCt.tO7.the'following thatatterietics, in_comparisonwith

other baccalaureate- nurses you kdcw and/or superviie? (Check-onein each line. If you feel that ..

lyou simply have 06i-tibia for making a judgment concerning'a particular characteristic lieted,

please check the 'Aulknowe column and leave that rating blank.)
__,..

Very _Below AbOVe .Very'

Unknown 'LCO Average. Average Average High

U 1 2 3 f: .4

a. Commitmentrio nursing

Gendral intelligence

c.. Ability: toperform assigned iadit .L.

d. Motivation, initiative ; ; -

e. ,Sound.ludgment.

Makes workable suggestions for change . .

. . _ .

Communication skills

h. : priAlem-solving ability .

Self-eiieeCG:Belf,..-COnfidence

ReSponsibility-.

Sensiiiiijty; concern for others:

1. Leadership skilli

m. Potential fOr advancement

. .

With,the Supervisor 44ing stal6.wecorrilAete th'ides=

-OriPOn Ofdata7cellettiontoolt constructed to.obtain infOrMation from_

`and AbOUt the studentstbeMselveshethree:rdtaininginatruMents

be described:are focuted-somewhat more br6adly to ,provide a better under-.

standing of the progiaMi as 'Wbolq; functioning units
, .

Faculty Quesiionnaire

questions. It begins with a few biographical luestions concerning the

respondent's own professional background and deveropMenti and goek'owto
.

ask aboutspecific7.courtes:taught*abodt the toneOf.faculty:Interaction

_

This fOur-page turVey consists PriMatilT,uf open7ended

in the departMent andabout the overall xperience of teaching 'in a .-

second step.program; For example:

0'.Ifyou -have: tatight'eISewherei, please
cOmpare-th4t.iexperience With teaching here. (Are there, any

restrictions in facilitieumrcUrricular structures;-or increased optiond? 716es program philosophy'

help iir hinder you? If you team teach, what effect &ea that have'on...you7)

.

_
_

The.. final- contains a pre-coded-itemwhiCh deserves



specialmentioh; Adapted from a forced-chdide question which was developed:

it the early Sixties 'to assess ataent perteptiont'of the nursing profes-'
: . .

.

'ti-Oh101esenand Whittaker,-1968, pp;J26-129Y) this item appears in three

separate NSSP instrumentsithetnttyAtiettiOnnaire, the GradUStion Survey

and here in the Faculty Questionnaire; The data generated will thus permit'

'a number of.Anteresting cOmparisonsi- not only among the various faculty

samOles). but alsoof faculty responses vs; those'of Students; The item

itself :appears on. the following: page:

'Faculty Interview Guide:

This instrument guides the NSSP site visitor in conduct-

ingindividual semi-structured interviews with a number of faculty members.

on each campus; The interviewer s free-ro-pursue-certain -itema at greaterT

length) andto reorder, questions to encourage smoothness of communication..:

Tape recordings provide a verbatim transcript of the entire discussion;.

The'interview is designed to take a little less than an hoiik) although

that may vary in eitherdirectiondepending 60-On'the-interest and/or the .

"style" of ,the, individual respondent.

"Nifte topics are covered during these interviews:

Distinctions perteived (if any).bemeent second step gradUates;and

graduates of generic programs
_

2) The placeoliberalartsn'in nursing edUtgtiOn

3)__ The role of social stiences-in the curriculum

4) Student/faculty interaction'
_

Teaching style) approach and/or philosophy;

6); Faculty interaction within the nursing department

7) Clinical facilitietand how related to educational program

8) Effett of.thejocation and surroundings upon the program

9) Respondent's own Oiloaciphy of nursing

1; Administrator Interview Guide

Betause the prOgrams participating in the NSSP were among

the first-to-implement a second' step curriculum, the leaders of these'six.

programs can speak from considerable experience about the initiation and

development of, such'programsi They haVe been able to observe.the effects
...

oftheir behavior and decisions with-respect to program deVelopment and
t

the achievement of accreditationi:This interview guide is designed:.nOi



Below are listed certain characteristics which different.pcople attribute to nursing. We want'

you to consider each'characteristic from two vantage pointi:

If the Characteristic
correspOndsWith your-olin picture of nursing as it exists at iresent_iplace

-A check)Mark in the column on the left - hand -side of the page. -DO THIS REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU

PERSONALLY APPROVE-OR DISAPPROVE_OF THIS CHARACTERISTIC, JUST AS LONG AS IT SOMEHOW FITS YOUR

PICTURE.OF NuRsire; Do this left -hand column first. (Check, as many as 8051y.).

If the CharattoriStiC is one you would like to:see as important in the future of nursing; place_

a check mark it. the column on the right -hand side of the. page. DO THIS REGARDLESS OF WHETHER OR.

NOT YOU THINK TEE CHARACTERISTIC IS CURRENTLY PART'OF NURSING,. JUST AS LONG AS YOU WOULD LIKE TO

SEE IT_AS AN IMPORTANT PART OF. NURSING IN THE FUTURE. this:column second. (Check as many as

Apply;)

Chatacteristic Corresponds
With By Picture.of Nursing
as it Exists Nov Characteristics

Order and routine

Characteristic I Would

Like to.seeas Important
in the Future of Nursing

--Clear-tUtlineS of authority

Originality and ,creativity

Dedicated service to humanity

Moving ritual=and ceremony

Hard work

.Clearly_defined work tasks, each person
responsible for his/her own specific job

assignment
_ _ _ _ _ _

Close superviiionand direction

Exercise of imagination and insight . .....
Religious inspiration, and calling:

Meticulousness

Job security . . .......... .

Human drama and excitement . .

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

High technical skill

Emotional control and restraint --

Frequent innovation in the solution of problems .

An occupation highly respected in the Community .

.

'Solid intellectual content

Demonstrating care andcOncern faretberii in
an immediate and .tangible.way

Other characteristics in your_pictUre of
nursing or of importance. in the future of

nursing

.Please specify:



only to elicit "facts" -abOut how programs. dealt with the goal of gaining

NLN accreditationdrawing'upon the leader's practical. experience in get=

tit.ig her program over that hurdle, but also to generate insights vhith-

will help to define each administratoes-leadership.style.:

Previous research has identified eight major areas of

responsibility considered most important among baccalaureate nursing',

program administrators (Stanton '1976; Zehr, 1976). These areas consti-

tute topics.for.the interview:.

1) Budget

2) Community'service and relationships.

3) Curriculum and-instruction_

4) Faculty

5) Institlitional" policy making

6) Professional responsibility::

7) Research:

8) Student affairs

The major focus of the interview is to -determine which

if any of these-areas posed a potential problem in the achievement or

non-achievement of NLN accreditation, why it was problematic and how it

was dealt with. 'Because the achievement of accreditation is generally'

acknOviledged to be of central importance in the' development of any academic

enterprise, such a discugsion contributes significantly to our understanding

Of each program's history as well as providing important information con-

terting leader/follower relationships.

. Obierva-tions_ and document review

In a single-campus study; where the researcher is either

employed on the campus or at least has frequent.and easy contact with

students and facultyin their natural habitat, direct observation provides
. r

a large part:of the real information s/he has available for anal) is- -more;

in most cases; thin the researcher is consciously awareof. Understanding

a program by being aApart .of it or by having close contact with4t estab-'

,lishes7an unconsciou,!1,knowledg base: hat gives rise to a host of.a§iithp=

'tions about the truLnature of the program - -its Curricular strUcture;

methods Of operation; and preVaiIingttitudes'and Values-many of which



tend to vuneXaMined by the "insider." An outside observer often'perceives

_elemetts_that_woUld_go_unnoticed by those who liVe and work within the set-
,

tingi:simply because Of theit iitter.faMiiiarity;

At the other extreme, the research:design which depends.
_ ,

entirely upon data frOM tests, questionnaires and interviews. conducted by

"field workers "-.7i:e;; where the researcher has only "itidirett knowledge

of the:setting as inferred frOM written or published sources-,--can-also; lead

to S.dittOrted:VieW of reality: .What may be a very:Obvious interpretailon
i

Of certain.findings to the insider.may never occur to the outsider.
_ .... i

Because the subjects of our Six=campus studY-are so geo-

graphically scatterecf, the use of direct observation as a means of data

collectiot is severely limited. Annual site visits of two days' duration

on each campus provide the sum total of our opportunities for experiencing'

each of the settitgs. How to maximize and supplement the informative value

of those brief visits in terms of data-gathering is therefore an important

spect of the NSSP methodology;

First, whai is it important to observe? Actual behaviors.

observed in classrooms, corridord and clinical sites are of obvious impor-

I tance, as are notes taken during interviews and'group discusiionS. Among

ithe subj cts one would hope to understand more clearly by direct observa-

tion are: perSonal interactions, the actual classroom-content of courses;

teaching. style s and communicative proficiency, the general "feel" of a
\

program's philosophy translated into concrete acts, and the institutional;

environmental. and attitudinal Context in which the program exists.

SecoNnd, given the'brevity Of,actual observation time, how

can you supplement e value of your own experience? That Is, what can

you take baCk tOyour\clesk fcirquaIitStIVe analysis t;esidei your, notes and

yoUi impressionsol what.yoU'haVe seen and heard?. A flippant answer might

be "anything' that 'S not tied.doWt"; the more dignified term we-use to

describe all these "other"\soUrceg of information is "documents"4
.

Researchers can work with documents in:at least two ways:

\_± 1-- _
, .

they:can-extract certain. fact41 data, and they can Infer or, speculate as

to what the dodUteht writers think-about the facts.. The kinds of facts

one cat derive from 'nursing PrOgraMdOcuments include requirements for

entering the-program, costs of attending; the number-and kinds~of classes ,



studentaAtaist:taiec inside and outside of the department, the.individual-

ized options available, etc. What writers of such documents think about
.

their department and its curriculum is quite another matter. We usually

call this the program "philosophy."

When eviewing documents (catalogues; brochures; stcredits-
,

tion statements, etc.), onemustieep in mind that while information on
_ .

departmental. .i0-ceditetehta and offel,ingS is usually given In a-teirly

Strsigfitfw8rd manner; program philosophy is more subtle. Those -rho

contribtte to or authdr the documents choose to include some statements,

phreSda ih certain 'way's; and to exclude others. When researchers- find

patterns In the carefully formulated statements by_whichpeoplechoose to
.

.

characteriid a program for'public presentation; such patterns assume unusual

importance'as empirical evidence. concerning that program.

_,

C. The Detailed Timetable
377-

Chapter II di;cussed the necessity forsettingAT an overall

timetable with reasonable checkpoints 'to allowfor the entire project to

proceed-at areasonable pace:throughout the entire funding period; Detailed

timetables, inOlUding:a listing of the various tasks necessary to complete

intermediate 'apals.cah be helpfill in several ways. They encourage you to

think-through the:varibus steps necessary to meet each goal, to arrange

these taSkS\it a logical5sequende; and. to assign them. to the appropriStd

staff member. well in advance of the due date;
.

In scheduling the intermediate tasks, it is a good idea to work backWard

from that date, deciding approximately-hbc:Flong each step should take.Land--

then setting :a reasonable pace to accomplish it. FOrwritten reports,"it

is well to temember'td:incIuae such things as typing and proofresding'ss

all of these things take time and.mut be:completed before the final-dead-

;

line..

The overall timetable provides the due date for Major events.

The Research TeaMt he:staff and the. budget

_

c.Having gone into onsiderable3detail about what we plan to accom-

plish and how, it seems appropriate to devote a few paragraphs to 9 topic

rarely mentioned in routine'research manuals: 7-namely; who is going.to do

)



the work.

ti

In the real.- world of gtant=fUnded research; it is fairly typical

for the research team to be atleadtsemi-defined at the time the proposal

is submitted; ThedeSign itself; theili reflects what you assume to be the

interests; general areas of CoMpetence,and.specific capabilitied of those

Who expect to be on' the payroll; Not only doed this Allow you to draw up

a contract with some assurance of.being able to'fulfill it; but it also

saves virtually weeks -(or months!) of bureauCratiC foOtWotk entailed'in

recruitment procedures;. The net effeCt:of this circumstance is that staff-

.ing and budgeting are; in a Senge;at.4ntegral part of:the Methodology;

with-each part of the equation highly dependent upon the other two;

Toimplement the NSSP methodology; a variety of skills and know-

ledge are necessalii; zome of--Ohich are more obvious than others; The role

of the Evaluation Associate, for.example;, is crucial--soMeane to'represent

our research interests on each of the six campuded; to alert us to impend-

-. ing-problemshbefore they bedothe crises, and to manage the mundane but

drUdially 4mpOrtant aspects of actual data collectidh. Without such

on-site assistance; we would be obliged to curtail data collection drasti-

caily; limiting ourselved to one class of students and a small sample of

the facUlty from each program; IllisassiatehteA4A8 made possible through

an equitable exchange of services." Thus; the participating academic units

gathet. certain desirable benefita from participating .in the project: a

comprehensive' program evaludtiohi access to abroad spectrumof data about
_

their own program forinternal use zind freeconsultation as well as enhanced

national visibility via project publidatibhs and conferences: ,In'returni

the Department Head on each campus selects a faCulty member whose interests

and abilities;. match the needs of the PtojeOto'atd provides that person with
_ _

enough release timefrom:normal academic duties (toreqUal approximately

25% FTE) to serve as the NSSP. Evaluation Advitiate;

.
,

-EqUally,obvious is the heed for central, staff whose expertise
_ -

assures us of the accurate and efficient? management andanAlyais of all

quantitative data:- many tools:areSpecific'to the

NSSP has distinguished from published instruments); data Management begins

not with the processing of returned thatetialao:bUt with designing the data-
,

colleCtion schedule and finalizing the instruments themselVeS for optimal'

:effectiveness; Similarly, it extends well beyond programming computer



analysis and obtaining print -outs; through to interpteting'and presenting

the data, maintaining documentation,setting'up an efficient data-retrieVal -

system, forecasting budgetary needs for quantitative andlitis, and writing

pp the'details of the quantitative methodology for project reports; Con-
.

Siddring t e complexity of the quantitative data sets to be accumulated,

sixty ho s per week are earmarked to'handle these tasks; a fq11-time

Data Analyst and a half7time:Student Assistant;

,

Next) consider those.aspects 'of tge NSSP methodology, which depend

entititily upon the demanding and . time - consuming techniques of qualitative

analyses--interviews) direct observationvopencoding of qualitative data .

Hfrom,,surveys) interpretation of'documenteand artifact;) etc. Although.

such dat form a very Small proportion of ihe totaldata set, the very
_-_-_ --% __ -A

V

nature of he overall' research objectives (see page 16) points up the

importance of this analytic apProach to their, ultimate achieliement. Qtali-;

tative research strategies derive baSically,frOt. the social sciences; It

is no coincidence) therefore) that the.discipline of soCiOlogy'is well-

represented in the academic backgrounds of those who posed the

designed the methodologyi.and comprise the research team; One

position is built around this area of-competence; the title of

objjectives)

Project

',Educator indicates that in addition-to being' accountable for'all_qualita--
4;

five analysis, this member works closely with the Evaluation Associates in

the further development of their

I

research competence.

The use of qualitative strategies also hasanothet impact upon

the research- team and. At follows) upon the budget. Not onlY'do the

analyses themselves require more time thaii-statistical manipulations of

quantitative data, but they often represent a large investment in terms

Of secretarial time) particularly in the transcription of literally reams .

of taped in

these task
.

Voluminous

--rviews) cIatsroom"observationsifield notes, etc. Adding

to the already cdmplex one of managing the research headquarters)

correspondence amongst our Thrancfioffices0P and coping with the

stresses 'of putti out the ambitious number of reports and publications

WhiCh'ete planned, we prudently budgeted another. sixty hours; a week to

handIethat work load:/.a fUll-time Administrative Assistant and a half

time Typist..

, .

onsible role

The least obvious) and at the same time perhaps the. most indis-

be played in the'implementation of this Particular research



design is:that WhiCh may be referred to as cooidination, adMiniatration,

leadership.and/or management--brifiging all the Working parts together,

keeping them moving an Sthedule toward the accomplishment of the-broad.

aims of the project, being accountable for

.research strategies.as well as the production of scholarly reportageo and

acting-ASTAffeCtiVe liaiaon between the NSSP, th nursing prbfeSsibn broadly

the synthesia of the various

=

defined, and the-'funding agency.., Two Co-Director positions are carved from

the budget to serve these functions. One (half-time), representing ad in-

depth and experienced-baSedicnowledgeof the nursing profession and its,key

personnel as well as a track record of successful grant administration,

oversees the budgetand maintains, long - range; planning in accordance with

the salient concerns of=the nursing prdfession and of the\funding agency.

The other (full=time), representing research expertise in higher eduscation

and profession'al experience in dealing with both quantitative and quali7

taiive research strategies, participates centrally in the actual 'conduct
_

of the evaluation and is accountable for both methodolbgical decision-
,

making and quality control in the overall outcomes of theresearch process:

Our -human and financial recources, then, provide a total of 220

work-hours/week by central staff and another-60 hours/week by Evalvation

Associates. Since our project as a whole entails the accomplishMent.of

three non-research objectives-(see pages 16-17), some oi these,resources are

'crii7erted to work not directly related to the evaluation Study itself.' A

conservative estimate of4redearch needs aldne, hoWever, would amount to

at least 175 houra/week; .The.N3SP methodology IS designed and implemented

with those resources assured'. 'Readers who- plan-to adapt 'this deSign to

theirainPUrposeS can, of course; subtract many of those hours for basic

p inning, administration,i, decreased datavolume, 8tC; The bottom line,:

however, must-pay fbr_the skills and-expertise which the "adapted" tethp-
_

dology will ultimately require.



Notes

Table 6 of the CFI Handbook (CatteIl and. Cattell, 1959, ,page 52)
suggests a simple linear age correction, for subjeCts over the age
of twenty-seven._ SUbsequent=research (Barton,_1973), however,
indicates that while scores do tend to 'decrease with increasing
age .after ,,the early twentiel, the level of scores tends also-to
level off" at ,about the 'age' of forty.: These findings suggest the
following age-coirc-ttlrin table, used in the interpretation of
NSSP-results;

AGE. j RAW SCORE PLUS:

26 or less/
27 = 317

32 -
37 - 42
43 or more

. 1Readers who wish to ootain'copies of ,specific instruinents described
in , this manual, may do so /for a: small charge to cover the costs of
duplication and Mailing.i Such requests may be addressed to

The 'National Second Step Project
dio Department of Nursing''
Sonoma State University
Rohnert Park* CA 94928

An_early NSSP staff decision, for Instance, was to diSpense with the.
effort, to obtain an fccurate reflection of "units previously earned"
(Form A), since little. or no consensus :.existed as to what an "earned
unit" actually represented.' 'On the positive side, however, the '.proc'eSS-
of coping with problems of interpretation, clarification and_ definition,
inherent in the-completion of these forms, can provide unanticipated.
And useful inSighta.. "Withdrawal," Eor instance; tends to be an'
ambiguous and ,I1I-defined concept which. may be incorporated into an
overall enrollment 'pattern in a variety of ways. How a student goes

, through School(A) may reflete that individual's- own characteristic
approach to formal! education; how an academic program defines and
deals with non-continuous enrol4ment patterns may, inturn, reflect-
its own phiioso0Y of -education and achievement. tBeing alert o the
conceptual, poteneilal of the data you collect, even from such a seem=
ingly cut-and-dried instrument as the FADS, can contribute to the

\analytic quality clf the" completed data set.
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CHAPTER IV

PROCEDURES: Putting the Plan Into Action

Solar; we have dealt mainly with planning -- admittedly a large

part of theresearchAirocessi,butharAly the whole story. We have.deline-
, .

rated the background and context for the evaluation, posed the objectives;

designed amethodology-, and specified by_whoi and by what..means the study

is-to be Carrie out:. n,this chapter,. we move from planning to action.
! . t! -

Data Collection

The instruments and techniques by which raw data are gathered,

according to the NSSP methodology, have been described in some, detail.

In the mind of tilt! researcher, however, data Collection begins prior to
.

the actual "use" of those instruments' and techniques. Thinking about-bow
.

they are to be used and how their informational yield is to be dealt with

that sense, an easentialjiart',Of:the dataCollection process, as
_

are methoda for defining and insuring an adequate regponse;-rate!...The fol=

lowing:pageg discuss some ways-and means of accomplishing thogetasks:.

Finalizing the pr.-elect-designed instruments

Drafes of1most data-collection tools'yere appended to the
.

project PY0P0e1, Providing our fundinG agency-with a notion\of the typesN.

of instruments welled in mind. Between that time and their actual use,

however, a number of,steps -were neEessary7-some conceptual and\some tech-

nical. ,Criticining and finalizing early, drafts of original research tools

is necessary in Order to Insure the adequacy of the data base, and, to_

facilitate data processing. The following suggestions May, prove, helpful"

in approa-ching thoSe tasks.
. ,

--First- Make 4 Variable'ligt..-ICaboul include. everything
..

you really -need to knowiregardlegg of whether -such in rMation is'best
- .

collected by means of tests, questionnaires orinterviews. Be 4pecific.
. _ .

"Family backgrOundi" for instance, is probably too vague to include as a

variable 'whereas father s occupation may.(or may not) be of\I terest.

If you hope tobuild on previous:research, revieW those findings f cities

\to key variables that you may wish to consider adding to yOur., list.

important, check the completed Iist 'againgt your research objectives: .Be

. .



-;SUie your informational needs are covered; delete variables that are not

releVeht. Then,-.in- ;.reviewing the tentative drafts of your data-collection

instruments, question-the inclusion of items that appear extraneous to your

needs.

Next? consider the reSpOnse'categories of all pre -coded items.

'What "choices" are_available tcthe respondent for answering a multiple-,

choice item? Do the exhailst thepOSSDAlities for respondifigifsuch-that

each'petson-Wili-be,Ableto find an Appropriate:response? Ate. they mutually
_ .

ektlusive;. such that each respondent ,can.eaSilySelett one single appropriate

response? Items that have produced, clearitrObble=ftee data in previous

research are useful in this 'regard.
_ _ -_-

.

'Along the same lines, consider the level Of, Measurement;:

This is especially important in4r07coded attitudinal items whiCh usually

include a scale from "low" to'"hfgh." Is the level of measurement appro-

priate for the intended' analytic techniques? Since our quantitative 'analytic

plana include some scaling and index construction, we settled upon a 5-point

scale'formost attitudinal items.

With not one but several samples froth each school, we have a'
_

.wide choiCeOf potential respondents for each queStion we pose. Can the
-

Hin=formation bestbeprovided by an: entering a student mid-way

thrbugh the program, a graduating senior, an employed graduate or a faculty
. .

.teMber? Some: items are most appropriate. for one partittildt: saMPle, while

others may be poSed to two or more samples in order to yield comparisons

over time or among groups of respOdents.

The distinctive advantage of a. longitudinal design is,that it

permits, in addition to cross-sectional comparisons, measures of individual

change. Thirs advantage can be lost,_however, unless.' those items throdgh

which "change" is to be measured are'Stated such that the data they produce

- will.be truly comparable. To assure comparability requite-a careful-atten-

tion to both the. warding and the timing of-the data - collection tools;

.Readers who plan. to adapt the NSSP design to their own research purposes
.

ShUidd be ale-rt.tO.sOme.of the common p4obleMS related to the meaSurement

of change in cohort. analysis (Glenn, 1977, 27-41); For example:

.

---ArethereapondeUta themselves truly comparable? (Far instance, is an

answer requested Of"alli students"' at one point and "women only" at another?)

51.



--Are the, responio_categOtie§ identical?- (For instance; is_ the_ high-_

of 'a Scale-101ed as "important".at one point and "crucial" at another?)
.

. _ _ .
.

. . _

--Is the. response subject to.ShOttterm fluctuation? . (For instance, hours.

;devoted to "studYinemay vary Widely'depending on how Close.to final
-

exams the questionnaire is administered.).

.

--Were influential_but external" factors the same?. (Does a_salaty increase
_ _ _

for example, Indicate real advancetent or merely Inflation?) .

/ -
.

Attending to all these 'drafts of the entireset_pf...

articulated instruments. COnStructed and/carefully reviewed for clarity,
_ ._

Style and. flow aswell as for reIevanCerio specific research needs; CUtting
--

_

and pastingi the finai lay =outs are assembled; the data-Processing codes

:
'added,'and the,completedftoola are:readied for use. .

The first page. of the

EttryQuestionnaire appear§.on the following page as an illustration:of

style. and fbrthaf.

2. Sample lists'

From each.of the_six participating programs,, the NSSP collects-

data pertaining to five. classes; of students (see page 231:as well as from

the faculty. "Listing" the'sample is no simple task. 14e:compile.six lists

of .faculty and thirty lists of students or ex-students (graduates)..

Who:comprises'each sample is essential.

lbe faculty sample is quite simple and inclusive. All faculty-
.

and administrators whoiteach and/or advise Students as the study begins are

included in the .sample. Each is; given a three-digit identification nUmber;

the first identifies the 'school and the latter two ate:sequential numbering

of all faculty within that program. Student samples are considerably more

. complex.'

Eadh Evaluation Associate lists by date of 'entry every student_

ftom whom we expectto collect data. -In order ,to do that., howeiet.Wei.must

'first answer an important question:. What constitutes entry? "InHalt10:-Plus-

t4-ci program, there may be no clear beginning point, since many students simply
,

' continue'from lower to-uppet:diVision. Thus, some; take supporting courses

before beginning their nursing courgeWotk.While others take these later. To

add to the Confusion; schools often admit students two or three times

dUting an academic year It becomes necessary, then, to specify precise

criteria enabling
each.etuden'td-be'!'aggfgeerio a class, and to apply

A

these criteria on a case-by-case basist



IJATIONiL SECOND STEW PROJECT

.

_ .

ENTRY.QUESTIONNAIRE

Your name:
;. -16.14 removed when 1D-id is assigned)

.

ID 0-

(Leave blank)
_ 7 -8 -01

:1-consent

'What was the highest level of education attained by your,parints?

Father iGther

:!1; Some high schooljorlese)
'2. High school graduate ;

3. Vocational or business training other than two=year college

4. Some college,.but no degree,

5. Graduate of a tww-year'coilege_

_-__ 6. gradinitenfOt four-year college
7. Post- graduate study but no degree

8. Mhstek's degree_
9. Doctoral or professional degree beyond thellaster's level"

. ,

- '

'.Please indicate your parents' usual occupationi during the time you,were In high school.

Pather:',

liother:

APproximate combined yearly income of your parents (at present)::

1; Under $5,000
$5,001 -110;000_

= $15,00CY

4:: $15,001 .20i000
So .$20_,001:r $25,000
6. $23',001:-1$30i000
7.. Over $30,000
8. Have no:idea '

9. 'Not applicable (both dezased

In. what religion have you been_ra Catholic
. Jewish

Protestant
4. Other
5. None.

What is your purrent marital statue? T. Single
---7- 2. HArried

3. Divorced
A. Widowed

(What *re their ages?&- Number. of children?
-

*

or separated,

a; Please. go back and circle the aged of those that are living vich you.

With whom db you shake yOU.:: current living aItuatiCcn? (check all -.that arply)

No one (I live alone)
'Spouse:or mate
My chdldren.
Parentsiin-iaws'and/or othetrelative . _

Adult(0 not related 2c; me by kinship-7with or without children

8.. ItthingsWork out the way you. venti_wen i'ould you Arne to get married?

(Ik,currentlY married, check here._ and'gp on to the next ciuestion.)

:1; Within the next Aree'yearp
3_yearslfrom now --

3; 6 years or more fro= now
1 don't wInt to get tarried'

10
11

12-13

f4-15.

18

19

.20.

21
'22

. 23
24-

25



When "term of entry" is'Aetermined students, identi,..

fication numbers are assigned consisting of five'digits., The firat dehotes

the school; the Setotd'the class (by academic year), and the third the term

of entry; The fourth and fifth digits provide a sequential numbering of

SiUdents in that school, class and term of entry. This fiiiintiOtS similarly

to.a postal'zip code;

Since our data- gathering plan is based upon the respondent's

status in the program (i.e., entranti'end-of-first-year; graduate, faculty,

etc.),.each phase of the'datacollection requires a list of persons to

whom certain instruments are administered. Forts were treated in order:to

maintain records of What'data should be acquired for each indiVidUalaS

well as to,reCOrd when such data are received. One fort'riltnrds 'each

studenes status at the end of each term:. enrolled and completed, withdrew,

.4i0 n8t enroll; graduated; This is used to defihe "target sample".

for each instrument at.the varioUsdata-nollettion points.' Others fist.

each target sample (bOth.student and faculty) and' have bake§ to. be cheCked

when each instrument is received,.

3'. Obtaining consent and"---- confidentiality

To, comply with Rights of. Human Subject's reguIdtiOnsi every

respondent muetcOnSent participate.in.theresearch effort;

.

auti.procedures tb- iniUreaie:c6hfidentiaXfty of the datattleyiprOVidemuat

be strictly obserVed.: On the next'page is an example of our student con

sent fOrt:Eorms.aentita,other respondents, such as faculty and p6sE7.

graduate sample's, differ.!lightly in:w6rding.andAetaili, dependitg,Upon

,

the recipietts and the extent of their expected participation In all

doses; howeverivoluntary consent must.be obtained and kept on file through-

Out.the'tondutt of the research;

ReSpOhddiitS4.JD numbers are coded directly onto all tests,.
_

qUestionnaires and interviews, after'Which names are removed rembved from research

instruments. Matching lists of names and ID's are

project office. Thus, magnetic tapes or copies of

`made available to the Evaluation Associates should

additional analySes of the data, while maintaining

kept only in the central

the IBM cards can be

they wish to, perform

confidentiality.

OUr'PrOPnObi:Statea that no information tbat.dOOld be traced

ibdiyiduals may be reIeaied.tonon-project staff. If participating



ID

CONSENT TOTARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH

...A4A54.ttof:rajlorigitudinaIand
comparative research study, Conducted

by:thellatiOnal SeCond-Htep Project and (name of insfttution) Depart,-

:tent Of. Nursillgij agree to complete the litited:nuMber.of question7

nairea:LanUtestsrequested.froM:time to tine:* understand that the: .

'data contributed by me will be-held-Confidential and that all findings

froth the study will be -presented_ in such a manner as to insure.conplete

cOnfidentiaIity. I understand that my participation is voluntary.

:3

-1

*If you }lane already graduSted-i th-d ehtlOsed survey will, be

:.:.the-oniy-Ohe_you will be asked to complete:



.programS desire access tocertainof the NSSP data for. other research, they

Must obtain additional consent from their own Student samples for-these

'other purposes. 'Individual respondents, 'of course, may send a written

request and receive certain findings pertaining only to themselVeS4 such

-as a personaIitY profile, since no breach of confidence occurs in that

,

;instance.

4. *Distribution and follow-up

The fikSt step in diStributiOn is handled by the central

staff. All self - administered. instruments, consent forms, instructions;

and cover-lettera-Whichertain taa
particular sample at a particular

pint it time (e.g;, !_ientering students, Fall 1979") are assembled and an

indiVidual packet is tade.tp.for'eaCh respondent. TheSe4aCkets'eontai

everything the respondentsneed;to know in orde't to understand andartic-

ipstejn the research effOttiincluding a brief but convincing appeal for

theircooPeration; The idea is ,to make'it as easy as possible for. the

person,receiving each packet to.respond to your request; a postage-free

self-addiessed'envelopeTfor the return of all materials fea.must.

Take a positiVe arsproach. Make the assutption,that each
_

person who receives.a pecket.Will respond fully; do not offer alternative.

'procedures for not responding;, such as suggesting that blank questionnaires

.r)r unopened: packets can be returned to the departmental office.. Itl-s.true

thae.patticipation IS voluntary; but-requeSting.the return of blank mater-

athple time of:initiaiidistribUtion is-adifdefeating; That step-ie

taken (if at all) only after. all possibilities for aChieVing a 100% ;rate

Of return haVe:been,exhaUsted; Ihis is especially importentjn"ejongi=

tudinal,research design, where sample attrition can threaten all subseqUent

.

analyses.
2

Once the packets are assembled, they are put-together in batches

by target sample (i.g., "entering stUdents," "returning students," "facultY,"

etc..) and bundled for distribution to the six campuses.

Response rates tendto beChigher when data are collected

people close to and known by the respondents rather'than by a distant

and impersonal agency such as "The National Second Step Project." Therefore,

the Evaluation Associate on each campus distributes and collects all pencil-

and-paper instruments. This involves setting up testing sessions for the

timedAdministrationa required for NLN Achievement Tests,and the CFI;

arranging for the "personal" distribution of packets to on-camOus



:respondents accompanied when possibi by a "peptalk" to encourage their

partiCipation; and mailing out Post7Giaduation SUrVeys to recent graduatea
- ,

--which often,means ascertaining current addressed beforehand. 'Central"

'staff members conduct the interviews, hilt:the Evaluation Associate does

the advance workand'SeiS Up appointmentscheduleS.
_ .

top1.6.not OftendiScussdd in research books is.-composing

ciaverjetters for questionnaires administeredlly-mail.---They-ore-worth

ntioning, and should be written with at least three

in ind. 1), Your respondents are probably not eager'

A
su vey,form. Give,them a convincing :reason for doing

.basic assumptions

to fill out your

so; 2) They may
,

not even want to read yank letter.: Keep it as short and interesting as,-

Possible. 3) Theit:decisibn as to what to. do aboUt'it Willprobably be

Made.withinfive minutes of: opening the envelope; 'A: "due-date"'fat in
_ _ .

the future will encourage -them toput. it on the back burner and subtequentlY

to lose it. Ask for an early return, specifying a datewhen feasible.
.

,Tnd Evaluation Associate maintains a list of who returns,

packets and conducts follow-up activities as necessary to retrie've.those

Still outstanding asof.the suggested The'type of follow-47-

whether "in person,"'by:nhOneOr by mail - -will depend upon 1) the nuMber

Otnon=respondents to be contacted and 2)their accessibility. Tact,

diplomacy and persuasiveness are often require8, but also the quitkrecog-_-

nition of an adamant noti-resnondent in time to avoid unnecessary antagonism:__

Again,the best approaCh is A'pOSitiVe,-6ne, stressing the:potential:influence

each.,individUal's4nput on the future and ditectionsof their program.

th students'and fapUlty'need tO_Understandthe importance-of their responses
_ .

feel that' their time-and effort contributes to Somevorthwhile purpose.
and

Interviewing, ObserVing'and:COliecting Ab:cuments

These three data -collection techniques differ in two important

1.especs.fipm the sUrve;inethddS employed in the use of "questionnaires and

standardized tests; .1 They produce data that is essentially' subjective

and qualitative in naturei evehthbugh quantifiable variables may emerge

froM the subsequent atalYSISof-Such data; and 2)inthe NSgP
design all

, ,

neothree take place almost.simultausly, within the constricted time period

-

camof twO-day site visits to each pus."'

,These visits must of cOurse, be cooidinated with the



,

':Evaluation Absociates.far.enough in advance so that travel and lodging

-arrangements can.. be made Additionalfattara in this ,planning process

intlude 1) avoiding holidaya and pressure points; such as\exam week; in

the academic calendar so students are not too preoccupied with those matters

to give, us a:full and:aCcurate view, of the program; 2) doing\several schOols'

in a SWee'dhe to time and budgetary restrictions; 3) securing permission'

to obserye in classroom and clinical; Settings; and 4) selecting student

and faculty interviewees and alteihates;

As discussed in the previous chapter, semi -structured inter-

views' are scheduled With three sets of respondents: faculty; administrattirs
_ 7

and students, the latter, being "interviewed" in a group discussion fdtmat;.'
.

Although the thief-.administrator of each program is easily identified;`,,con .-..

_ _ _ 4. 4, .

Siderable thought and. planning goesinto the selection of'which faculty-nand
.

which students will "represent" the Opinions and attitudes of these larger

samplet,':

To maximize the usefUlhetof data gathered from_grOup dis7
_

.cussiOna With a small number of Students; we set certain criteria.for

irklusion in. the potentlarpool'of daSeS;frOM-Whith discussants are

selected.' First 'and most obvious; they must be-Currentlyenrolled and

present on the campus at the_ time of_siteviaits; econd, they must have

'agreed to participate-in-the _NSSP"researthi. and haVd'asigned consent fotm..

On fire. Third; only - those students with a relatively complete file of

entrY-4evel data are included ih:thepOpulationfrOM Whith group discussants

are slected.: Finallyi we.weighethe interview, sample in favor of our:true

longitudinal sample, not by excluding:earlier entrantahht.by stratifying

the result±'g population by class, and,randtalyeelecting a majority of

discuasents from Class 4;

FatUltY interviewees'ate chosen somewhat differentlyi although

variations of the' first"thiee criteria outlined above obviously. apply
.

.

(beinglOh Campus during site visits; and having both a signed consent form.

'and other research materials on MO. Total faculty samples; however,

are quite small in comparison with students. Furthermore; the range of

their contact With, knowledge about.and actual involvement in the program

_aa-a whole can vary considerably; affecting their value as. the "best" source

of infOrmatiOn.. :One may merely'teacha single required 'course from another
.

department;.another may. come:in one evening A:Week to SuperVise a few
. .
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_
students in :a plinicPlsetting;whild'a third may have held a full-tithe

teaching appOiniment,in the, program sinceits inception and.chair the. cur-
. . .

ricUlUth tOmmittee4 Questionnaires comPleted by the total fatdlty sample

0

_2,

(see page 40j make these kinds of fact& available, and permit a three-way

grouping Of:the total population along a, dimension of participation/

involvement;
I,

, I

Faculty interviews, then:0 actually comprise a sort.of ekper-
____

wh_
_

ienoe survey (S-611tii, 1976, pages 94-97)4 Only en: the number of "" high

p rtitipation" faculty members equals more than can be interviewed: during
_ _

the brief site visits does+rand6th selection become necessary. It. is impor-

-tant tO'note that because of ttl method of Selection interview data can-
.

not legitimately be claimed to characterize the faculty as a whold. The.

_primary aim is to generate insights rather than statistical descriptions.

Quantitacive findings from facdlty interview data are generalizable:only
, -

to the population of "high participation" secondstep faculty.
.

',All interviews andidiScussions are taped for latA ranScrip-
.

tion,-leaving the interviewer free to concentrate on

eliciting pertinent information and "obServing" (and

,reference)-those affective cues Which often transmit

as the actual wor3s that are 'spoken.,
1.

+

TWO staff members are primarily responsible-for,colIectir

ualitativeatafroth eachsite:q
Of.I) interview

maintaining rapport,.

noting for future

as much information.-

guides, sample liata and appointient schedulea; 2) a notebook and a vial'

unobtrusive tape recorder;, -3j as much ptibrAnowledge about the site-as.

they can absorb before:Setng'out;,and.4) an alerti,naturapy curious-

andOpen IthIA. On a:-two -day -site!visiti,eVetything seen or heard is poten7
_

tipl data Bulletin board information nexttOthe Nursing pepartmentoffice

can tell you about things like, the formality and cohesion of events and

social life in the department; faculty and.student dress can be-noted. the
.

hours of campus -Cating'facilities can tell' you W1166066016 are on campus,

.and so on.,

ObservatiOn, when oge4_,,:as a research strategy, implies more

than looking and listening. The most difficult part of the technique,

especially for the novice, is to writdovt:what you see and'hear--not just

whatIOUthink abbUt-it.- The events theMselves, in recorded form, comprise

the raw data; ihe observer's impressions of those events are inferences



which may be substantiated, refuted, changed or elaborated upon as further

data is acquired:.
. .

Tinally, the uolleCtion of "documents " 'completes the NBSP:

.data-gathering ;procedures; This term covers a broad range ofPrinted

matteranything' that is.COn§idered'infOttative it terms of the research

questions. Copied ofriepartmental accreditation reportaard probably the.

most difficult to obtain of the various documents one might select, but'

hand:,Okt sheets, program newsletters; and a variety Of other: Materials. are

usually readily available:

, B. Data Proteseina
_ . . ,

.in a long==tcrm research effort such as that represented by the

NSSP-; both data collection and data processing take place more or lesa:
-

continually from beginning_tO:endor at least untilboth,are completed;

whichiS usually a few months prior to the end clf7the funding period..

SurVey instruments are cou tinually.adMiniStered, interviews are intermitr,

tently conducted, and the resulting data are continuatly.processed for'

,-furtheranalytit use.

From preceding sections of this manual, the reader is'well aware
_

that our research design calls Tor the extensive use/of both qualitative

and, quantitative strategies. Although the goal of both strategies iS the

accumulation and interpretation of information that Will guide the :
,

`-researcher In addrt§iing the overall research objectives; processing. the
,

data, that are acquiredby means of these strategies differs in several
,

.

'ways; one from, the other. .

/

. . .

A

Many qualitativestrategieS nece§§arily,imi)ly that the entire-

research procd§§, from the posing of a question throngh to the interlireta-
,

. :

tion;of a'"finding," prOceeds in a highly -integrated fashion. )The _persons
,

, .

conduCting the reader-oh are aided by interview guidei and tape recorders,

but they themselves-create the Indispensable lihk and the int lectual

filter between an external reality and an internal assessment of the

meaning Of that reality; They decide; from one moment to the, neXt, how

a question is. to be phrased, Whehet or not aresponse is adqUate.; which
I

observdtibiig are to be-recorded in field notes; which docume_t§ are worthy
.

'of'adding to:their collections; and hOW beat. to pursue and !test Otte! a .

o

concept thathas begun to take shape; ThroughcOnversatiOns, indiVidual



interviews, group discussions,' observations and the collection of "evidence"

in the form of documents, ideas are 6-dStantlygenerated And refined in the

mind of the trained ifiV6Stigator;
these-ideas Influence not only the ulti-

mate outcomes:Of theresea/ichie., the eventual descriptions and explan-

ations of the phenomenon Under examination-71iut,also the. constant selection

of which' particular "data".' are- worthy of fuither eXploratiOn and analysis;

It is this flexibility and fluiditythe siMultaneous nature of c011eCting0

Mentally "procesaing,1 interpreting and then validating one's own perceptions

With constant referenceAo the phencimenon being explored- -which characteriida

the real strength of qualitatIVe research, and which also distinguishes it

most clearly from quantitative methods.

Quantitative strategies are necessarily segmented. The useful-

ness of quantitative data in addressini t =e overall questions pObed is

determined by the ingenuity of the researc er at several separate and iime-

- specific 'pointa in the research process: selecting'and/or constructing

the instruments themselves, setting up the data-collection.design,,inauring.

an adequate rate of,ieturn, accurately processing the raw data as they are

received, employing appropriate analytic techniques and taking care to

observe Elle rules of interpretation which each analysis implies. Once the

research tools are in the hands of the respondent, however, the investi-

gator is'totally removed from the research process until the raw data are

available for processing; ,
4 7

f011owing pages treat the topic,of data processing separately
, _ _ _

for infot:tation gatherea by qualitatiVe and'by quantitative methods. Alth-ciugh"

both- proceduresjead to the solution of the research prOblem by the attum04-

tion and organization of relevant empirical data, the means by which this

6

AS.accomplished requires an awareness on the part of the researcher of vie

"potential strengths and.weaknesses of each strategy.
4 .

. Qualitative data

Since thiS is a handbook rather than an introductory text-

book covering unspecified research content, this section on qualitative

data processing is arranged according to source., Although we can be quite

specific about how each type of information is/Orocessed, the underlying

principle Is always the same: to retain the 4iversity.of the information

you have collected, seeking unIfying themes which make sense of it all

- -
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and lead to inferences, but without losing the original flavor and meaning.

.Theie are four basic sources of.qualitatiVe data it the.NSSP:
.

open-ended items on questionnaires; indiVidual and group interviews; field

observations; and doCUMent reviews. In each case; the batid data-processing

strategy.is to approach the data with as few preccinteptions as possible;:to

summ.mAge and classify whatever information emerges;:then to review its

.
patterns and linkaget;With other data for analysis and interpretation:

a. Items from questionnaires

Each questionnaire contains some questions tP.which the
.

retpondent4s-inyited to write in rather than simply to:'!CheCk"-a retponsA

Such questions generally request a personalvieW of a broad toPici' where ;

prdcoded. categories may tend to restrict or distort the tespoiident's

thinking; and Wli,Ite the "flavor" and Context of the answers are asimpor-

.tant atthe factual content.- It'is useful to have all such:responses from

a givenAnstrument and for a given respondent typed onto one page. Although

this may seem like a trivial step_its batictiUrpose is to increase both

the accessibility and the sheer legibility\6f the data. 'Researchers can

easily scan teSponseS without.flipping throughttacks of thick quettion-...

nairet:.anti deciphering a variety of; handwriting styles. And; since names

are replaced With identification numbers;:cOpiet7Of the transcripts can be

made available. to Evaluation Astociatet for use in.program deVelcipMent
_

\.

withOutjeopardiSing.tOnfidentiality;

When available for all persons.retponding to a single

initrument; such transcripts facilitate dross-settiOnaltdanning; Each
,

respondent's answer to a specific questionnaire -item appears in roughly

thesameplade on eath transcript; so respontet can be read through for

paiternti trendy;',-and divergences. The researcher looks also f6turider-

lyini:themes whiCh Create the patterns: Such theMet-May tetve'to charad-

terize aatge numbert:of retpontet; to discern unifying element6 in tone;
.

content AndiorA.MpliedtitUdevandaluet_Lor.theerr !oilistinguksh

. . .

_ _

several equally prevalent:but competing_endibt conflicting types of iesponses

,

...,

td" -a question.

By -bringing together all the. prose and commentarl that:

a sing respondent hAt furnished in responding to a variety of-questions;

thA,trattdtipts can often profide aquidic-OVer,iew-pf-that_persoet-overall

2



attitudes and orientations at the time the ques*ionnaire is-adminis ered
k

(for exatple, entky"); Both theexpressiveneS6 andthe/fattual content
I

of. the commentary as a whole thAy-figgest:tlfibal 'characterizations of

,respondents, useful in later analyses;

FcitiStUdentS-in the-longitudinal sample .(Class 4),
-(

transcripts serve still another purpose. at the end of th'edatat-

. _
:collection period we have four ,pages Of'open-end responses and teIeVent

commentary-ftOt eathol.thesegraduates: at entry; at

fitst year, as they_aie graduating and fiftdtth'eyate. in the field as bac.

caltUteate nurses. T44 constitutes a rich and Conci'Se body :of qualit/atiVt

data that can he reviewed for evidence of change and development over/ time.

b. , Faculty interviews and student discussions

Two forms of data emerge "from these informants. The

primary one is the verbatim transcription of, tapes recorded during the

1_
sessions.. As with the questionnaire transcripts, this facilitates read-

ing through the same topic items on all of them. Although each separate

transcript is lengthy and detailed, the number of transcripts from each

campus is quite small in comparison with those from questionnsiies. Thus,

responses can often be usefully, summarized by topic, and note taken of

recurring patterns and divergences from/them. Sometimes it is4)ossible

tb summarize .a "modal" response, althodgh conflicting-statements are also

recorded. Responses given by faculty and student discussants on each

campus are this reduced inform to abo t one page for each topic.

The secondary form of, data consists of notes made by the

interviewer during or just after the s ssion. Strictly speaking, these

(

-are field Observationr. Among the thins the interviewer records are

distractions that may{have hindered the thoughtfulness of the answers,

mitigating interpersonal influenceS, lik 'the perception that the respond-
,

ent ii trying to uo:, a good impression, or is shy, or reacts adverSely to

the interviewer. V... dimension :of validity is the extent 'to' which the'

informant was able to give accurate and fonthright answers. This iS

in a

group might m4ke reipondents bolder or more timid. It is useful to have

one researcher conduct the discussion, while 'another takes notes on inter-,

action.

espe tally importantduringthe student diseOssions, since being



c. Field observations

'Direct observationa are made in classrooms, at meetings,

during interview and discussion sessions; and wherever something worth

noting is happening. It, is' t-t they be recorded immediately,

either in writ g Or spoken onto tape. In addition to the direct record-0-

ing of actual events, field notes aIsoinclude the observer's perceptions

of, reactions to and insights stemming from those: vents. The. skilled

-----------observer-i--s-keenly-aw-a-re--of-.the-idist-inttion,-betweerr-thee--twptypes-ofr-,--?---------

qualitatiVe'.data; the first indicates what occurs, iihereas, -the second,

4

equally impbrtanti represents an interpretation of 'what that occurrence

.ttana'. The best.field notes are vividly descriptive, including both types

of data and making clear where one stops and the other starts.

_

Ariecdotes-and:iiifOrtaltOnversations may be sufficient'

to create their own categories of interactional behaVibriof responses to

_
institutional and environmental situations, ttc. However, especially with

observations made during a'brief site vigit, it is far more likely that

they will aid in the interpretation of larger and more systematic sources

of information, such as. questionnaires or interviews.-

All observations are typed and eventually' used to

data trot-other sources,:-or,if comprehensive and: extensive enough,' to serve
. - _ .

asafully-jndependeht data source. Each transcript is initially classified

atcordirig to the source of .the observation: ciassioOti clinical visitt
- -

conversations, etc._ The later organization otAhat informaaiihAependa

,UpOn its substantive content and the relationship of

Spetificareas:ofreSearch-interest;.,

d.. Program documents

_

that content to

Progiam documents run the gamut from one-page hand-outs

on new -entrande'requirements and course names, to notices of student actiV-

. ities, to detailed-curriculum brochureS, io lengthy expositions, of depart-

MentalPhilosoPhY for. atcreditation .Do Cumenta are virtuallY.any-.
: .

that can be 'piaked. up during a site visit and which pertain

to ihe arees-of inquiry in the-study.'

They are one source of data for.establlshing. formal and

infOrmal:tanifeatations of departtental goals and how they reimplemented.-

h>creating A. second steptode4 our tactic is to look.:fOrthe extent to
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which.there are similarities of!requirements and themes among the six cam .

puses, to determine common goals and means of achieving them; Our. primary

intentis not to "measure" theeXtenttn:whichlirograms actually conform
. .

to the goals' they set. Rather, we use the document review to define the

goals and methods common to all the programs, as well as to note variations

and, discrepancies among them.

A
DOcuments are approached: first by making.. a recording

TeseatO1)_iintereet-vith-plenty of space for

making note-8. For example, we make notes on the "curricular structure"

by recording which courses a siudentmust and.can take, on the influence

of subjects-outside the nursing department and so on., As these sheets are

filled in, some areas may be abandoned as inapplicable, and others added

that were'not anticipated. We process information froM documents by

extracting and classifying segments that we find revealing, but we add to

and subtract from those topics and classification schemes according to what

the documents tell us is significant. Does the nursing program have a

SPecial recruitment policy for men? Write it:down under "admisSions

politieS. ,Did you find-A hand-out sheet announcing a group to air student

complaintS? Depending on content, it may pertain to "facility-Student inter-

action," "academic standards" or elsewhere, but write it down.

Some' information gleaned from documents can be coded and

entered into the.quanCitative "program data-set" (see page 87),but it lends
4

itselrto much broader usage as well. It can, help toguide the interpre-

tation of specific findings; arising from other sources, and it can provide

insights useful in formulating a theoretical:model of second step nursing

education:

.

In proceSSitg qualitative data,-the researcher attetpta to

"tee" all the information which an individual reSpOndett_provides--not

merelY,fant.S:but the attitudinal and affectiVe context in which the factS
_ -

are given. In doing soLthe personwho professes the raw data actually

imposes his or-her own thoughts;abaut the material upon the data. Since

thiS is essentially subjective process, it is adVisable to have more than

one person review qualitative data. This not only furnishes additional

perspectives on the real "meaning" of what the. respondent has written and,

how responses should be classified, but it also aids in the recognition



and reduction of bias on the part of the researchers:

. Quantitative -data- .

. .

PrOteeeing large quantities:ofquantitatiVe.data. requires'
.

accuracTatid attention to detail; If the original responses are not

recorded accurately and in the correct places, all subsequent analysis

will be meaningless.. Great care exercised here will be more thangappre-

--tmtrat-Ea-ate-reireliFeecluent ilageInyouiieeOarch.

Codebook

In order to know how to locate any piece of data andstá
_ .

provide instruction-to coders and keypunchere, write a complete codebook

for, each instrument that provides quantitative data This dotament hat'

manyUeee, and there is undoubtedly a. direct correlation between when it

is. written and the hUMber-of serious data=processing problema)iOU'Will
_ .

later encounter. As an example of format, the first page Of the NSSP

codebook for the Entry Questionnaire appears on the following page.

The :first two columns give the location of the variable

--the card and 0OlUtft(s) in which the informatiOn is stored. The third

.
column is left blank. Naw'frequencies canbeadded when they.are available.

_ .

The-161311th bolUM# reports' -the source ofithe InforMation=whl,th:itettOn what

instrument produced the'dariabIe; The next column shows the name you give

'to the variable; this can be either a defining word or abbrevi,ation, such

as. REGION or GPA.; pr It can be a sequential alphanUtetit listing, such as:

V1, .Y2; etc- Next comes a label forthe variable; the codes'and iabele

l'Orthe:Oodes; MottYcomputer,programs have provisiOnt;fOrlabeling vari-

ables and values but restrict the number off.keystrokes (letters orTdigitS)

'allowable for this purpose;.

GOdde should be definitive and' mutually exclusive; cOdinl

categories thOuld not overlap; As far as possible, code similar responses

to different questions the earriway throughout the,surveyianch as no 1

.."Make allowances-fot missing data; not everyone'will answer

ever lnestionrand some People'will'notreturn all instruments. Open -ended
,

questions, require spetial treatMentias distueeed in the following chapter

(see. page's 77=79)-



ENTRY. QUESTIONNAIRE CODEBOOK

lard

,

oltS..____: Item
VAR
Name

.

Vatiable_andVaIue Labels and Gode47-1. ..e

Mbere
Reappear

1 .1=5 ID #
.

6 6=2.

1 Quality Control

8 Card'NO: 7 1 .

9 Consent:: 1-- Yes
2 = No ,

Parents 11-1st educational IeVel

10 El Father
. ORU

_____II,_,-:E2., idiather......
-,..01UL.,. ---t- -----

..
1 =Some H.S. ]

2 = H.S.,,graddate
.

3 - VOCatiOnalibusiness.trening
.

4-- Some-'College
5 - Tliz4=year.college graduate

6 - Four-year college-graduate
7 - Post - graduate study

8 - Master's_
9 - Doctoral7Professional
0 - Missing data

2 -Parent's occupation

12=13 E3 Father
ORD

14 -15 E4

o

Mother
ORD

61 = Un _ _

02.-Sem -s i

.6

0 -Ski manual"
cal and sales

.

nor professional

4690 - Lesser professional

.

07 - Major professional. .

08:- Vomemaker, hodsewife,'Student

09 = MDi RN or medical profesSion11

99 -.Deteasedinot applicable '

00 - MiSaing data, but applicable

16. ---_ ---.

atents' Income
ORD

1 Under $5,000 .

2 - $5,001 - I0,000
3 = $10,001 15,0007'
4 = $15,001 -.20;000
5 - $20,001 = 25,000
6 = $25,001 7_30;000
7 Over $30;000.

.

8 - Have no idea .

9 = Not applicable .

0 = Missing data

A.7. E6'

....

Religion
NOM. 54-

1 = Catholic
.

2 = Jet4Sh
3 -.Protestant . .

4 Other
None

0. = Missing data



The lasttwo 6OlumnS will prove useful in the analysis

stage of-your researth; "Type of variable" refers to itS level of.measure-

ment;
5 This aferts.the researcher to the appropriate -Statistical techniques

=

,

.
to use, with thiS variable..-; "Where Reappears" :Indicates.the.variable:name.

.

-When:that item.reappearsHinanothei instrument. ThiS is for use in con,-
_ u

strutting change scores or analyzing change data.

b. Editing and coding

Each questionnaire should be checked by someone thdr-

the.codingscheme.in the tbdebOOk. S /he should

clarify ambiguous responsesand-detidtthe: aPproptiate-.codes for open
_

ended questionS which are preclassified, such as occupational categories.

Certain responses will require decision=Making For example,' when ;47

respondent marks two responses to one itemor' chetis "other".and writes

in a response that:Clearly fits one of the=pre=6Odtdlresponse04. the person-

checking the survey deCideS hOW that .te8p-Oh86. should be coded; These

AecisionS should he consistent throughout theeediting and coding process.
v

Apparent inconsistencies in a respondent's nswers also

need to be dealt with; A respondent,may say she earned $12,000 per month.

Some -clue may be available in Other responses as to whether-shemeant

$1200 per month or $12;000_ per'yearOr:something elSe. there. are

clues to inconsistent data, -16 can either tddepretiselywhat the respond-
.

. . .

ent reported or consider that:response to be "missing."

When coding categories have been derived foi open - ended

items,the appropriate codeshOUid.be written nn.the questionnaire next

to the:resPondeneanSWerAfter:being thoroughly reviewed for clarity,

cons:..;tentyand.acturacTi..iheqUestiOnnaire is ready to go to the keypuncher:'

or data.entrypperator.

t; Keypunching

The fteypuncher: should have a copy of. the.

and one:of the codebOOk;..::It.:16 retbainended that each card be keypunched'

and verified fdr accuracy. A verifier is a machine similar to the keypunch

machine; it checks the cards as the data:iS retyped and marks a notch -in

each column in.which there is a diScrepancy. The data can then be rechecked



with the original qUeStionnaire and.corrected-;

Verify the data

available;: such
.

.

Cards. .-

If it is not possible to

as it i entered; other methods of cleaning the cards are

as4irOOfkdading each card or "spot checking" every few

After cards are keypunched and Verified; they should be

sortedintO sequential ID order with 'second; third and fourth cards follow-

the firstard for each ID number. This is done on a device

called a counter=0Orter which is available in most computer centers. Then

printed jisting of the cards is made. and reviewed for obvious'eriors;

suCh-AS the data ending'in:the-wrong.CoIUMni.-oridentificatio0 numbers

.. being incorrect. The litting will altO,show.iftertain cards-are

f6r individual cases, and .this error can be corrected.

_
After you are satisfied that the cards are accurate and

in the prOper.order; they can betubmitted With'the necessary computer

'program for data analysis..

d. .PrograMming

Several software packagesaPPropriate to the use of

statistical analysis exist. The most common one; and the.one that NSSp

use is. Statigtital Package for .the Social:Scienceg..(SPSS):(Nie

1975)'.: It4 many advantaget include the availability of.a.well-Written

and fairly 'easyr.to=4-01160 MAhUal. It:4146 "ba4numerous.sub-programs that

allow you to do most statistical procedures.

Once the initial program is written and combined with

the daa.into a systems file, subSeqUent analysis often requires'only

Severai-IiUet.Of programming. the,follOwini.Page we have includedn:.:

example:of-the4rogram for the first Page of the Entry,Questionnaire:.

e. Debugging

Debuggint a program requires-eeCuting a computer task
__.

, .

using botb :your program and data and teeing that it Oakes sense,:.Ir(SPSS;.

use Of the:Batchjormat for debugging gives you a correspondence table

for checking to see that each variable is being read from the correct

card and column of data. This.ig a crucial check; the computer reads

any number and makes no judgment as to whether or not that number is correct:
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SPSS also has an EDIT function that checks and points-

.

,'out errors in the program. After-the program is error - free', attach the

data and run freqUencied for all variablen. Chick each variable for num-.
.

.h
scaleoUrange, such.as a "7 in response to: an attitude addle

. .

oU'"1 to If theatnitpossible 'numbers occur; identify the case by

ID number,, Cheditthe-oriiinal source of the data, and correct the data

file; This As basiddlly the last step in-cleaning_ihe_datni Quantitative

data are now ready:for-analYain

Providing Feedback to Participants

:.

The NSSP, like mosksocial and educational research, is highly

dependent upon the cooperation of a great many, people-=not only the central

and extended: staff, but those from whom information is sought. 'In the case

- ;of the NSSP, these include program administrators, faculty, gtudents, grad-

uates and even graduates' supervisors. Most of these sources are contacted,

More than once during the course of the investigation. Ajmechanigm for

maintaining a spirit of goodwill among all these informants; and thus for

encouraging their continued interest and participation, is that of pro.=

viding them with some tangibIe'proof that the time and efforts they have

"given" have prodUced some worthwhile results.

The'watchwbrd here is multiple ugage., As you prodesitheAdta

received from each sample andiready it for further analYsindOnsider:Which

of .your inforManta, as well as which other significant. audiencesinentiOned

in chaptetmji (see pages 13-I4), might find. such data interesting and

"rewarding.'". In most casen thig is.the only payment they will receive

forthe Contribution theyhave made to your_researdh effort - -a -way of

saying "'thank you:" But:the sameddtasuMmary tani.,if.you consider the

-format Nead'Oi tite,:prOhably form a section of an annual report and

perhaps.serve other dissemination functions as well.
,

The Evaluation Associate on each of the participating campuses

ia the NSSP's lifeline to students, faculty and administrators. Until

this point,in theljrojett,they have functioned primarily.dg'data collectors ;'

_ .

,butonte:the data have been caledted and prOcessed,they-takeon..tWO addi-

tional

- _ ,

rOles.;:l) The-Yredeive.coples of:all prelithinary-reporta and

findings from the study. Which they can then make-available to:other-audi-

ences on each ddMptia==bditti fatuity .and. students: 2) They may also receive,



upon request, processed data relating to partidUlar questions which they":

themselves can then pursde by using segments of the NSSP data base in

conjunction with their own Idessregardingmethoda and analysi.s,;

.
Reporting back to'other.patticipants is less automatic, though

"no Iess important. The Evaluation Associate inforMS both faculty and

.

student respondents that they may requeSt findings from segments of the

'-'study-in-which-they,participate:--Such_requests.:,Maycome_in the form-of

a letter, or may simply be jotted in the margin of a questionnaire or

included in a "free comment ry" section. Regardless of:the formality or

informality i4ith'whichthe equest is phrased, the wiseresearcher

,.:respond Promptly and courteously. If even preliminary findings of the

type requested will not' be Swailable for some weeks or months, 8:6rief,

note acknowledging their request-and promising to fulfill it as soon as.
_ .

possible can go a long way toward promoting a positive attitude toward
.

the "next" questionnaire that respondent will receive.

_

Special mention should be made of the use .of qualitative data in

this regard. As students respond to questions such as "What:Aid you find

most valuable about the program ? ", " ..; least aIuabIe?", "What changes

Would you like to see?" and so oni they compile a veritable treasure chest

of compliments; criticisms, andConattUttive suggestions; The researcher

can learn agreat deal from such. commentary, but another very significabtr

audienCe is, of curse;: ,the -faculty and adMinistrfitive personnel:ofthe
.

Program being de-Scribed or reatt-edto;'. Once-the mAterial has'been typed

and all idettifing marks removed, these. typed transcripts can be-furnished

to the department Chair, whoj in turn,' can share-them with faculty, com-

MitteeS,:dtd: Most academic programs are continually striving for improve-,
thetti: the frankand unbiased read of their.siudents can be a mOSt

valuable guide, and will be:greatly appreCiated.

How muChleedback a study can realistiCAlly provide. to partici-
_

panta, oftourse; depends in part upon' the number of participants. The

NSSP, with some two thousand respondents all told, cannot hope to send a

report offindings.to each one, Although a small singletCaMpus study Might'

findthiSfeaSible and worthwhile. We do, hot4-76Vet,' furnish brief summaries;

Of findings tokey personnel at. each campus tite'whenever'possibie; encour-

aging each recipient to make auch'feedback available to others as'they see



One': word of caution: although it is our intent to be generouS.

with the-useftl-information_we obtain asiwe go along rather than to keep

it needlessly locked away from view until publication, some care need6 to

e_exerted in. the manner In which this it done inorder to:protect"the

lgiilmateintereSts of the researcher: The release of specific bOdiet

of\data must be scrutinized for anonymity. Qualitative data, such as

direct quotes from questiOnnaires'or interviews, must be'screened for

identifying names and-phratet.: Even quantitative .dataisuch asitiettehtAp.

\.
-1

'distributiont And sample means, can, in some cases, be "sensitive informa-

tion They sheuld:bejree from all inatitutihnalidentifiCation prior to

outside'

_ __ .

release to an Sudience; Finally, the researcher must take tare
.,_,_,___-------i-r77-7.7._

to emprfiie the- preliminary'. naturS-oUall pr47pCblitation releases,
_

- lsCrUppl uslyavoiding the statement of "final" conclusions and/Or ted-Ot

mendations; and informing the potential reader that early indicatiOnS of
--__

findings are subject to change as the analysis progresset.

Responsibilities, Communication and Cantinual;Decision-MALz)

have already described the research ieam: seven central

six associates "in thefield."(See pages'45-48.) Cbotdipa-
staffers an

ting the act\ivities of this group calls for the setting up of areas of

responsibility, channels of communication and.dedision-making procedCres

Research organizations, like.anyurher;Work.group, can range:

from the highly centralized to.the highly-decentralizedn the former;'

one person orooffite" Adtbally does the research with or without the help

of other people and/or services; in the latter;'thewholeteaM is involVed

in all phases,f:the project. Each hag its advantages and disadVantageS)_

but theVery nature of the work undertaken 13370k.N$Si;interdisciplinary

InfOcus. and: explanatory in its ultimate objectives, arglies for anon-"
_

bureaucratid_Or edentralized approach; Each member-of the,iteat.is account-
,

)

ab- laAti some measure to and another, but is primarily accountable for don=

tribCting to the Overall achievement o4;the16ng-range and intermediate

gos. s of the project.

rganztioniIna decentralized Or ."horizontal communication

as pmes,a place Of,p4tiatylmportance.; Althor ugheverYmember needs' time

ra
afapate to work independently, frequent interaction is vital since:mos'ti

ilgot all; Addisi-Oht affedtAlot One blt,Sev:ral'ati)ects of the integrated



researchdesign.
_ .

Athong the central staff members, weekly meetings are held, with
/

an open agenda continuously.posted for each:researcher to lot down topics.
j

---that warrant the 'attention of the group at the next meeting: Flexibly

defined,:as "team:meetings," these can take the forth ofbudgetary discussions,..

crisis intervention if arCimmediate problem surfaces/or seminars for sharing

substantive research inter-data. Beyond this discussion time; drafts of all
:

written work emanating from our research are cotantly circulated' amongst

the team for commentary-and critique;
.!. .

,Face-to-face 'tommunication.withthe Evaluation Associates is

more diffiCiilt, but equally necessary. km-07.day orientation workshop

scheduled very earlrin Year 1 brings the entire team together in

plaOe for disco ion and further planning. In years 2 and 1,:initational

conferences couLinde to serve this purpose as well as. that of presenting

project outchMea to a-Wider audience. In the Spring of all three years,

members ;of the central staff travel to each participating campus for

consultation as well as. for datg-collection. Finally,: these face-to7face

contacts are supplemented is a system of telephone contact and by frequent

correspondence.

'ThereAs no denying that such an elaborate communication scheme

is costly to maintaih;:both in travel'dollars and in professional staff

time; Democracy Vas.dever noted for its economy and efficiency., . ones
H

'theless it represents a system which:we feel. is highly appropriate ±;() our

researCh Objettives; 1) :It permits each membevto work semiautonomOUSly,
1

thereby encouraging creatiVity and encompassing a diversity ofwork
I

Styles,

but :2) it also insures that all, major made, which occur with.

: : ,1± -1 _ _
alarming frequency, have the, support of those whose work they necessarily

affett; .Especially for aoompleX research design involving :en inter-I
.

isciplinary approachi'We recommendit as slow and expensiVe but, in :the
t

-.1eng-ruh, cost effett: e.
'.



Notes

Since:filch Of:theNSSP is an.oiltuowth_of our previous Demonstration.
Study,. we carefully reviewed what had been learned from that experience.

Wrhall.theLinstrumentS useful? .COUld they have been more_productively
used?: Which hiiediiic items were redundant, atbiguous_ot otherwise'
expendable) What did we want to knOw that was not asked in the previous

Study?

2. Many studies/have discussed the effectS of"attrition in longitudinal
"research (Vollbrecht, 1977). -In the NSSP design, although the "total"

'..iongitainal target sample (Class 4) numbers approximately four hundred.
J /

at entry, the'separate sub-samples, by participating program, range
from a high of n=124 ,to a low of n=32." We, therefore, set a minimum ;.

hcceptabk, re-Sponse rate at 75% for Class 4 entry-level data;'

3: 411eoretically, this has the, effect of limiting the student interview

sample for'Year 1 site visits to Classes-3 and 4, and for Year 2 to

Classes 4 and 5.' In reality-,.students from the earlidr'sampIes (Claises

1 and 2) may be still enrolled, due; to part-time attendance or "stopping

out" for-Vne or more terms.

4. Laughter, for example, can express a variety of emotions. Consider the

difference between these four accounts of a hypothetical event:

"J. laughed and left."' ' r
"3.giggled-nervously and hurried. away.. (She seems embarrassed;

doesn't want to pursue this conversation.)

-"J snorted and 'btalked off." (I think she was offended.)

"J..:chuckIed bUt was,called away befOre she couldreply. (Seems

.
interested and sympathetic.)

5: NOM = Nominali ORD = Ordinal; INT =Jnterval;DICH Dichotomous:

SqeChapter V, page 88; for description and definitions Of .the first
;:,..tfiree levels of-measurement.. A dichotomous variable'is orie in which

there are Only two choices;

ti



CHAPTER V

ANALYSIS: Producing "Findings"

x-

' The. arrangement of topicsin thisUlanual has been seemingly
1___

sequential: Irom design to methodology to the CO1l6ction,and processing
i-

of data, ana.tO be: followed bk!the-analysis and interpretation. Hit
/ .

__...
I

a
_,- _-___

neata IongitUdinal study, however, the latter part of that h sequence is

mostly oyth, . From the day thejirst-dateere returned, the next three
/

parts of the "sequence"--proCessing0-arialyitg and interpreting - -are set
1 . .,-

I --
in motion, arvithey tit

1
proceed more less simultaneously untir'the final

report is edited to.eVeryotets satisfaction; Nonetheless, this chapter

continues the theoretical sequence.
-"

cleatlyo the-analysis of qualitative data presents problems

quite ditrtinctzfrom those ,presented hyquantitatiVe analysit.- Each employs'
r.

itS=own strategies to reveal and support its own findings. -Their roles in

the research process are:cotplemettary, atd they share_a common goal: to

.extract -from thousands of individual bitsof.informetioh a coherent body

ite
-;of new ktowledgesufficientxt both sdope:and'ACCuracy-to address the NSSP

treSearchaims.

-liiative Analysis-

TheNS$P-reseirch design includes the analysis Of qualitative

ditakelatitg to all, three major areas of research interest: '(1): student.

characteristics; (2) educational atd mined; and (3) types or
.

. _ . r

1:irocessesHof:cadeMic and professiotal'aChievement.- an the Preceding

Chapter-, we discUssed ways of processing such data froM each of theimstru-

;tehtsetd/ovtechniques Used.' That data prOCeSsing.rproduced;- in each

case, typed transcripts. In .the Case-of questiottairsAtems, interviews

andifOrMal discuSSiOts:, the typed' transcripts represent, the sum total of

allthe verbal evidence that has beend-cilleCted. In the case of field

nofes and documett.reviews, the transcripts represent a Selection of

'4VidenCe.thOset bytheresearcher as being partiCularly, informative and

keVe-alitg: 'Ibis-chapter-pertains to the neXt level of activity: 'working

With:the transcriptsin:oider_ta_generate findings'Which,/._combited with

those prochiced:by.qUantitatiVe-atalyses; will be .heiPfulAn addressing-_



the questions and thereby '.,Chatatterixing the Second Step model.;

-education;

Deriving coding categories

a. -Open coding
1

When Crtain.questions are asked of e res2ondents-7-in,

__
_ -

.
a certain :sample td which the- write An rather-thanincL, off" a response,

-I-

the phrase§
(ot-ptragraphs1)\Withwhich they answer such qUestions are

nursing

qualitative data even. though\' '3 incorporated into what may be pri=

Manny :a "quantitative" data- Loa, tool. Several such items are
1 _,

inciuded-throughout the NSSP instruments. For example, the las item in

the Entry Questionnaire asks: "What are 'your long-range plans f r apbsi=
.

tion'in nursing?" Tht very annet_in which the question is posed is

purposely open, allowing for a( variety of responses
rather than specifying

categori?.s, such as:

in hospital
in clinic
in community

or:
direct care
supervision
administration

4.teaching

Let's

space. task of the

enddctermine

then be coded

Which.this is

of many other types of qualitative. data besides merely coding questionnaire-

to attain a leadership role

topcontinue my current role,
and increase my salary\

to work part - time -for supple-

.
:thentary family income

no IOng-range Plans formulted

assume that every student,wtes something In that'

quaIitativeLanalyst is. to review those response!
N---

the,best ways of extracting meaning Es) from them that can

and entered'into the data set. We refer to the process "b)

accomplished as "open" coding. It,applies to the handling



responses;.but since .this is perhaps. its simplest application, and usually
_ _________

the. one which.ntedato'be done first- it is discussed-first in.that

context.

Essentially; the researcher readS through all or) if

that is impoSsible, through a" repreSentatiVe sample ofthevritten responses

to a given question; Ibis is not In order to ."assign." each response to
_

pre - determined category, but rather to arrive at the most usefuLway(s) of

categoriling them. The responses themselves, imconjunction with the

theoretical research interests which caused the question to-be asked, are

thus the basis upon whiCh the Categories are built;
\

Two things are_ worth_ here: .
First, different

classifications of responses may occur to different readers; For this

..,,reasOni it is useful to have more than one, person review the transcripts

and discuss the categorization scheme. prior to:its final - incorporation

into the codebook for that instrument. Second, it is not uncommon for a

single qualitative item to yield more than one set of useful categories'.

In. the;exaMple.given, "your long-range plans for a

Position in nuritng,-" the data might :well include enough Information:to

permit codes relating to "type..oUposition" such as:

Public health nurse
School nurse.
Hospital adMietstrator
Nurbing facility member...
ttC;:,( T1cOuldHbe,quite a long list.)

But they might else contain informationthat

sion of theOretidel interest to researchers,

goals,":WhichMight;:runSoMething

could be ceded along a dimen-

SUCh as "clarity of:Jong-range

NO lOng=rengefplats stated,: either within or

_:oUtside.:nursing . ..

, _
No long - range: plans with respect to a:nursing positie

but soMe.futureplans are stated
Long-range plans in nursing, but vague or tentative

.Long-range plans in nursing, clearly stated

In-general, then, the idea is touSe what is there to

best a4vantage) trying -not to duplicate inforMatiOn that is.coded 'else-

where* " "losing "" ,as-, as possible frOM the sum total of the data

provided,:and keeping in Mind :the theoretical interests which stimulated



Your asking the queStien;.,

When the,Classificationscheme(s) and categories are
7 -

..decided upon, write them down, being asspecifidaa possible as to how

the-distinctions are.to be drawn and including several examples as guide=

lines. At.that point;-the-ClasSificatien-scheme becomes-e variable, and

the categories become Cedes: Continuing With the example.-given above, we__

might derive two (or more) variables:

(First.Variable). Long-range plans:

(Codes) 0 -NO infermation re:
- Public health nurse

2 - School nurse

,Type of_lursing poSitien

type of position; or no response

3 - Hospital administrator
4 7:Nursing faculty

(ett.)

9 - Not.appliCable (no plans for a poSition in nursing

(Setend,Variable):- Long-range: nursing plans: degree of.clar#Y

(Codes) 0 - No indicatibn of degree of clarity

= Relatively vague or-tentative
Relatively clear-cut

9 - Not applicable (no long-range nursing' plans)

The researcher has now "quantified" the qualitative data

from that particular questionnaire item. With the variables and the corks

defined and specified, ehe next step is to go through the eptire sample

and .ode the item by assigning the code number that stands for whatever.

'each respondent has written.' Those codes are entered into the quantita-

.
tilie data set as representing what that person has said in answer to that

question. Again, since this is an interpretive process, different coders

may interpret A response differently; inter-coder reliability is discussed

later in this chapter.

b. Global coding

A;secend type ofboding often undertaken with qualita-

tive data is called "global" coding. In this process; researchers make

use of a broader range of infetmationthan that supplied in response to a

'single item. They may review an.entireinstrument or even a set of instru-

menti from a single respondent; withaneye.to characterizing those responses

and thereby' indirectly characteriiing'that respondent:

79 86



In the Demonstration Study (Jako et a1., 1970, for

example; researchers became interested in the general,"orientation toward

nursing" with which studehtS entered a second step program. Although no

single questionnaire item "asked" such a question (indeedj it would be

almost impoSsible.toask!):preliminary findings from various sources had

'Suggested that it was an important area fon.exploration; By reading

through all the qiiiilitatiVe data that students furnished at entry, several

classificatiOh:Stheihes: were Suggested and discussed. The one that was

finally selected as.-the most promising entailed looking at each student's

answers to a group of open7ended questions and ascertaining from that

information how each student seemed to view fiis or her role vis=a-vis the

nursing profession: 1) Traditional, '2) Acadethic, 3) Leadership and
-

4) Frohtiering; Each "Orientation" was carefully. defined and examples
.

were given. Five specific variables were derived from these data.
-

The first four could be thought of as attitude scales,

each pertaining to one of the above-mentioned orientations and coded as

follows:
9

- no qualitative data pertaining to nursing orientation

at entry
1 - no evidence of this orientation
2 - some evidence of this orientation, but ambiguous or "weak"

- clear-cut evidence of this .lientation,.relatively "strong"

The fifth was a nominal variable and entailed a ju. Int

on the part of the researchers as to which of the four orientations wac

,:olaunr.t" foi this particular respondent. .Thus the categories for coding

this prilbIe were:

0 - no qualitative data pertaining to'nursing orientation

at entry
1 = Traditional orientation dOminant

_

2 =Aterlethit_Oriettatipn dominant
Leadihi7i orientation dominant

4 7 Pronti,r;ring orientation dominant.

AS with open-coding; .the next step is to go through

the entire setplerand toe rele4ant inforthttion by

code .number thatliest.represents Whatever each respondent has written.-

Resulting codes are entered into the quantitative-data set, representing

everything that the respondent has said which serves to indicate "nursing.



SI

EJJ-Ithttii.rn". and the researchers'- judgment

in= ,

Overall strategies and outcomes
-

Interpretation of that

Deriving coding categories for questionnaire items is per-

haps thesimplest form of qualitative analysis - -a mere starting point.

The basic. mental: process inVOlVed.in both open coding and global coding

are:t0 some extent characteristic of all qUalitatiVe analysis: reading:

or , otherwise assimilating the empirical evidence
that iS.availabIe,::and

arrivingat.a defensible judgment concerning the classification or inter-.

pretation of-that evidence. But Whereas"the desired outcome, in the case

of questionnaire data, is usually the quantification of prose responses

such that they can be entered into-the-data set along With other responses.

from that instrument; this is by no means the goal .of most qualitative

analysis.

a. Defining areas of research interest

Seti=Structured interviews with fStultyand administre-

torS, group diptussions withetudente, observational field notes

variety ofdocUments from each participating program furnish a formidable
-

morass of evidence to be assimilated and transformed from "processed data"

Into '.The.general idea is to orient oneself in some useful

tion and to set some priorities before rushing headlong into the unknown.

---For the qualitativ6ahalySt; the best guidelines. are the research questions,

which originally stimulated ihe collection of data What s/he-learnS may

extend thebeyond the "answers" originally sought, but it should go at least

as far.

Looking back at page 16, it is easy to compile a long

list of research interest areas. Reny, l'wever, are most efficiently
.

addressed by means of quantitatiVe data, so in setting prioritieS we leave

thoSe aside for the moment and look forareas.in.which qhdlitative assess-
.

ment'is likely to produce the best source of insightohcepts and find:-

ings. A ixrelimitarrtlistihiof such areas includes:

1) Information abOut studeuts with regard to

. 'personal goals and changes in 'goals.

. professional commitment



\

Information about;educationaLpatterns With regard to:

adMinistrativeciliCiaa
.:admission:-triteria
Manifestationa of program objectives

Patterns of, personal interaction among faculty, students, administra-

tors and health professionals

Teaching Style's

5) -Curricular AesighS

:_..6)--RegionalhiStOtical and institutional contexts within.whiCh PrograMS

develop

Indications of program development; with regard to:

program objectives:

. how expressed, formally and informally

.:.means of implementing; strategies for achievement

organizatiOnalstructure:,

. howformulated
dvidstics' of stability and/Or Change

8) Contributions to the nursing profession:

perspectives on the..profeaSion
.; definitions. of nursing roles'

Thia is not to say that only qualitative data are used

to `ease areas. But just as quantitative data are better

suited 1-;% Ix.Jvidins, for /example; ;student data on demographic and person=

ality .Abutes, our qualitative data are more useful in examining, for

example, -faculty teaching styles. An areas' research interest are

tiltiinstelySkplOred by considering the:Sut -of. our knowledge. leane4 frOm
.

soUrcei.ard research strategies' In the'aboVe areas, 'qualitative

analysis is expected to lad the way;

Finally, it is well to remember that althaugh the list_

topics isalready:qUite long; an overriding Characteristic of quali-,

tative nalyais is its ability to accommodate and ittellectually,exploit

the,uneXpected; In that sense; the list is considered tentative until

the'mialysis is cotPlete.

ib. Organizing Lhe data
I'

The list of research areas best approached through the

'analysis of qualitative data is the starting point for the systematic



.

handling..:0f a large and diffusebOdyof information. These are the things
..

about which the analyst should be able to speak authoritatively at the end

of-the analysis. New topics and sub-topics May be added during the course

of the investigation, but none of the basic areas can be ignore6.

Collection, processing and analysis are carried on simul-

taneously over an extended period of time, each'serving to direct and

refine the other two. Although the NSSP deSign includes only a microscopic

amount of "field work," when compares:LA° studies which are built around

the use of participant observation as the primary research strategy, still
.

the investigator has same opportunity to develop ideas with regard to a

particular area, and then to go back "into the field" in order to test

out thoge ideas--to see if they continue to hold water in the light of

new eviance collected.

Let us consider, as an example, the fifth area on the

preceding list: curricular design. A catalogue description of a program

may provide the initial clues about Its curriCulum. Ideas formed by reading

the catalogue may be further refined and developed by teVieWing information

.furnished in the Faculty' Questionnaire, what faculty menbers say abouL the

Curriculum may conflict with-the catalogue description, or it may merely

clarify the "official" description. The first site visit then provides

an opportunity for finding out, more about 'the curriculum and for observing'

1.;'s implementation--talking to faculty, to students and to administrators

as well as obServing in classrooms and clinical practice settings. And

.:he evaluation component Of-the Graduation Surveys completed by gradn-
,

ating-Seniors provides still another perspective. As materials continue

to accumulate, the researcher's original notions concerning this one

area, curricular design, may be considerably revised, strengthened or

focused; unifyi,g concepts and themes may emerge, or disparate percep-

tions may signal divisive elements which need to be explored further,

TheNsecOnSite visit provides the final opportunity for "on the scene"

questioning and observing, although pencil- and -paper 'data will continue

to accumulate until the end of the data-collection periOd.

Since curricular design is on4 OhL numuer of

"areasexplored in Ais fluid manner --constantly' working back and forr4

between the formulation of ideas and the fuithet testing out of thcae,

'1'1"
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ideas in the light of additional evidence - -some method of organizing the

empirical evidente as it'accumulates is of the utmost importance.

It is virtually impossible to tell"' a researcher how

best to deal with a largeody'of qualitative data such as that collected

over a three-year period in the NSSP design. The nuMbet of methods'in

current use. is, about the same as the number of qualitative

.analysts. Some'prefeito work directly with "original" materialS, making

marginal modtegiedlot=teding with-felt:pens; developing and elaberating

upon (or discarding) corcepts as they go along.- Other§ may set up elab

orate card files, indexing and cross-indexing as they goby-topic, by

source, by time, period, by type of data, etc. Still others prefer to

-work more or,less.intuitively, jotting down notes and ideas as they read

through the materials; making theoreticalconneetiong and then going back

to search for iilUstrative examples and clarification. The "most common

approach is probably some combination of these various methods. None

are infallible, and'none are "wrong."

_ .

The bottom line is that the data will be most useful

when they are somehow grouped around the important research areas to which

they pertain. Exactly how this'is accomplished depends in large measure

'upon the working style of the research team. When thle final report is

written, however, the researcher needs to be able to reach lato.a filelof

materials related to each of the major areas addreSSed, and to find therein

empirical evidence adeqm :O support inferences; concepts and concIOsions.

c. Outcomes of lAtative analySis

The kinds of research activities we have described can

yield outcomes of Several types and levels of generality. The simplest

/ process. is the derivation of coding' categories for single: items from

questionnaires or StruCtured interviews. It requires looking at ofily.one

bit of Anformation from each respondent; At the.next level is the deri-
_ _ _ _

'-vation of global coding categories for single respondents, each of whom

haS provided roughly equivalent "amounts" of,information to be considered.

This is a. more complex process; in that it requires an overview of several

segments 'of data and an interpretation of the'coMbined "meaning" of those

several responses, such thatthe respondent can be characterized or:



desdribed in a certain way. Both these` activities, however, yield simple

classifications of responses.and/or of respondents. The rm., data:ay come

'from either queptionnires.or structured interviewsor both; the' ohjective

is' to."quantify" the qualitative data so that the information is thereby.

-available for a variety of statistical analyses along'with:several hundred

other bits of information;

Most qualitative analysis, however, is not aimed primarily

quantification but rather at the generation of ideas and concepts, and

at'a-Chievirig some insights into the way these concepts .go together to

"explain" the phenomenon under investigation--in this case, the second step

model of nursing education as represented byte six:participating NSSP

titagtams, Although the cognitive processes .involved.in open-coding' and:*

it global'coding--essentially reviewing and itterpretihg the evidence
.

that has been collected=ate characteristic of qualitative analysis per se,

the overall objective is much broader; Rath than understanding a single

response from a single respondent, it contributes to our understanding of

the dynamics of a complex social phenomenon; The desired outcomes, then,
_

:are concepts which Settet-0 explain that phenomenon.

In our search for explanatory concepts, we review A.

-multitude of data emanating from six campuses and pertaining to an. expand-

able hember.of research interests; Ifi each area, the leading.question,.is:
.

"What have we learned, so far, about (for example) student- faculty inter=

action on this campus?" Think about 'it; review the evidence; -wrate deWe

What you` think you imot4; diacessTit with others; come up with Ve8crip-
,

tiVe suMmary7-a paragraph or a couple of pages, but something; Then
_

proceed to the next campus. When iWv-e reviewed and summarized the knOW=

ledge gained from all six caniptses; you may have generated a number of

veaSible'explanatory concepts- -ideas and th6Me§ abstraCted from the des-
,

ttiptive summaries which seeM'iMporLant aridnoteworthy; either because

of their recurrence in the/data orbecause Of-their relevance to other

areas of research interest;' Fine; 60 on to another areateaching styles,

for example-and pursue the same proceSS again

If that begins to sound like an endless-process ,/you
.

.

haVe guessed correctly; 'Its rarely undertaken_ -as methodically des-

cribed in the_previous paragraph;-but it Is- carried on more or-less 1



continually. The payoff, however, is that eventually the ideas and don=

cepta:WhIch'emerge from evidence pertaining to one area can be'seen.to

relate to Other'areas as, well. :Since the object of thegame is to generate
_

'concepts which help us to understand the dynamics of a complex-social.

phenomenon, the most productive and useful concepts are those which shed

light upon more than one_aspect of the phenomenon Under investig tion.

The.basic assumption which underlies all qualitative

analysis is th'et the social phenomenon being-studied,'which can.be as

small as a single household Ores large' as a giant corporation, is some -

how coherent; thus, that it':can be-Ufidetateod "as a whole," and that all

aspects of.its functioning relate to that "wholeness." In the best of

all possible worlds, the concepts which emerge froth such an analysis,

although arising from thousands of separate empirical facts, will some-

how "fit" with one another sudh'that'th'SY combine to create an abstraCt

but valid description of the phenomenon itself: what the social

scientist calls a "model."

B. -Quantitative Analysis

1

_ _

Because the Second Step model of education is relatively
, '_

.

.

new and "unknown," the NSSP research objectives. (see Pag.16) dictate au

exploratory approach in both qualitatiVe and quantitative analyses. Two

implications of that approach, in the use of quantitative data, are that 1

'(1) the researcher works with a relatively large numUer of yariabies,

any of which may play a significant role in the evaluation of this curric-*

liar model, and (2) s/he typically empIoya.a variety of statistical tech-
.

niques in order to learn how these variables relate-to-one another in

this particular educational setting. With lots of variables and lots of

statistics, it is easy to get lost in a maze of numbers which may or may

not coalesce to tell.a coherent story in the final analysis.

Before we get into the details of quantification, then, a few,

words of general adVice; First, keep at least one eye on the research

questions at allrtimes:' Each analytic procedure should serve the purpose

of
_ .

helpingto address CheM. .iSeUijad take time to undcritarch:6Fat-10-

tiCaI technique before yciii use it=-especially the.essumptions-tpon which
_ _ _

it is based. Third, ,r11,4ae a way of keeping...track of "where you've been"
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as well as 4whee you're going." Preliminary findings, in'the form of
i.

tables; graphsland'eSPeCially-in prose can-prove valuable'guides-to plan=

ning further andlybeS. They can pinpoint gaps; contradictions and puzzles

in the daya;,ind they canheIpyou know when,to,stop--either because an

atalytieScheme is "not working" Orbecjiuse 'particulae-question has

I/
already been satisfactorily addressed.

4

Although the next few pages are devoted to clarifying a few/

`basic. terms, thissection is by no means designed to substitute for a

.text on quantitative analysis.' We present, in fairly general, terms ; / the

overall deSign"4ot the analysis of NSSP quantitative data._ and a 'brief dis-,
t .

cii88ibh of certain statisticalprocedUres implied it th&t design. ./

1. Variables

Throughout this manual we have referred glibl,tC "variables"

in many contexts; assuming that thejgord conveys a'genera.). Meaning to. the

reader. HoW long ago a student w s licensed as an RN, what:a fatulty

meobeti!a area of specialization iS; whether an institution,is..publicly or
. /

privately supported=7these a.ft AlI,variables in,that they may vary from

oneccase to another. In research terminology, .a "variable" is at abstrac-
..

tion==a name the, researcher gives to ra collection of related categories.

Each item of coded information:regardless of how simple or how complex

the reality it represents, ,is given a name and defined as a single vari-
2

able with a very specific meaning'to which the coded categories relate.

A data set Consists, of a total gioup of variables which,

taken together, provide information appropriate and sufficient for address -"

ing one or - research questions. A completed data set contains a spe-

cific number -' sesi or units:of analysis, and a specific number of
_

variables". The NSSP compiles three d'ata,sEst student data; where the
_

number of cases (students) is approximately 2,000; faculty data, -.Where

the number of cases (faculty members) is approXimately 80; and program

data, where the number of cases (programs) Is six;.

The number of:variables contained in each data setlis

initially equal to the total number of coded items from all relevant

iresearch:instrUMentS==pethaps a thousand for studentsiless that a hundred



1 ..,

for faculty and even fewer kor,Ptbgrams.
(e.g., region,finanCial support,

.

.,

year accrodiped, etc.)'.0,But, whereas the number of cases remains the same,

the number of.variables in all. hree data setth is subject to change through-

OUtthe study aenoW information is generated. ThUa, AlthOUgh that number
--

is specific at any given time, the final total is flexible-until near the
/

end of the analysis.

fi
i

Levels -of nedsur_eMent

Each variable exists. at one of four basic leyels of measure-

teht which helps_to_define appropriate 'statistical prOtedOres for analysis;

Most Statisticaf.texts contain a more complete discussion of thii.topic

(see; for example; Siegel, 1956). The definiti6ns which follow, however,
,

provide the basic distinctions among the four types of variablea:

..,I) Nominal, where a characteriStic is simply named. Many'Of NSSP variables'

exist only at this level.' Obvious examples include type of basic

nursing program (for students); aredof specialization (for faculty)

. or public vs. private support (for institutions)'. Even thoughVnumer-

ical codes are used to designate categories, the numbers have no "value"

Other than to differentiate types

4

i

2). Ordinal, a characteristic iStgagured but only-in terms of "more"

or "less." Moscoofithetmany attitaikp measures in the NSSP data are

at this leVel. The classic example is the IdkeKt-typd scale 'running

from .1 rstrongly disagree") to 5-. ("sqongly aree"). The direction

of the responge is .tlear. However, tha prectseeamount" of agree
14

71_

or disagreement is Terely dn approximation;you can - assume that it e

5.'sagree "more" than the 4% but you don't know how much more ' 0

1

I-
Interval , youotOcan measure-distance between points on the scale
- '

. .

at well as dIrection of the scalp, but the unit of measurement and

the zero point isarbitra9r. Generally speaking, standardized' test

scoreS fit into thi4 category, such as tose represent:id by the scales

of the
I
OPI. if interval variables are collapsed into categories,

however, the collapsed version exists at %he ordinal level, since

it no longer accoun s for all of the intervals Aparately. /

,

ii.:4tio where you ca got only measure distance "between" the categories,

but where there is always a true zero point as ,its origin. Examples

-intrude age; weight, income, enrollment, etc: 1

Statistical procedures are designed for the various levels
, 1 '

.
- of measurement; the m owore ow ones usually being approp4Ate only for

,

,

interval or ratio varia les. Their applicability for nominal and= ordinal

levels'of measurement h s been'the subject of much statistical debate.
i

f

CLabovitz, 1972, pp. 13 8



MostNSSP variables-ate at thejower levels of'measurement

(nominal and otdinal), which conId,beViewed as a disadvantage in terms

/ r
Ofquantitative analysis; On the other hand, our objectives do not inVolVe

uS1. in formal hypothesis tes ting, and our number of cases, at least for the

etudent'samples, is CdtfOrtably large; We theiefore. select Only:those

/statistiCal tethniq.:,s-which seive.our research purposes and which are not

_

/ so 'rigorous" in terms4A measurement levels and/or sample.size as to make

.

them inappropriate.for our data bate.

3. The analytic design

1

In quantitative

data set at , time. The.largest data s ti as the analYsilJegins, is the

one pertaining to students, which contains hundreds of_variables about each

individual in .t elentire student satin. These data are used to explore
t_ _ _

research question which can be,mc 'vnctIy and usefully addressed with

data from and 41:wiit the students t .A_Ves. Looking back at the overell
4'

research Objectives (see. page:16)i we ten extract a number of area around

which, to organize the analysis of student data:

.

1) .General characteristics, incluing

general'eduCational backgroUnds
types of Pre-iicenSUre training
demographicattribUtea And lateral roles

teasures o_ academic potential
measures of.prior:academip_achieVement
measures O,f .nursing knowledge/cOmpetence

,..__.personality attributes _'

.Attitudinal attrihutes ,including

.-general attitudes (values; priorities, etc.)

attitudes toWardedUcation
;
attitudes toward specific aspects of program attended_-

. attitudes toward nursing profession and nurses'role(s)

. attitudes.towardseif

3) Types or processes- -of- student success, including,
/__

cademic achievement within program

.
-Self4erceptions related-to success
intellectual /growth, entry to graduation

i:progtesa toward personal and/or Professional goals
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4) Types or processes of su=ess, includimg

. persistence in rc ofesaLon

. poSt-graduat2
. professional ad-Jancem=o
. development cf ne» or-_-_fessional perspecti.71.1

. development cf new num_E=mg role definitiors
deveiopmentima=o7e= of professional im_reresos and ac- :ies

5) Student' perceptions of Tle environmeno

The quantita=== .L.:7_7o set per'zaining tc :aco_:: is morE

limited in scope, but it cias 1=7 variable, abol:: eac.7 in_

dual respondent Analyses data be otg-a=fz0,±

exploration of the f011OWiz - oelati1.7_; to the

sample:

1) General characteristi:-.

. educational ckg =ZIE

professional
some demogra-
personality 7:7

attribute_::

attitudes tcJr:r-
att±tudes tore
ltti.tudes

arT-itudes

interactic
..r=oessionalc

-ogran

ee2" anE. 7==sesi

ruo,ntsi 7ricu ` ==minit:rer-)rs

=2rceptionS 7:iron= (NSEI

The quantita set pertaimit: -to "progro=" is

_ally quite small, ema-.sr'log its entirety _r-ro= the six respor_ses

tti3 f=e Prograr. S:Irvey (see ;-..Later - II). Howevet_ b;. t., st1:3ent and

= data sees are ccmple-Lad and processed, -1.1a-_m:-.7.ative dar.a in

:gate form (i.e., s--;mmec c 1- averaged by "o,-7ome available

fmr as "program" vo_o_7_11,.".. It the fi_7.aa ages cf analysis,

l en this will be the largest- rd_ most comprensd77, of the three data

se.t,$ including aggregate da= .7ez.,-aining to st--lnor and zacuIty from

ame, f the six participating r-- -ams as well as ..tme "original" vari-

oertairiag to size, Ioc- history, ac-z.r, motion status, etc.

Me nalysis of these data ce._:::_r_r-ovide the quaoo=oive basis for
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addressfrg the summary research :pue--ic-, the__NSS:F.. (1) tc charac-
_

terize zne components :.nd the -cittr tetOtd sta_-_ nursing -dut---4-n;

and (2) Id fOrtulate e descriptive arE teal-t-tic r771 of this zurricular

innovatfon.

Within Z-1-. ttlfire,.'S bttef we do 7---.ot attempt

to deli=1:.ate each anE: . ,ic pro=e-duxe. :m general. nn.weveri our deSign

-for tbe amalysis of =1:Oci--77-itatet t=om steos:

1) Fz- r-nthfa-culta student ,:.ata; these steps arc=
Obtains- clear; descrit __Ve, S'.7.tittic. a summary eac-r,

sam=Le it terms cf

oUtcOitS Cf anaLyses _7

.21-77± .,se C tiations anZ
rt) re.lationsh17,- =ong

Undertae cc-taLat= aT7,slySt fer:ne 'air:her spez-ffi-

- cazion cf am==g orcium: and data.

Refine and rIdUC:N: fne per Jf vazia7b:es by the .-7=6:=1

of scale. art % fft-ct=rt.

For student data on1-7 ==e.r.take tbes a d < ste ?s.

. Defer and var-lableT, fct -_as-.2rer

change o7et tz:=ZI are pot.,:rtially z,. tab =e a=

wl -=-.rn the of the re .,.arcn

stain ind=i: 1 c:;:zirtge Tes an:Lio: cross-set-

cnange =eas==a- as a-oprior,_ =re_ an-zi ttst for 1e---

significar=z-_, each :case,

Using all o- =cc ..ire .-.7!raSous analy_,,I. as wel:

concept= aristiuT f-tom cluo/::_zative =_alyses) create or

cr more com7cms:1-re "measufes' of pErzomal, academtc at_

zrofesbt_onal sum that students can be

Sc-)reo ac =7-Ca-1.4' t or more =vets of success.

. Crelte sub -,:amp:cs acc.-1 "low" 7-:.ccess: explore

statisttcal c the measures to

other acoroprtI, var_abIes in :t cata set.

3) 1Jing only the completed = rng= d-at: sec, tl-Le final cpaz7itative

analyses are designed to ass ,-=.: Z:=47:-ee tc which the six progra7-s

differ from or are similar tc wizn reference to the

following:

. Characteristics of all

; Characteristics of a:nd adtiniStrators

. Levels of success am--Wor z=ni'i--eMen=

. Measures of change aver

. Other r-nergent vari2b142smzn 7,roprf_ate



_

Stati-sracaJ_-_ procedures

this section; we present in roughly chronological order

the ..:asic statistical mmnipuIations of data forecast for the quantitative'

pnr- ysis of the NSSP data sets. Although in this particular study, the

Iattr stages of the andlySit deal comparatively with "program data" (in

orcia-_-, to characterize the Second Step as a new model of baccalaureate,
,

nurstng education), oufassumption-is that the more immediate interest of

rips=._ -readers centers around the use of statistical methods in single-

campus evaluationg. Th.etphasis; therefore; is upon the,quantitative

analysis of data from students and faculty.

a. Descripti'e statistics: frequencies, percentages and Averages

As Soon as the first batch of cuantitative data is pro-

cessed and ready for anllysis (as, for example, when Entry Questionnaires

are keypunched for.CIans 4), the analyst typically orders a set-of descrip-

tive statistics pertaf=ing to that particular sample. These numbe's

do exactly what the term implies: they describe the-sample in terms of

whatever variables are !mcluded in that particular instrument. For a

nominal vari?b12 such as "marital status;" we merely learn how many and

what percent of the sample said they were single, married, divorced, etc.

-For an interval of ratio variable such as "number of months work experience;"

some type of an "average" response is useful in describing the sample as a

whole.

For a reasonsb:y large sample, an arithmetic wear- and

standard deviation usually serve this deScriptive purpose, but you can also

look for the median and modal responses: The median is often preferable

fm interval level data, especaiI7 if a few extreme cases occur which may

throw the arithmetic mean off from the central tendency of the total group,

since the mean is greatly influezced by extreme cases. One also likes to

know the shape of the curve made by the frequencies of responses. Is it

a normal bell-shaped curve, or is it asymmetrical with some cases piling

up on one side or the other? Or is it bimodal having-two (or more) high

points? Knowing the shape of the distribution curve is fundamental for

the use of other statistical methods, since the most efficient methods

make specific assumptions about she nature of the distribution. It is

common to assume a normal bell-shaped curve, but this may not be the

E92
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case with your empirical data.

b. Cross tabulations and measures of association

Descriptive statistics are often more interesting and

informative when presented in a comparative format. In the NSSP, for

example, we are interested in learning about "all entrants," but we are

equally interested- in-learming_about_entrants l= each of-tha-six partici-

pating programs separately. he following hypc_-_-MericaI table, for intttal-_e,

indicates that "most" (64%) .-,--1-ering students artend on a part-time basis

but that this is not at a =l true for PrograM "C."

Student Enrolmen,t_Statns, b Program

Student Participating Program All

Enrollment Status A 8 C D E F Programs

Full-time 30% 50% 70% 20% 35% 10% 36%

Part-time 70% 50% 30% 80% 65% 90% 64%

N = 400 80 350 250 200 275 1,555

The above table is called a cross tabulation or contin-

gency table, and is nothing more than the joint frequency distributions

between cases on two variables: program ID and student enrollment ttatus.

Cross tabulations are the most common format for presenting and enalyzing

- .

relationships in social science research.

Sometimes an association between variables can be noted

simply by viewing ("eyeballing") the percentage distributions, but these

distributions can also be analyzed in order to determine whether or not

the variables are,statittically independent. Perhaps the most common-

statittical test, and one of the,relatively few that are appropriate for

nominal variables, is that of chi tquare. This statistic requires care-

ful interpretation; it indicates only the probability of an association

having occurred by chance. Standing alone, it indicates neither the

strength of the association nor the correlation between the two variables.

A number of "measures of association" can serve to

further summarize and clarify the information contained in cross tabmla-

tions; three of these'are lambda; the uncertainty. coefficient, and gamma,

all discussed in the SASS Mqnual. SUCh measures can be used to descrfbe
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the degree to whicI he values

with the values or. c-le =her.

variable tend to predict or vary

s 7--- y useful for ordinal data. 17

indicates (- gth o= = relationship and 2) its Eire:tier. (i.e.,

whether the tria: are or negatively associated w:_th L-ne

another. t-- -_nor-oughly discusser in- setleral -a- --2nces.

(See, for e.-%.7= yc Y- -2E7 .esa_er and Costner, L970.)

:=1---.7L-T7 : az7:..,:ns, in conjunction -;ith a varie--

statistical -7.7.7.-ct:_iur..---zz---.-: -'_se= clarify the reLazionships

two (or more -_r=abies. a=t--- .e..1 mmt only as a ears of descrih=g

segments of :rota: s -1:e beginning of the analysis; b-= ..,:sc

as a way of e;-...=inins re .., -=7-:"S oetween differe= elements

datri throughc_m-- the

A .7-.yieIds a single number, called a co1_,Lffi-

cient, which 7 iationship between two variables, pro=_ied

that the varia1es a: Deyond the ordinal level of measurem, -t.

Like the measures of ,,: 7= discussed in the previous section, hey

indicate both the st-re-ng-7 a: :he d:-..recrion of relationships be:we-an

variables.

r `fin . of the NSSP data exist "below" tom_

interva of _1"--.2men_ some (such as age at entry, test = res,

_
etc.) are 17_arvaL a:-.d/or ratio level measures. To see e

detail in t- -A_a:S=ship ci two interval level variables, one a

scattergrar is 1.s.: a graph cf data points, where one variable ,fines

the horizor: i His :nd ,±e other the ver,:ical axis. Looking at

scattergram :=_..1rst step in the analysis of two interval vam_-bIes.

A fairly rea

page.

t hypothetical illustration appears on the f7.:owirg
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Age Of
Students

relationship.

"swarm" roug

few cases the

regression at

data, and Pe.7.:-=.

"goodness of

4:1 =

5

Ca ---el

20 25 30

-2st Score

._ewing a scarzetm, one can see the shape of the

primarily linear cmrvilinear or random? IS the

;awe thickness thl-_-=hout the Scale? Are there a

c-_:t by themselv__ The statistical techniques of

----Mich seek =-7 :he "best" line or curve to the

sroduct moment c :ation (r), uhich measures the

tme regression , make certain assumptions about

the nah4e'' which can or be observed by looking at a

stattergram.

Ccrrelation analynds is often used instead of working

directly it ross tabulations, esially when one or both variables

have a large===ber of categories, :r-aking the cross tabulations themselves

unwieldly enc._ difficult to interprer. TQb common correlation coefficients

for use with Ordinal data are Spea -an's rho and Kendall's tau.

d. Creating scales and indices

These two words are used interchangeably within the

social science literature to refer to techniques of combining two or more

measurements to form a single score which can then be computed for each

case. On page 89, for instance, we call for a quantitative measure of

"progress toward personal goals" and of "progress tower:: professional

goals."- Since many individual items bear upon these areas while no

single item measures it directly, one solution is to create a composite

measure which makes use of the relevant data available in order to assess
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such progress.

The first step in creating a scale is to make certain

that the items theoretically fit together so that the scale has

For e=ample, one question an the Entry Questionnaire (see page 3 asks

students to rate their: in six different aspects-of Mnrs.trg

knowledge and ability. Theoretically, the summed total of a respomiant's

Six sub-scores might well represent that student's self-evaluation rf

overall competence in the nursing field. The total score can then _.:e

used as a variable as well as each item scare.

Attitudinal scales should fit together both theor- _=

cally and statistically. =anther question on the Entry Qmesticnna-7

(see page 31) asks students their interest in various activities r-z' =-Itez

to nursing. Theoretically one might argue that all eight items

some common concept of professional activism. The simplest way t= ccn-

firm or refute that argument is by correlation analysis.' All les

included in a single scale should correlate with all the others 1.

reasonably high level. Scalet or indices are means of summari ink

quantitative data into concepts that are both theoretically cope ant .std

Statistically-sound.

e. Dealing with change

One of our basic research aims is to discern f=act

of second step progrp-ms on the students. Central to this was the ir.f_lu-
)

Sion of a longitudinal sample as part of the overall design. Many

Lions and whole tests are given to the same student at entry and agate_

at graduation so that individual change can be computed and measured;

Individual change scores are computed by subtracting the value at tine 2

from the-value at time 1. These change scores become new variables in

the 'data set and can be used as any other variable. For interval data

such as OPI scales or N,,N test scores; a t-test determines the signifi-=

cance of the measured change. The Wilcoxon matched pairs test it a

similar statistical technique for ordinal variables (Siegel; 1956;

pages 75-83).

Thete same techniques are also used to determine the

significance of cross - sectional change (e.g..; "all entrants" vs. "all
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graduates") or to compare =Ticus sub- samples in terms of change over

time (e.g.. high achievers low achievers).

f. Dealing with al:::-.. -ement and "success"

1n_ the --,:mages_of_thequantitative analysis of-

student data, utilizing a data set and outcomes from all

previous analyses, the NSS3.' =gn takes on the problem of measuring

"types and processes of and professional success." We begin by

assuming that success; theoretical concepts, is inherently

multi-dimensional, thus, st It can be defined from several different

perspectives and therefor: measured by means of several different kinds

of data.

The bask statistical techniques used in this process

Are those associated wit::: creating scales and indices. That is, we

create a composite measure which hangs together both theoretically and

statistically. But rat::r than aiming for one single measure, we assume

from the beginning that =re than one index will be found to satisfy both

criteria.

Regardless of substantive ottcomes--i.e; the precise

definitions and indicators which eventually serve to best represent these

types and processes of success in second step nursing programs- -the pro-

cedural outcomes can beomtlined.

The success measures themselVet are defined as new

ordinal variables. .Since each-is composed of a separate group of "old"

variables on which student data have already been collected and processed,

a program is devised to "score" each case in the student data set. If

three measures of success are constructed to represent three types of

success; every student is thereby agligned three :Lew scoreS, eacl. repre-

senting that individual's level of achievement according to the three new

4
measures.

The last set of pre-planned statistical procedures

(although every quantitative analyst knows that others will occur in the

course of the actual analysis) is designed to examine the relationship

of the various dimensions of success to other variables in the analytic

data set(s). By creating student sub-samples composed of the highest
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and lowest scorers on each dimenSion, the analyst gains access to a

greater variety of explorations and insights than would be available by

correlation analysis alone; The basic strategy, then, is tc "describe"

the resulting sub-samples as infOrtatively as'possible--not only who they

are, but what they have experienced as students in a second step curritt-

Jum. The intent of this final analytic phase is not so much to isolate

"predictors" of success as it is to clarify our understanding of the

educational processes which appear to enhance or to minimize the-achieve-

ment of those qualities that combine to produce one or another of our

Success "types."

The delineation of sub-samples, then, permits a new

series of statistical procedures--from simple descriptive statistics

through correlational analyses-==planned around this explanatory focus.

It also necessitates a fruitful synthesis of these quantitative methods

with the outcomes of qualitative strategies, and a disciplined interpre-

tation of the findings of each.

C. Validity and 2-ellability

Aczording to one authoritY, "a measurement procedure is con-

sidered valid to the extent to which its scores reflect true differences

among individuals, groups or situations in the characteristic which it

seeks to measure (and) is reliable to the extent that independent

applications of it yield consistent resultS." (SellLiz, 1976, page 197)

These are important and legitimate concerns, and we strongly urge that

the evaluator who is unfamiliar with the theoretical bases and the broad

applicability of these concepts take the time to become familiar with

them.
5 For the purposes of thit manual, however, their treatment is

tied rather specifically to their relevance in the NSSP research design.

Since that design combines both qualitative and quantitative strategies,

each of which takes a somewhat different approach to these troublesome

issues, c.7, limit this discussion to defining the areas of concern rather

than detailing procedures for addressing them.

1. Observation and conceptual analysis

In the qualitative analysis which relies upon the grounded
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theory approach (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Becker, 1958), statistical

tests for validity and reliability play no significant role. The qualita-

tive analyst working in this mode, via direct observation and conceptual

analysis, is not usually preoccupied with establishing the absolute "truth"

of the model s/he constructs, but rather with establishing its credibility

and usefulness in explaining a social phenomenon; Self- imposed rules

governing the conduct of the analysis must provide some assurance that

the inferences which are drawn from the evidence actualry correspond to

an external and consistent reality.

One useful guide is to "stay ClOSe to the data." io be worth

their salt; findings-should say "more" than the data from which they arise;

but their relationship to that empiiicaI base must be clear, both in the

mind of the analyst and to the audience s/he addreaSeS.

Second, and closely related, give evidence. The researcher

works without the restrictions (and the benefits, of statistical proofs

and assumptions of normal distribution8. The significance of particular

clusters of facts and the meanings assigned to those facts rests not upon

a level of probability; but rather upon the perception and judgment of

the researcher. This freedom is the essence and the strength of qualita-

tive analysis; factors may be "important" and highly influential without

being "Lypical," and explaining the divergence is often as revealing as

accounting for a central teneency. A rich qualitative data base lends

itself well to uncovering the unexpected and probing the underlying mean-

ings behind conventional wisdom. At the same tim1, it imposes the burden

of proof directly upon the researcher who cannot simply "compute" a level

of significance, but who must build a convincing case for eachinference

drawn from the evidence nt hand;

:hird, be skentical of your own findings. Much of the

strategy of grounded theory research is built around the process of vali-

dating one's ideas and concepts with reference to new evidence, new experi-

ence, new perceptions. The constant back-and-forth exchange between

"questioning" and "answering" forms a strong Stipp-Ott for both the consist-

ency of the observations and the conceptual validity of the elements that

survive.

Finally, perhaps the best "proof" is to be found in the



_
general coherelite of the findings themselves. Do the conceits hang together

and make sense? Can you explicate a kind of logical consistency from one

to the next? Do they "fit!' with eVerything you know about (in this case)

second step nursing_progreS7

Haying said all that, we must concede that "pure" grounded
. 7

theory plays only a small'part in the NSSP methodology. AlthougVirect

observation and document analysis are techniques that contribute importantly

to both the evidence we accumulate and the outcomes we hope to achieve, the

bulk of our data is derived froM the rather extensive battery of instru-

ments described in Chatter 1.

Data=colIecti 'n instruments

To establish the validity:and reliability of either a complete-

instrument or a single item requires reistatd usage and/or a relatively

large sample of respondents. One reason program evaluators lean toward

the use of standardized inJtru,lients is because, with a reputable published

instrument, that work has in all probability been done-and is-cited in the

accompanying manuals for reference: -Most single program evaluations have

neither sufficient time nor sufficient temple size to include a thorough

statistical :::-:ssment of their data collection tools;

!4SSP research effort inhabits a sort of middle ground

:tveral key date=tellection tools are published instruments
in this -; 1-

with a bacl:lo sage and literature which serves to establish an accepr

able degree`-.of validity and reliability.
6 Our project- designed instruments,

however, are in varying stages of "matnrity,"-. and deserve some turther
7

comment.

Interview guides

Three are interview guides: one fcr student grouidis-

cussions; one for indiVidual faculty members and one for administrators.

Although interviewing is often used as a method of collecting information

from individuals whose responses will then serve to represent the popu-

lation from which the interview sample is drawn, the NSSP inr!rviews

serve a quitedifferent purpose. Student discussants, AlthOugh randomly

selected, do not provide "individual" data; some may respond to one question
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and some to another; and transcripts of the discussions will not identify

_
-....t7he speaker-7 As for faculty interviews; non-random sampling combined 14-11-h

very small laumbers of respondents preclude the use of these data as repfe-

seLLazive. And admanistrators;-evet thOugh-the-constitute the sum total

of department heads in our six-program sample, do not furnish enough

responses to permit quantitative handling beyond the level 04f simple

detcription.

The primary function of these tools, then, is to provide

a rich vein of data for qualitative analysis; thus, although variables

pertaining to "program" (rather than to persons) may emerge from such

analysis; the instruments are not designed to "measure" but rather to

generate insights which help to clarify and explain the phenomenon under

study. Under such circirmstances, instrument reliability in the sense of

consistent measurement from one application to the next has little mean-

ing or import.

'The validity of Tthe raw data, on the other hand, is a

ptime concern and is aided by two builf=in safeguards: (1) the pretence

of the researcher whose task it is to make certain th..11 the questions

are understood, that to responses are relevant, and that the respondent(s)

are, insofar as it is possible to judge, providing information that

reflects their "true" opinions and reactions; and (2) the ase of verbatim

taped transcripts of the discussion for purposes of analysis, alleviating

any concerns about the loss of certain crucial aspects of a respbnse due

to the incompleteness or subjectivity of the interviewers' notes.

b. Questionnaires

A measurement procedure, as defined by Selltiz (1976);

consists of a technique for collecting data plus- a set of rules for using
. -

these data. In the NSSP project-designed questionnaires, specific items

represent the basic techniques, and the codebooks contain the rules

governing usage. Each variable entered into each data set is, in that,

sense, a measurement procedure and is therefore open to question toncern-

ing its validity, or the extent to which it provides a "true" measure of

.the characteristic, and its reliability or the extent to which it produces

consistent results. t.

In some instances, qualitative analysis produces
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quantitative variables, as when codes are derived from open-end question-
.

naire items for inclusion in a quantitative data set. We may assume that

whatever the respondent writes is "true" or valid, in that respondents

are free to answer in any way they -choose; But in the process of quanti-

fication, words and phrases are transformed into a set Of coding categories.

How successfully that process is carried out invariably influences the

construct validit
8

of the coded item.

Another important concern is of course, inter-coder

reliability. Since the way in which each case is coded depends: not only

upon what the respondent wrote or said; but also upon how the coder inter-

prets and classifies that response, a major threat to the reliability of

such data rests with the differences in perception amongst those who do

the, coding. There are Several ways of coping with this problem:

1) The same person can do all the coding, making careful and complete

notes as to how each category is being interpreted in the process.

Two or more persons can code all qualitative materials independently;

and be required to resolve discrepancies by discussion and concensus.

3) Two or more persons can divide the qualitative coding by

assignment, each working with a certain proportion.of-the materials

to be coded. In this method an additional variable becomes "coder";

each coder "signs" his or her work, so that reliability ratings

between coders can be statistically obtained.

None-of.these'methods are guaranteed to eliminate the

problem, but they can reduce it considerably. When statistical tests

still indicate loy'reliability coefficients for certain qualitatively

coded variables in spiteof such precautions, it may be necessary either

to start from scratch and derive new coding categories or to define the

existing classification scheme more explicitly. In either case, however,

being aware of the problem is half the battle.

Theaarge majority of the variables in the student data

set; however; are not derived,from qualitative data; but are taken

directly. from pre-coded questionnaire items. In these cases, the rules

governing usage are largely incorporated into the data collecting tool

itself. Inter-coder reliability, then, is in a sense absorbed into th
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more general definitidn of item reliability; since respondents essentially

"6-ode" themselves.

All of the NSSP project-designed instruments are; as of

this writing, in current use for the first time as completed data-collection

tools, although they were developed from a similar set of tools employed in

the earlier Demonstr.,tion Study. Specific items with apparent problems in

validity and reliability were intentionally omitted from the NSSP instru-

*.rents. Nevertheless; our various questionnaires contain several hundred

untested items;

Faced with the sheer number of measures incorporated

-into the NSSP data sets, it is both unnecessary and unrealistic to set

about establishing the construct validity of each and every item. Those

efforts are best reserved for the more significant and central concepts,

such as, for instance, the dimensions of success. More important for the

potential user of these instruments in their current form, however, is

the fact that the sample structure in the current study is sufficient in

size and design to permit the establishment of levels of reliability by

means of accepted statistical procedures.
9

These analyses are to be under-

taken in the second and third years of the NSSP research, and results will

-----------be-incIuded_in_the-f-inal report to be released in 1981.

D. Synthesis and Interpretation

During the final phase of the analysis, the major task is one of

achieving a productive and workable synthesis between-our complementary

and parallel-research Strategies; qualitgtive and quantitative, such that-

we arrive at not-two but one coherent, theoretically sound and empirically

demonstrable explanation of the second step phenomenon;

The qualitative segment begins with a virtual universe of col-

lected observations of second step nursing programs in action--verbal com-

mentary in the form of questionnaire responses, interviews, discussions,

documents, etc.--and distills therefrom a "model" of this fast-growing

1F

form of baccalaureate preparation. The model is an abstract but-valid

description of the phenomenon itself; it is made up of explanatory con-

cepts derived from a consideration of all the available evidence collected

and analyzedconcepts Whith "fit together" to create a "whole ". picture
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of a dynamic educational process; The model is grounded in empirical

evidence, but rather than merely refleCting and summarizing that evidence;

it creates a theoretical franieWc_7.1 capable of accommodating and recounting

for all the isolated facts and cbservations which have been collected and

considered.

The quantitative segment begins with three data sets, all of

which are staggeringly comprehensive. The data pertain to students, to

faculty/administrators and to program; taken together, they contain many

hun'dreds of discrete variables, each representing a single retrievable

bit of coded information ,_bout the students, the faculty members or the

programs in the sample. Analysis of the student data set provides a

very complete set of descriptors of the student population; the faculty/

administrator data set serves to describe those populations, albeit in

somewhat less detail; and the program data set includes aggregate data

pertaining to all populations as well as additional descriptors of the

program as an organizational entity. The analysis of each data set is

undertaken separately and produces an objective and accurate description

of each sample. A preliminary intent is to discern "typical" character

istics, attitudes and behaviors. More complex analyses indicate signif=

icant relationshipt among variables; reveal unifying factors, concepts

and dimensions which function to connect and add meaning to isolated

findings; and provide statistical rationales for inferenCes about the

larger population of second step students, faculties and programs.

Since that phase of the analysis which concerns itself with

synthesis and interpretation is still in the future as of this writing,

we include no description of the step=by=Step process by which this goal

will be accomplished. We have, however, given serious thought to the

importance of achieving such a synthesis, and have evolved four general

guidelines for steering ourselves in that direction.

First, simply allow enough time for bringing the two sets of

findings together; Both parallel analyses should be brought to a stage

of near completion as early in the final year as possible. Preliminary

findings and emerging concepts from each aspect, then, are permitted

enough "fermentation" time to develop a cohesive sense of wholeness prior

to the statement of final cOnclusions.
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Second; don't work in a TIV-2-.111M. Especially in the constantly

changing field of nursing edUCatiel=i developments in the world outside

the research office surely need tc be taken into account in interpreting

findings and refining ideas of the processes that occur in contemporary

educational practice. Political events of the day, for instance, can be

counted on to influence the actions and attitudes of students; faculties

and organizations. Equally important, maintain contact and current know-

ledge of other research findings; these may stimulate new perspectives on

the data at hand, and may serve the broader research function of "building"

upon previously established frameworks, thus enhancing the usefulness of

both efforts.

Third, summarize constantly. Especially in a design incorpor-

ating large bodies of information arising from relatively "separate"

sources of data, it is important for all members of the research team to

be able to maintain contact with what "the other side" is learning. By

producing working drafts and data summaries throughout the conduct of the

Study, the goal of synthesis can be begun well ahead of the final crush.

Finally, and closely related; communicate. The working draftS

and data summaries are only a partial approach. During the final analytic

phase; substantive seminars can be scheduled,for the expressed purpose of

melding the two sets of findings, each focused upon specific areas of

research interest. Both qualitative and quantitative findings_pertaining_

to those areas can be presented/ discussed, and the linkages forged and

articulated.



Notes

1. Readers seeking a more complete and general treatment of this broad

topic have a wide choice of such texts available. See, for example,

Selltiz et al. (1976) and/or Siegel (1959-
(

2. For an example of a single variable which represents a more complex

idea, consider what we call "Impulse Expression, Time 1" or "IE 1."

This variable has nothing to do with anyone's personal.judgment of

that person's impulsivity; it is a scale score from a standardized

personality inventory administered to students at time Of enty.

Coded categories run from 0 (very low) through 59'(very high).

Standing alone, the .7. score tells us very little; butin conjunc-

tion with other variables, or with reference to the scores of other

student samples, IE 1 can furnish a valuable perspective on Second

Step entrants that would be difficult to obtain by any other means.

It might be mentioned that the procedures we outline here are merely

the broad outlines of statistical EcaIing procedures. In instrument

construction, where the object is to produce a valid and reliable

scale for future use in attitude measurement, the process is much

more painstaking. Such scaling often begins with factor analyzing

a huge pool of separate items, and continues through to thoroughly

testing the finished scale for test=retest reliability- For a good

discussion of scaling and indexing, the reader is referred to Selitiz

al. (1976), pages 400-431.

4. In carrying out these scoring procedures, cases with missing data pose

problems. Our procedure is to score only those cases with good data

on more than half of the component variables; and to consider the

remaining cases to be "missing data" with reference to that particular

measure.

----A-gvord-pd-a-c-e-to start is-Cllapteof_Research Methods in Social

Relations by Selltiz et al., 1976: Now in its third edition,_this

readable text devotes some forty pages to "General Problems of Measure-

ment" written from a positivist orientation. Even this Meld exposi-

tion of the validity-reliability continuum does not treat the tests

themselves in any statistical detail, but further references are,

numerous and current.

6. The OPI, NLN Achievement Tests, the CFI,-and the NSEI all fit this

definition.

7; The EADS (see pages 29=30) is not considered prAlematic in these

respects as it is not adtinittered to "respondents"but filled out

by research associates with -the resulting data entered into the computer

only after careful editing for accuracy by the data analyst;
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Notes for Chapter V Continued:

8. Validity is an umbrella term encompassing many variations and "types,"

each of which may be establithed by dLfEering procedures. The defini-

tive work on construct validity was written in the mid-Fifties

(Cronbach and MeehI, 1955). The term implies that what the researcher

is attempting to measure is an idea (thus, a mental construct) about

an individual--a characteristic or trait that the individual possesses

or does not possesS--rather than merely a single behavior. Most global

coding is done at this level of abstraction. In testing for construct

validity, then, we ask ourselves how we would expect persons classified

in a particular way to behave or "score" on other measures that are

theoretically related to the variable we have created (i.e., the

"construct").

9. Cronbach'S Alpha or Split-half coefficients can be computed for any

scales or composite indices that are created to test their internal

consistency;



CHAPTER VI

THE FINAL REPORT

Imatfne this hypothetical situation: the data are in, the

analyses are r7;mplete and you have a perfectly lucid uneetstanding

what it all means. The hard part is over; right? Wrong! Now you

an entirely new and different problem: explaining it to somebody

Reporting the outcomes of a research effort can take any ,

wide variety of forms; ranging from a one-page

a best seller. But since educational research

probably the most prevalent form, at least the

mimeographed hand-c',-

is often externally funded,

first time around; is that

Of the Final Report--a sometimes unwieldy document submitted to the

funding agency;

If there is a folklore of research; it might well reflect an

uneasy feeling shared by many writers of these documents that the reports

are more often filed than actually read and pondered, Nonetheless, they

must be if well done, not only do they furnish a comprehensive
.

record of the research has accomplished but they also serve as a

rich quarry- information from which smaller, more digestible and pub-

lishable articles can be carved and polished;

A; Planning

4

The single most important thing to say about planning is simply__

to do it. Lack of planning can res'ilt in, among other things, a financial

crisis; it is usually permissable to delay the completion of the report,

but funding for the extension must come from the budget for the final year,

which may well be depleted at the end of the normal funding period.

The first step in planning the work is to obtain the proper

guidelines--a step which can be taken quite early in the final year of

the research. Like most externally funded program evaluations, the,NSSP

ors its existence to federal support; and like most very large organiza-

Loris, governmental agm,ries tend to be slow in responding to Individual

requests.

merits, an

Each agency has its own specific forms and reporting require-

these may cl-iange in some, ways from one year to the next. Its



fairly safe to assume, however, that they won't change drastically. :f

current guidelines are not available early in the year, a copy of those

issued the previous year can be equally helpful.

A review of the form in which the report is to be filed L-Ibles

much of the work to be assigned in whole sections. Each person whL con-

tributes to the final produz:t knows well in advance the ;eneral content

and purpose of his or her own section and is accountable for p-oducing

not merely "findings." but a presentation of findings that will be an

appropriate segment cf the document to be constructed. Thus, activities

that necessarily precede the actual writing are known and can be incor-

porated into that staff member's normal workload, rather than coming as

an "extra" task to be undertaken during the final hectic weeks of the

project;

Because the report must not only be "written," bud also typed;

edited, corrected and possibly rc-. typed, length becomes an important con-

sideration. Any research report can be planned in advance to cover a

fairly specific number of pages. A writer aiming for a twenty-page report

simply includes more detail than the writer who is asked to describe the

same study in two pages. After the guidelines and forms are in hand and

the assignments accepted, each contributor.iS able to forecast the approx-

imate length of his or her section, including visual presentation of sup-

porting data (tables, graphs, appendices, etc.) as well as tex:.

The-final stepsT-then, are-setting-the-deadlines-and-planning_____

the "product." At with earlier phases of the project, the best tactic is

to work backwards from the official due date set by the funding agency;

In doing so; refer to a copy of your academic.calendar that tells you

which days will be essentially non-productive, (such as weekends, holi-

days and other "prior commitments" that will affect the completion of the

report; With these restrictions in Mind, ask yourself the following

questions; and answer them realistically:

1) When should the report be postmarked? 010 you need to allOW two days

for the campus mail service to function?)

How many people haVe td-okay" it before it can go off Campus? (Will

they be in their offices that week? Will they sign it without reading
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it? Will they require reading time and perhaps insist on change

3) How many copies do you need? (Will it be going to I duplicating

service; if so, how much lead time do they require? Will they collate

and bind or staple ?) -

After final typing, who proofs the finished product for detaila and

typos? (How long will that, and making the corrections, take?)

5) Who takes charge of deciding all the questions of format and style

with regard to footnotes, references, layout, table of contents,

appendices, etc.?

Who will dc: the final typing? (How long will that take? Is that

person's schedule "cleared" from other time-consuming duties for

that period? Have you allowed extra time for typing tables, drawing

graphs, etc.?)

7) Before final typing, who will assemble the various sections arc edit

for substance: accuracy, consistency, literacy and flow? (How long

will that take? How much time will be required for re-write?)

8) What shape should the "coltributions" be in before they go to the

"substantive" editor? (Ar'. all the drafts typed with room for cor-

rections, re-wording, etc.?)

After you have answered all theSe questions conservatively, you

may be as much as several weeks "back" into the calendar depending, of

course, on-the total number of pages you have projected. Pinpoint the

date and plan to have
everyone's well=considered thoughts on paper by

that time.

B. Writing

Getting those thoughts on paper represents for some researchers

the most satisfying part of the research process=-a chance to present the

results of arduous investigation to a waiting world. For others, however,

it's a traumatic time, filled with crumpled notes, half=written paragraphs,

sudden doubts about the significance of what you have to say and how best

to say it and (moSt witheringly) who cares? Without any hard evidence on

the subject; our guess, s that the latter outnumber the former by about

ten to one.
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At with any writing task; the most important guide is to.have

a clear mental picture of your intended audience. Write "to" a reader

rather than into some ill-defined void. JiiSt as in conversation; what

you say and how it is received will depend in large part upon who is

listening7-not only what they want to find out; but how much they already

know about your subject and; not incidentally; hOW much interest they have

in it.

In the case of a final report to a funding agency, all those

concerns are relatively easil- lnswered. You can assume that your reader

is knowledgeable; if your report concerns the evaluation of a nursing

curciculum, reader(s)_in Washington or elsewhere may have degrees both

in nursing and in educational research and will probably have read dozens

of similar reports. Nursing research terminology will be understood; it

can be used without needless explanations; on the other hand, it must be

used accurately. You can also assume that they have read (or have access

to your project's prior reports and earlier findings; these can be para-

phrased and cited. Finally, you can assume that their interest in your

project is basically "professional." Reading picr report is one of their

professional responsibilities, not something they have picked up because

it looked interesting. They will probably appreciate conciseness and

clarity more than poetic prose.

As for what they are most interested in learning from your

report, the best clues are contained in the "suggested format." It's

true that many other formats are equally acceptable, but writing and re-
,

writing time can be considerably redt.7.ed by attending to those clues

_
before you begin. A sample copy of the suggestions from one federal

agency appears on the following page. It must be stressed that such

guidelines differ in many important ways from one organization to another;

but viewing-this one as a concrete example may be instructive.

Only two short lineSE=D and E--refer in somewhat cursory fathion

to everything that has learned in the course of the project. It the

NSSP final report; were we following this particular outline; those two

sections; covering both methodolOgy and findings; could account for well

over a hundred pages of text and tables.- But although they represent the

bulk of the report from the researcher's perspective, their importance to
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the immediate audience need not be overestimated.

Equally important, from the perspective of the funding agency,

are the answers to another set of questions: What was the purpose of the

project in the first place? What did you set out to accomplish? Did you

change your mind mid-stream, and if so, why? Did you manage to do what

you said you would? What difference did it make? What impact has your

work had on your own program, your institution and/or the nursing profes=

sion? Underlying all these questions is a rather basic query that is

near and dear to the heart of the funding agency: Were our dollars well-

spent? And perhaps underlying that, "What. evidence can we show to those

whose funds we have expended (whether taxpayer or corporation)?"

The final report itself should constitute a direct and accurate

response to those queries, hopefully in the affirmative. Maintaining that

perspective can assist the writer facing a deadline in two important ways.

First, the actual findings themselvet, especially their intracacies and

subtleties, are probably more important to the writer than to this partic-

ularaudience. That does not imply that they need be tlighted; rather,

that their inclusion is primarily for the purpose of documenting what you

have learned along with supporting data in sufficient detail for the writer's

own use as a future reference. Second, the impact of the findings upon the

world that lies outside the:researchoffice is probably more,important to

the audience than to the writer--at least at this particular time. The

old adage about "not being able to see the forest for the trees" is usually

pretty descriptive of a researcher struggling to compress two or three

years of work into ten or fifteen pages of prose. Sometimes it's helpful

to keep an open file during the course of the research into which you can

drop notes; as they occur to you, abOut the effects of the project as a

wholeany spiri=off which has benefited your program, its studefitt and

faculty, the institution(s); the community, the profession, etc.

.Keeping those considerations firmly in place, and attending at

the same time to requirements for accuracy and reasonable brevity, con-

tributing authors indiVidually work out their own solutions to the prob-

lem of writing their respective sections of-the report. The draftt that

are. produced are compiled and readied for the blue petal of the editor(s);
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C. Editing

Much of what needs to be said about editing is nothing tors than

a competent secretary knows from experience. But it warzants at least

a brief mention here to emphasize the importance of the editing process in

forging that link between "writing" and "distribution."

We are assuming that most-final reports emanating from a research

project are intended to serve more than one purpose. The immediate need

is for a concise and accurate report to the funding agency; a second pur-

pose is to serve as a source of information from which smaller segments .-

may be drawn for presentation in other forms (e.g., journal articles, feed-

back to participating SAudents, faculty, etc.); a third possibility is

that the report as a whole may be circulated to certain "significant others"

==thote you have reason to believe would be interested in the outcomes of

the project. The editing tasks) becomes increasingly demanding as you

increase the scope of the intended audience.

First-level editing takes place as the sections of the opus are

being written. That is, the contributors shbuld be convinced that they

have said all they have to say on the subject, as well as they are able

to say it. They should not be embarrassed to send it off as is, either

for critique by colleagues or for publication. First level editing, then,

consists of each author.(in consultationwith one another as desired)

_-
going over the section to be submitted, checking for Accuracy, completeness,

coherence, and general literacy.

At the second level, we put all materials in the hands of a

"substantive editor"--someone thoroughly familiar witlithe research who

will review the report as a whole. -This person critiques the completed

draft for things like "saps" in content, redundancy, logical:consistency,

flow, literacy and clarity. Sections requiring substantial revisions are

handed back to the authors, and re-Writes seuId take place promptly-.

Contributing authors mutt be available for comment during this time and

willing to work wi th the substantive editor cr forever hold their peace.

The manuscript is the ready for final typing; ail layout decisions regardr.

ing "style" (footnotes, references, general format, etc.) are implemented

at this Point.
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After final typing, the third-level editing is essentially what

is more often referred to as "proofing," or editing fOr detail; The

"detail editor" is preferably someone who has never seen the report before

and who therefore sees it with the critical eye of an outsider; This per-
_ --

son readtievery word and CheCkt every reference - -a process that is-almost

psychologically impossible for those who have already worked with the

manuscript ad nauc=m; Each page is corrected as.necessary, and the report

is made ready for duplication. ,

D. Dissemination: Finding the intended audience

The end of the research process is sometimes known, in the inner

circle, as Rthe big double D"--standing for Dissemination and. Development.

Quite frankly, it's tte toughest part of the whole process; .Doing the

detign is fun; Collectingthe data is a chore; running the analysis,is a

Challenge; interpreting and writing upthe results is exciting; but then

getting anyone else besides your fellow researchers interested in the

possible significance of the findings--to say nothing of-actually under-

ttanding and using them--well,:that.'s another whole kettle of fish, and

sometimes very cold fish at that.

,-_
The immediate audience--the funding agency--is easy to find,

and the reader's interest is assiited.. But let us assume that you wish to

increase thethe tepotet teadership beyond those narrow boundaries. In_the

case of the NSSP, with three years of effort behind us= members of the

research team would find disheartening the prospect of having research

outcomes do nothing but collect dust on a shelf somewhere in Washington;

D.C. TO whom are your findings most useful? To whom are they inherently

interesting? To whom should they be interesting?

It pays to advertise. After answering the above questions to

your own satisfactron, you_will have identified a potential readerr",lip

foi your report. Don't wait for them to come to you with a request;

suggest that line of action to them directly, or simply furnish them with' _

a copy of the report accompanied by a letter explaining its relevance to

their own interests. This step, incidentally,, influences and is influencea

by some prior budgeting and scheduling decisionsspecifically, those con-

terning the number of copies to be printed. How many complimentary copies
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cab your budget cover? What ?art of your readership can reasonably be

asked to defray the cost of printing and distribution, and what would such

a charge be?

In Chapter IV, we discussed "feedback": the provision of pre-
/.

liminary findings to participants during the course of the project. .These

people are the core of your outside arldience; some educational researchers

hold that they are the only persons upon whom the impact of a research

project is felt directly and through whom the results of that process are

therefore mediated. Although all participants need not be'provided with

a copy of the final report; they should by all means be informed that such

a report is available, and how they may obtain a copy.

In program evaluation, whether focused upon a single camp .s or,

as in the case of the NSSP, involving several institutions, the faculty

and administrative personnel of the institution(s) from which your sample

is drawn constitute a particularly significant audience to whom findings,

conclusions and/or recommendations are addressed. It is through these

persons that the implications of those findings. may influence policy and

decision-making; this is the channel; therefore, through which an objective

assessment of an educational program can actually benefit the program;

The use of evaluation findings in this "formative" sense benefits the

institution not merely by pointing out a program's strengths

but also by:suggesting pathways toward improvement and toward the benefi-

cial continuation of such an assessment process. To achieve these valid
',-

goals of evaluation research; it is ofteh necessary to do more than simply

take the final report available. "Dissemination and development," in

order to be fully effective, must often take the form of personal inter-
_

action with various individuals and groupsexplaining the findings along

with their limitations and import, and inviting questions and discussion.

In sum, it is not enough:simply to "do" the research. The

researcher bears also a responsibility to put the laboriously acquired

information into the hands and minds of those by whom it can be effec-

tively used such that the prcEram; the institution and the profession

stand a realistic chanc: of benefiting from the new knowledge you have

produced.
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PROSPECTUS

tie: Rval-ce-tng Nursing EducatiCt: A Research Manual_

1. Description of the Book

a. of book

Reference; supplemental text

b. Sub'ect matter and -scope of book

All aspects of comprehensive program evaluation. Content and

Samples of research materials are most directly applicable to the eValUation

of upper-division baCSalatreate nursing programs, but are adaptable to the

evaluation of lower-di7ision as well as graduate programs.

Ma"or theme or approach of the book.

Case study. This approach is based upon the longitudinal and

comparative multi-campus evaluation currently being conducted by the

National Second Step Project at Sonoma State University-. Emphasis is upoa

the application of principles of evaluation research to specific problems

and circumstances which ;-Ypically surround and sometimes overwhelm program

evaluators.

The conceptual framework stresses the dynamic interdependence of

variables affecting student characteristics, educaticnal patterns and

structures, and the definition and assessm nt of goal achievement. '.1.1e

appropriate and complementary use of both zjuantitative and qualitative

research strategies is a recurrent theme throughout the manual.

This case study approach; consistently citing numerous examples

Of sound and workable research procedures, providet the basic unifying

element. Within that illustrative framework, sample materials and theoretical

considerations are organized and presented according to the step-by=step
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chronology of the research process, from posing realistic and attainable

objectives through to produting_the final report.

d. Level of- intended audience

Professionals and/or students engaged in research Activities..

Single=campus program evaluation is typically undertaken by committees of

nursing educators and/or students; these persons constitute the boOk'S

primary audience. Such comMittees, charged with the continual initiation,

development, improvement and assessment of learbkng experiences, are

probably present in some 1,400 nursing programs throughout the nation.) A

Secondary and often overlapping audience consists of the growinf, number

of directors and staff members of externally funded program evaluation;

often appended to nursing departments especially in the formative years

of self-study and Accreditation activities.

Other audienceS cover a broad range of evaluators, learners and

consumers of evaluation research, from institutional
consortia and regional

agencies charged with the comparative
evaluation of two or more programs to

undergraduates in research classes, for whom the book might well serve as

a supplementary text.

Whether as students, teachers,administrators or evaluators, these

audiences participate
actively in nursing education and are probably

familiar with curricular content. However, the book assumes no prior

knowledge either in the field of nursing-or in terms of evaluation research.

There are no prerequisites for its use

e. Important features of the book

1) It contains a detailed exposition of a successful and exportable

methodology for program evaluation: Theoretically sound and pragmatically

workable, the research design is presented complete with background,
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rationale and references.

2) It is specifically tailored to address the current and

future needs of nursing, a rapidly expanding field in which educational

programs are in process of continual development and transition, and

where professional accreditation activities necessitate frequent self-study

and evaluation.

3) In addition to explicating the design and analysis, it

illuStrateS and makes available to the reader a complete set of articulated

instruments for carrying out the evaluation.

4) Both the language and the case study appioach are planned

to guide readers through the complexities of the research process but to

avoid the intracacies of technical jargon and statistical minutiae.

5) Although it is possible to replicate the design in its

entirety, the manual also considers the needs of readers who prefer to

modify and adapt it to their own purposes, utilizing certain tools and

strategies while omitting others.

2. Description of Illustrations and Aids

a. Approximate number and zyloetd illustrations

Illustrations as such do not appear in the manual, although five

whole pages and sectionsofI2 other-pages contain reprints of sample

research materials such as questionnaire items and format, codebook design,

and computer programming. All such illustrative materials, however, are

printed; no drawings or graphs are used with the exception of a Sdattergram

on page 95.

b. Student aidS it book

Explanatory notes appear at the end of most dhapters; a complete

list of bibliographic references.is provided at the end of the book.
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c. Suvnlementary student aids

None

3; Information About the Market

a. =r---ket

Nursing Educators

Doctoral and Master's Students of Nursing; Health Care, EduCation, etc.

Project Directors of Training/Educational Programs

Baccalaureate Nursing Researcli Students

b. Secondary market

General refererice for curriculum and program evaluators

c. Competition

1) Allen, Moyra. Evaluation of Educational Programmes. in, Nursing.

Geneva; Switzerland: World Health Organization, 1977:

2) Green, J. L. and Stone, J. C. Curriculum Evaluation: Theo. aaad

Practice with a Case Study from Nursing Education. New York:

SpringerPublishing Co., 1977.

3) Steele, Shirley: Educational Evalua,lon in NursinK. Thorofare; NJ:

C. B. Slack Co., 1978:

Advantages over Competition-

1) The Allen bbok takes on the large task of defining hoW hurting

education can be looked at and evaluated on a very broad scale (i.e.; from

country to country). It lays out what kind of information to consider in

each segment of the evaluation, but does not suggest any specific treatment

of the evidence. The book is not listed in Books in Print and may not be

generally available.,

2) The Green and Stone book is much longer, more "general" and

less specifically addressed to the iMmediate needs of nursing educators/

evaluators than our Manual. In a sense, it is geared to educating the
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evaluator rather than providing specific tools and assistance.

.3) The Steele book discusses one small (29 students) Master's

program in Child Health Nursing; Although there is much reference to the

evaluation litdratdre (especially Stufflebeam; whose CIPP--Context, Input,

Process, and Product--is supposedly used), the book as a whole employs an

almost anecdotal approach, going into detail on some topics and skipping

lightly over others. Its main purpose seems to have been to provide some

data for internal use in monitoring and improving the new program.
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